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Abstract

Single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) provides detailed insights into the biol-

ogy of tissue and disease development on the level of single cells. This cell-specific

information can be used for cell identification, inference of cell development and

disease characterization. However, current sequencing methods suffer from tech-

nical constraints, especially large differences between multiple experiments (batch

effects) and a high number of technically absent expression values (dropout). This

can impede common analysis, for example, differential expression analysis, cluster-

ing and cell type identification. Common methods for scRNA-seq analyses focus on

solving either the problems due to batch effects by batch correction or the problems

of dropouts by imputation. However, both problems are closely related.

Given this insight, a combined approach for expression reconstruction, called DIS-

CERN, was developed and extensively evaluated in the project described here. DIS-

CERN, a generative deep learning model, is the first approach, which combines

batch correction with imputation. It is based on the autoencoder architecture of

Wasserstein autoencoders (WAEs) and conditional instance normalization (CIN) to

reconstruct and adjust gene expression values to a reference batch.

DISCERN was extensively compared to previous batch correction and imputation

methods. In several benchmarks, it outperforms state-of-the-art methods for batch

correction, e.g. Seurat, scGEN, and scVI, as well as state-of-the-art imputation meth-

ods, e.g. scImpute, CarDEC, and DCA. The approach of DISCERN differs from pre-

vious approaches for batch correction and imputation by directly adjusting gene

expression information and using a high-quality reference for the reconstruction

of multiple batches. In contrast, established batch correction methods rely on an

adjusted embedding of gene expression values and current methods for imputa-

tion are not evaluated for data sets composed of multiple batches. The evaluations

show that DISCERN improves the analysis of scRNA-seq data with respect to the

detection of marker genes and cell type identification, when using e.g. single-nuclei

RNA-sequencing (snRNA-seq) or bulk RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) data as a refer-

ence.

Especially bulk RNA-seq data obtained from cells sorted by type is well-suited as

a reference, as it usually has almost no dropout of gene expression values, due to

technical reasons. Applying DISCERN to a scRNA-seq data set and a bulk RNA-
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seq reference data set delivered novel insights into the development of severe lung

damage in the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). These insights could be veri-

fied using other data modalities.

Thus, reference-based reconstruction based on deep generative networks, such as

the one implemented in DISCERN, provides a real advance in the analysis of Omics

data.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Einzelzellsequenzierung (scRNA-seq) bietet detaillierte Einblicke in die Biologie

der Gewebe- und Krankheitsentwicklung auf Einzelzellebene. Diese zellspezifis-

chen Informationen können für die Zellidentifizierung, die Zellentwicklung und

die Charakterisierung von Krankheiten genutzt werden. Die derzeitigen Sequen-

zierungsmethoden leiden jedoch unter technischen Einschränkungen, vor allem

unter starken Unterschieden zwischen mehreren Experimenten (Englisch: Batch Ef-

fekte) und einer hohen Zahl technisch nicht vorhandener Expressionswerte (En-

glisch: Dropout). Dies kann Analysen kombinierter Datensätze, z. B. die Identi-

fizierung von Zellgruppen und Zelltypen, behindern.

Gängige Methoden für die scRNA-seq-Analyse konzentrieren sich entweder auf

die Lösung des Problems der Batch-Effekte durch Batch-Korrektur oder auf die

Lösung des Problems der Dropouts durch Vorhersage der fehlenden Expression-

swerte (Englisch: Imputation). Beide Probleme sind jedoch eng miteinander ver-

bunden.

Daher wurde in dieser Arbeit mit DISCERN ein kombinierter Ansatz zur Expres-

sionsrekonstruktion entwickelt und umfassend evaluiert. DISCERN ist ein gener-

atives Deep-Learning-Modell und der erste Ansatz, der Batch-Korrektur mit der

Vorhersage von fehlenden Expressionswerten kombiniert. Es basiert auf der Wasserstein-

Autoencoder (WAE) Architektur und auf konditioneller Normalisierung (CIN), um

Genexpressionswerte zu rekonstruieren und an eine Referenz anzupassen. Dieser

kombinierte Ansatz liefert in verschiedensten Benchmarks bessere Ergebnisse als

die modernsten Methoden zur Batch-Korrektur, z.B. Seurat, scGEN und scVI, und

zur Imputation, z.B. scImpute, CarDEC und DCA.

Der Ansatz von DISCERN unterscheidet sich von früheren Ansätzen der Batch-

Korrektur und Imputation durch das direkte Anpassen von Genexpressionsinfor-

mationen und durch Verwendung einer qualitativ hochwertigen Referenz zur gle-

ichzeitigen Rekonstruktion mehrerer Experimente. Aktuelle Verfahren zur Batch-

Korrektur beruhen hingegen auf der Anpassung einer Einbettung der Expressions-

daten und Methoden zur Imputation wurden nicht an Datensätzen getestet, die aus

mehreren Experimenten bestehen.

Darüber hinaus kann DISCERN zur Verbesserung der scRNA-seq-Datenanalyse

eingesetzt werden, z.B. zur Erkennung von zelltyp-spezifischer Genexpression und
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zur Identifizierung von Zelltypen. Dies wird anhand von scRNA-seq-, Einzelk-

ernsequenzierung (snRNA-seq) und bulk RNA-seq-Datensätzen gezeigt. Insbeson-

dere zelltypsortierte bulk RNA-seq Daten eignen sich sehr gut als Referenzdaten-

satz, da hierin nur wenige Expressionswerte aufgrund technischer Gründe fehlen.

In einer mit DISCERN durchgeführt Analyse von scRNA-seq Daten mit bulk RNA-

seq Referenzdaten ergaben sich neue Hypothesen über die Entwicklung schwerer

Lungenschäden bei an COVID-19 erkrankten Personen. Diese Hypothesen wurde

auf der Basis weiterer Datenmodalitäten verifiziert.

Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit zeigen, dass DISCERN mit der Kombination von ref-

erenzbasierter Rekonstruktion und tiefen generativen Modellen einen echten Fortschritt

in der Analyse von Omics Daten darstellt.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Single-cell RNA-sequencing

ScRNA-seq technologies measure gene expression at single-cell resolution, provid-

ing novel insights into the cellular composition and improving the understanding

of cell-specific molecular processes [1, 2]. Several commercial platforms have facil-

itated researchers to use scRNA-seq methods at a reasonable cost. The main dif-

ferences between these technologies include the use of droplet-based versus well-

based cell capture, 3’ sequencing versus full-length sequencing, and the use or ab-

sence of unique molecular identifiers (UMIs). Well-based technologies, e.g. Smart-

seq2, capture single cells in micro- or nanowells and perform the sequencing reac-

tions inside these wells. This enhances the ability to detect gene expression with

the cost of a lower number of sequenced cells [3, 4]. Droplet-based technologies,

e.g. 10x Chromium, perform the sequencing reaction in oil-droplets achieving high

throughput rates, but a lower number of detected genes per cell [3, 4]. Thus, well-

based technologies usually provide a better gene-based characterization of cells,

while droplet-based technologies provide more cells and thus enable the detection

of rare cell types [5, 6]. Full-length sequencing provides information of whole tran-

scripts and thus enables splicing analysis and gene variant detection at a single-cell

level. When only transcript level expression is of interest, 3’ sequencing is preferred

due to its lower costs [5]. UMIs are used to identify the initial RNA molecule,

which is amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for sequencing. This

enables the detection and removal of PCR amplification-related biases and there-

fore this is applied for most sequencing technologies if possible [7]. An overview

of common sequencing technologies can be found in Table 1 and [8, 9]. Depend-

ing on the sequencing platform used, scRNA-seq technologies detect around 3 000

genes per cell, giving almost an order of a magnitude fewer genes detected than

in bulk RNA-seq [3]. Despite major technological advances, the analysis of the
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1 Introduction

Table 1: Characteristics of common scRNA-seq technologies. Modified and ex-
tended from [8, 10].

Cell- Transcript
UMI Year References

Capture coverage
Methods

Tang method well Nearly full-length No 2009 [11]
STRT-seq; STRT/C1 well 5’-only Yes 2011 [12, 13]
CEL-seq well 3’-only Yes 2012 [14]
Smart-seq well Full-length No 2012 [15]
Quartz-Seq well Full-length No 2013 [16]
Smart-seq2 well Full-length No 2013 [17]
MARS-seq well 3’-only Yes 2014 [18]
Drop-seq droplet 3’-only Yes 2015 [19]
InDrop droplet 3’-only Yes 2015 [20]
CytoSeq well 3’-only Yes 2015 [21]
SUPeR-seq well Full-length No 2015 [22]
CEL-seq2 well 3’-only Yes 2016 [23]
Fluidigm C1 well Full-length No 2016 [24]
Chromium droplet 3’-only Yes 2017 [25]
DroNC-seq droplet 3’-only Yes 2017 [26]
sci-RNA-seq well 3’-only Yes 2017 [27]
Seq-Well well 3’-only Yes 2017 [28]
MATQ-seq well Full-length Yes 2017 [29]
SPLiT-seq well 3’-only Yes 2018 [30]
Quartz-Seq2 well 3’-only Yes 2018 [31]
DNBelab C4 droplet 3’-only Yes 2019 [32]
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1.1 Single-cell RNA-sequencing

high-dimensional scRNA-seq data remains one of the major challenges [33, 34]. Es-

pecially the sparsity of measured gene expression information and high technical

noise impedes downstream analyses and thus represents one of the major technical

downsides of single-cell sequencing. This is frequently called ‘dropout’ and refers

to genes that are expressed by a cell but cannot be observed in the correspond-

ing scRNA-seq data, which is a technical artifact. Dropout afflicts predominantly

low to medium-expressed genes, as their transcript number is insufficient to re-

liably capture and amplify them. This missing expression information limits the

resolution of downstream analyses, such as cell clustering, differential expression,

marker gene detection, and cell type identification [35]. Recent studies suggest that

the number of technical dropout in UMI-based sequencing technologies is lower

than expected and most absent expression values have biological reasons [36, 37].

Furthermore, statistical models for imputation of absent expression values rely-

ing on zero-inflated distributions or removing dropout may introduce more noise

than signal [37]. However, as Jiang et al. [37] discussed, the true effect of biological

and non-biological missing expression information and their effect on downstream

analyses is still an open question. To cope with the missing gene expression infor-

mation in single-cell experiments, several in silico gene imputation methods have

been designed. Gene imputation infers gene expression in a given cell type or state,

based on the information from other biologically similar cells of the same data set.

Several methods utilizing this principle have been developed [38], amongst them,

DCA [39], MAGIC [40], scImpute [41], DeepImpute [42], and CarDEC [43]. An im-

portant prerequisite for applying these imputation methods is an appropriate sim-

ilarity measure between cells (and their gene expression profile). The systematic

development of such similarity measures is an unsolved problem [44]. Thus, most

imputation methods providing improved gene expression information rely on the

comparison of similar cells with largely absent gene expression information. Genes

that are not expressed in neighboring cells cannot be imputed, limiting the applica-

tion of scRNA-seq imputation as described above. In an ideal case, it would be pos-

sible to obtain information on the true gene expression per cell, or at least expres-

sion information with less technical noise, to reconstruct the true expression at the

single-cell level. However, this information is available only for very few single-cell

studies. These studies are usually used for benchmark purposes only, for example

to compare scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq [45]. Furthermore, the basis for several of

these algorithms is a zero-inflated distribution, which is potentially inappropriate
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1 Introduction

[37]. Another class of imputation algorithms uses bulk RNA-seq data to constrain

scRNA-seq expression imputation, for example, Bfimpute [46], SCRABBLE [47] and

SIMPLEs [48]. These methods usually require bulk RNA-seq data from the same or

similar tissue and with the same cell composition [47]. This additional information

is used to estimate the true gene expression of the single-cell data set constrained

by the bulk RNA-seq data and to fill in missing values. Beyond dropout, there are

other technology and data set-specific changes of the expression profile, e.g. cap-

ture rate of specific genes and differences in sample processing, which affect the

single-cell data analysis. These changes can be classified into wanted (enforced by

the experimental setup) or unwanted (stochastic changes in the experimental setup,

material) changes [49]. All these technology and data set-specific differences, in-

cluding dropout, are usually referred to as batch effects [49]. Common sources

of batch effects include experimental design, time points of extraction of the bio-

logical material, material handling, operators, reagent quality, equipment, library

preparation, and the sequencing technology, as discussed above [49–51]. Already

slight and unwanted variations of these and other experimental conditions can in-

duce batch effects. Furthermore, scRNA-seq data sets are often combined between

experiments or with publicly available data, which makes an identical sample han-

dling nearly infeasible [49, 51]. Correction of batch effects without considering the

experimental setup can lead to unwanted removal of wanted experimental differ-

ences [51, 52]. The exact source of batch effects is often unknown [51]. Recently,

automated methods for the detection of batch effects have been developed [51], but

these still can only provide limited information on the source of the batch effect.

In the following, the term batch will refer to one single-cell experiment, whereas a

data set consists of one or more simultaneously analyzed single-cell experiments,

with one or more batches.

1.2 Expression reconstruction methods

The problem of expression reconstruction consists of generating missing expres-

sion values and adjusting measured expression data to achieve a better quality of

the data set. Thus, in the following expression reconstruction will be used as a syn-

onym for batch correction in combination with imputation, yielding reconstructed

or corrected data. Reconstructed and corrected data is used synonymously.
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1.2 Expression reconstruction methods

There are many different methods to solve this problem, see Table 2 for a list of

methods. These methods can roughly be divided into imputation-focused and

batch-correction-focused. Imputation-focused methods aim to reconstruct missing

expression values from other cells in the same data set. They usually do not perform

adjustments of measured expression data, i.e. non-zero values. Batch-correction-

focused methods aim to remove the batch-specific differences. These methods were

initially developed to remove only the batch effect from lower dimensional rep-

resentations [50, 53, 57], but recently developed approaches additionally remove

batch effects on the gene expression level [43, 54, 55]. However, those methods

often include their own algorithms for downstream application on the gene level,

e.g. differential gene expression testing in scVI [55] or were not evaluated for gene

expression imputation, e.g. Seurat [53].

1.2.1 Imputation-focused methods

Markov affinity-based graph imputation of cells (MAGIC) [41] uses data diffusion-

based information sharing for imputation and denoising of scRNA-seq count ma-

trices. However, the construction of an appropriate similarity metric is challeng-

ing, but necessary for imputation [44]. Thus, MAGIC uses a graph-based approach

that builds less noisy cell-cell affinities and uses information sharing across cells to

measure cell-cell similarity. MAGIC particularly focuses on the understanding of

gene-gene relationships to better characterize dynamics in biological systems. The

tool is provided as a Python package.

Deep Count Autoencoder (DCA) [39] uses an autoencoder based method (see

Section 1.4.2 for details on autoencoders) for denoising scRNA-seq count matrices.

The Zero-inflated negative Binomial (ZINB) distribution is used to model the ex-

pression data and the high dropout rate of scRNA-seq data. DCA tries to estimate

gene-specific parameters of the ZINB distribution, namely dropout, dispersion and

mean. Using the estimated distributions as a noise model, DCA can compute the

dropout probabilities of each gene and denoise and impute the missing counts by

identifying and correcting dropout events. DCA is implemented in Python and

TensorFlow.
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1 Introduction

Table 2: Overview of common methods for expression reconstruction.

Use case Gene space
Deep
learning

Data
modality

Other use
cases

References

Method

MAGIC Imputation
scRNA-
seq

[41]

DCA Imputation
scRNA-
seq

[39]

scImpute Imputation
scRNA-
seq

[40]

DeepImpute Imputation
scRNA-
seq

[42]

Seurat
Batch
correc-
tion

(partial)
scRNA-
seq

[53]

scGen
Batch
correc-
tion

scRNA-
seq

perturbation
prediction

[54]

scVI
Batch
correc-
tion

scRNA-
seq

clustering,
differ-
ential
expression

[55]

CarDEC

Imputation
+ batch
correc-
tion

scRNA-
seq

[43]

trVAE
Batch
correc-
tion

scRNA-
seq

prediction
of unseen
events

[54]

Bfimpute Imputation

scRNA-
seq +
bulk
RNA-seq

[46]

SIMPLEs Imputation

scRNA-
seq +
bulk
RNA-seq

[48]

SCRABBLE Imputation

scRNA-
seq +
bulk
RNA-seq

[56]
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1.2 Expression reconstruction methods

scImpute [40] is a method using a three-step procedure for the imputation of

scRNA-seq data. The first step consists of dimensionality reduction using Principle

Component Analysis (PCA) and spectral clustering to detect groups of similar cells,

which are handled by the model separately. For each group of cells, scImpute fits

a mixture model of gamma distributions and a normal distribution to distinguish

technical and biological dropout in the second step. Finally, a cell-specific regres-

sion model is used for the imputation of genes with a high probability of dropout.

This approach is used to prevent hallucinations and maintains the gene expression

distribution. scImpute is provided as an R package.

DeepImpute [42] uses an ensemble of multiple autoencoder-like deep neural net-

works. The gene expression matrix is split into multiple subsets of input and target

genes. Each network is trained to learn the gene-gene relationship between a set of

input genes and some target genes. Input and target gene sets are selected based

on the correlation of gene expression values. The estimated expression values from

each of the networks are combined to yield the final imputed data set. DeepImpute

is implemented in Python and TensorFlow.

SIMPLEs [48] is a statistical framework for imputing scRNA-seq data using bulk

RNA-seq data. scRNA-seq expression data is modeled using mixtures of zero-

inflated censored multivariate Gaussian distributions. With available bulk RNA-

seq data and the assumption of no dropout in bulk RNA-seq, SIMPLEs estimates

a gene-specific dropout rate per cell type. Thus, SIMPLEs requires bulk RNA-seq

data with the same cell types as in the scRNA-seq data. SIMPLEs is implemented

in R.

Bfimpute [46] uses Bayesian Probabilistic Matrix Factorization to decompose scRNA-

seq data into a latent cell and a latent gene matrix. The resulting model is then

used in further steps of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm to get the es-

timated dropout rates. Cell-specific information or gene-specific information, i.e.

bulk RNA-seq data can be used for adjusting the Gaussian prior distribution before

applying probabilistic matrix factorization. Bfimpute is implemented in R.
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1 Introduction

SCRABBLE [47] is based on matrix regularization and operates on scRNA-seq

and bulk RNA-seq data. It tries to impute the scRNA-seq data using three princi-

ples, implemented in loss functions. First, the imputed scRNA-seq expression ma-

trix should be close to the real scRNA-seq expression matrix. Second, the rank of

the imputed scRNA-seq should be as small as possible, since only a limited number

of clusters (and cell types) are present in a data set. Third, the loss function operates

on the bulk RNA-seq data and tries to minimize the distance between the average

imputed scRNA-seq data and the (average) bulk RNA-seq data. SCRABBLE is im-

plemented in R.

1.2.2 Batch-correction-focused methods

Seurat [53] was implemented as an open-source toolkit for the analysis of scRNA-

seq data, where batch-correction functionality is included. Seurat uses either Canon-

ical Correlation Analysis (CCA) or reciprocal PCA. In case it uses CCA, the cells

from different batches are embedded in a common space using Singular Value De-

composition (SVD) on the cell-cell-correlation matrix. In case reciprocal PCA is

used, one batch is embedded into the PCA space of another batch. In this lower di-

mensional representation, Seurat tries to find neighbors between batches, called an-

chors. Anchors are filtered considering the local neighborhood of the cell pairs and

remaining anchors used to construct correction vectors for all cells. This enables

batch correction in the lower dimensional representation, but due to the ability to

reverse CCA and PCA, expression information can also be reconstructed. Seurat is

provided as an R package.

scGen [54] uses a variational autoencoder (VAE) (see Section 1.4.3 for more de-

tails) to embed scRNA-seq data with different conditions into the same lower di-

mensional representation. This common representation is then used to estimate

perturbation vectors, e.g. for cells reacting to a drug treatment. These perturbation

vectors can be used to predict a (drug treatment) effect, which was not observed.

These linear perturbation vectors can also be used for the correction of batch effects.

Therefore, scGen uses both batch and cell type labels to overcome cell type-specific

batch effects. scGen is built using scvi-tools [55] and implemented in Python and

PyTorch.
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1.2 Expression reconstruction methods

scVI [58] is a probabilistic model for scRNA-seq data analysis including batch

correction, clustering, and probabilistic differential expression analysis. It is based

on the VAE framework and models the expression data using the ZINB distribution

and a corresponding loss function. The use of a parametric model in scVI allows

for the inclusion of confounding variables, e.g. batch annotation, and their correc-

tion. scVI is part of the scvi-tools [55] toolbox and is implemented in Python and

PyTorch.

Count adapted regularized Deep Embedded Clustering (CarDEC) [43] is a

method for batch effect correction, denoising of expression data, and cell cluster-

ing. It is based on the autoencoder framework and imputes the expression matrix

in two steps. In the first step highly variable genes across all batches are used to pre-

train an autoencoder. In the second step, the learned weights are transferred to a

network for modeling high and low variable genes using two reconstruction losses.

One loss is computed for the highly variable genes and another for the low variable

genes. Additionally, a self-supervised clustering loss in the latent space is included

to improve batch mixing. CarDEC is implemented in Python and TensorFlow.

transfer VAE (trVAE) [54] uses a variational autoencoder for out-of-distribution

data generation. It can generate unseen samples or conditions of scRNA-seq data

by encoding the expression matrix together with an additional input for the condi-

tion. The decoder is then trained to reconstruct the encoding to a specified target

condition. To achieve condition independence the first layer of the decoder is reg-

ularized using maximum mean discrepancy. This framework can therefore also be

used for the correction of batch effects by treating the batch of origin as a condition

label. trVAE is implemented in Python and TensorFlow.

All above mentioned methods were developed only for batch correction or impu-

tation, however, both tasks show a strong connection. For example, theoretically

imputed expression data yielding biological ground truth, should not show any

technical batch effect. Imputation tools are often only tested on single-experiment

data sets whereas batch correction methods are not tested for imputation of gene

expression information. Therefore, adaptation of downstream applications to vary-

ing number of absent expression values and multiple batches is often necessary,

which impedes downstream applications.

11
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1.3 Evaluation methods / Downstream applications

1.3.1 Evaluation of Imputation

The evaluation of imputation algorithms can be performed directly on the level of

gene expression or on downstream applications. The evaluation of gene expression

can be done either by considering the mean expression per cell type or by single

expression values in the case of simulated data. For downstream applications, usu-

ally, clustering, which will be discussed in Section 1.3.2, differential gene expression

analysis, and pathway enrichment analysis [38] are applied. These techniques will

be used to evaluate the performance of all methods in Chapter 3.

(Mean) gene expression Comparison of gene expression values can be done us-

ing metrics such as the mean squared error (MSE) or correlative measurements in-

cluding Pearson or Spearman’s rank correlation. However, for comparing methods

on multiple data sets Pearson correlation has the advantage, that it is independent

of the scale of the gene expression values and the number of samples, i.e. in MSE

larger values in the comparison usually lead to a larger MSE. If no ground truth

gene expression information per cell is known, comparing the average gene ex-

pression per cell type can be an advantage, because only a cell type-specific and

no cell-specific reference is needed. Furthermore, the use of Pearson correlation

is advantageous over rank-based correlation methods, since in scRNA-seq expres-

sion data many data points have values close to zero, which would be considered

as equal weights in rank-based methods. In the case of comparing mean expres-

sion values, stratification by cell type is important since the gene expression can be

largely different by cell type.

Differential gene expression analysis On a higher level the detection of marker

genes, using differential expression analysis (DEA) [59], can be used to evaluate

the performance of imputation algorithms. This is usually done by performing t-

tests for each gene comparing all cells of a cell type/cluster against all other cells in

the data set together with computing a log2-fold-change of the mean gene expres-

sion. This can be compared to the same evaluation, i.e. t-test as described above, on

ground truth data. For comparison, either the log2-fold-change, the t-statistics, or

the p-value from significance testing (t-test) can be used. Since the p-value is a prob-
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ability, expressing the significance of a value, it does not reflect the magnitude of

the change and so correlative comparisons on p-values can barely be used. In con-

trast, the log2-fold-change indicates the magnitude of a change, but does not reflect

the significance of a value. Furthermore, especially low expressed genes, with ex-

pression values close to zero, can generate large, but insignificant log2-fold-changes.

Therefore, no evaluations on p-values and a limited number of evaluations based

on log2-fold-changes are performed.

The t-statistics for a gene is defined as t =
√
n
µ1 − µ2

σ
, where µ1 is the mean of

group one (e.g. a cell type) and µ2 is the mean of a group two (e.g. another cell type,

all other cells), σ is the standard deviation of the expression value of all cells and n

is the total number of cells in group one and group two. Therefore the t-statistics

summarizes the quantity of the effect (µ1 − µ2) and the variation σ. Thus, com-

parisons based on the t-statistics enable the simultaneous comparison of the effect

strength and the variation using a single value for each gene. They are therefore

preferred over comparisons based on log2-fold-changes and p-values. The com-

parison of t-statistics can be performed using any correlative measurement, e.g.

Pearson or Spearman’s rank correlation.

Gene set enrichment analysis is a method for detecting over-representation of

a priori defined gene sets in the top or bottom of a ranked list of genes [60]. This

method can be used to detect a correlation between the expression of gene sets with

a phenotype by using DEA results to rank genes. Several gene sets summarizing ex-

perimentally proven cellular pathways or common cellular functions are available

[61]. The most common databases are the gene ontology (GO) database [62] and the

Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [63] database. The ranking of

the experimentally generated gene lists using differential gene expression analysis

can be done using statistics from DEA, e.g. t-statistics, or the log2-fold-change. Due

to their limited range, p-values are usually not used for ranking.

1.3.2 Evaluation of batch correction

Dimensionality reduction and visualization t-distributed stochastic neighbor

embedding (t-SNE) [64] and Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [65]

can be used to visualize scRNA-seq data sets and to qualitatively assess integration
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performance. Both methods are usually based on principle components from PCA

and use non-linear functions, described for each method below, to create a two-

dimensional representation of the data [66]. These embeddings should represent

the local structure (local similarity of cells) and the global structure of the high di-

mensional scRNA-seq data well.

t-SNE consists of a two-step procedure. In the first step, a probability distribution

P of pairs of points is computed, such that similar points have a high probability of

pairing and dissimilar point pairs get a low probability assigned. The similarity of

two pairs of points xi and xj can be computed using pij =
pj|i + pi|j

2N
, where N is the

total number of points and

pi|j =











0 if i = j

exp(−|xi − xj|2/2σ2
i )

∑

k ̸=i exp(−|xi − xk|2/2σ2
i )

otherwise.

with a data set and point-specific parameter σi for each point xi. σi can be estimated

using a user-defined value called perplexity and a binary search [64]. By optimiz-

ing the Kullback-Leibler Divergence KL (P ∥ Q) =
∑

i ̸=j pij log
pij
qij

[67] between this

distribution P and a similar distribution in the t-SNE embedding Q, an optimal

localization of the points can be found to represent the data points in 2D [64]. Q

herein measures the similarity in the embedding by computing

qij =











0 if i = j

(1 + |yi − yj|2)−1

∑

k

∑

l ̸=k(1 + |yk − yl|2)−1
otherwise.

where y are the coordinates in the t-SNE embedding. t-SNE is focused on capturing

local similarity and therefore sometimes loses global structure [66].

UMAP follows a similar approach by constructing a similarity graph in high di-

mensional space. The network edges are weighted by the distance between points.

Similar to t-SNE, in the second step the construction of a graph in the lower di-

mensional embedding is performed, which is optimized to be similar to the simi-

larity graph in high dimensional space [65]. Furthermore, UMAP was developed

to capture the global structure of the data better than t-SNE [68]. However, it is still

discussed in recent literature [69], whether this development goal is achieved by

UMAP.
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Silhouette score [70] is a measure to evaluate clustering performance by com-

paring the mean intra-cluster distance to the mean nearest-cluster distance. The

Silhouette score can be computed for batch and cell-type labels. The score has val-

ues in the interval [−1, 1], such that a positive value indicates separated clusters, a

value of zero signifies cluster overlap, and a negative value represents the case that

for all clusters the closest cluster is the wrong cluster. For evaluating batch mix-

ing, i.e. overlap of batches, a low, close to zero, value is best, while for evaluations

compared to cell type clusters, i.e. preservation of biology, a value close to 1 is best.

Conservation of cell type clusters (high Silhouette scores when comparing to cell

type labels) indicate that for the cells the correct cellular identity is kept and thus

the underlying biology in the data set is preserved.

For a cluster set U = {U1, U2, . . . , Un} of non-overlapping sets Ui with Ui ∩ Uj =

∅ ∀ i ̸= j and all elements c ∈ Ui having a unique cluster label i, the Silhouette score

is defined as:

S(U) =
1

∥U∥
n

∑

i=1







0 if |Ui| = 1
∑

c∈Ui

dist(c,U ̸=i)−dist(Ui,c)

max(dist(Ui,c), dist(c,U ̸=i))
otherwise.

(1.1)

where ∥U∥ is the total number of elements in the cluster set, n is the number of sets

in U , dist(c, Ui) is the mean distance of an element c to all elements of cluster Ui and

dist(c, U̸=i) = minj ̸=i dist(c, Uj) is the smallest mean distance of an element c to any

cluster, which is not Ui.

Adjusted Rand index [71] The Rand index estimates the similarity between two

cluster sets by comparing all possible pairings of samples to estimate how often

samples share the same cluster in the two cluster sets. The adjusted Rand index

(ARI) is normalized, such that a random labeling will result in a value close to 0,

while a perfect clustering yields a score of 1. The ARI is computed on the result of

clustering algorithms.

For two cluster sets U = {U1, U2, . . . , Un}) and V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vm}) of the same

same elements ∪iUi = ∪jVj the ARI is defined as:

ARI(U, V ) =

∑

i

∑

j

(

|Ui∩Vj |
2

)

−
(

∑

i

(

|Ui|
2

)
∑

j

(

|Vj |
2

)

)/

(

N
2

)

1
2

(

∑

i

(

|Ui|
2

)

+
∑

j

(

|Vj |
2

)

)

−
(

∑

i

(

|Ui|
2

)
∑

j

(

|Vj |
2

)

)/

(

N
2

)

(1.2)
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where N = ∥U∥ = ∥V ∥ is the total number of elements.

Adjusted mutual information [72]

Mutual information measures the similarity between two cluster sets by computing

the sizes of the intersection of all possible cluster label pairs. The adjusted mutual

information (AMI) is adjusted for chance, such that a random labeling will result

in a value close to 0, while a perfect clustering yields a value of 1. Additionally,

this accounts for the fact, that mutual information is generally higher for cluster

sets with larger numbers of clusters. The AMI is computed on clustering results as

described for the ARI. The AMI is defined as follows, using a similar notation as

above:

AMI(U, V ) =
MI(U, V )− E{MI(U, V )}

max {H(U), H(V )} − E{MI(U, V )} (1.3)

where H(U) = −∑

i
|Ui|
∥U∥

log |Ui|
∥U∥

is the entropy of a cluster set U and the mutual

information

MI(U, V ) =
∑

i

∑

j

|Ui ∩ Vj|
N

log
|Ui ∩ Vj|N
|Ui||Vj|

where N = ∥U∥ = ∥V ∥ is the total number of elements.

The expected mutual information of two random cluster sets is:

E{MI(U, V )} =
∑

i

∑

j

min(|Ui|,|Vj |)
∑

z=max(1,|Ui|+|Vj |−N)

z

N
log

(

N · z
|Ui||Vj|

)

× |Ui|!|Vj|!(N − |Ui|)!(N − |Vj|)!
N !z!(|Ui| − |z)!(|Vj| − z)!(N − |Ui| − |Vj|+ z)!

(1.4)

1.4 (Deep) Generative models

In machine learning, algorithms can roughly be grouped into discriminative and

generative approaches. Discriminative models try to model the conditional proba-

bility P (Y | X), i.e. trying to model the probability of an event Y given a state X ,

which is often observed data. In comparison, a generative model tries to model the
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joint probability P (X, Y ) = P (X | Y )P (Y ), i.e. modeling the relationship of Y and

X , allowing for data generation (state) given a event and vice versa [73].

Thus generative models provide a powerful tool for supervised as well as unsuper-

vised generation and transformation of data [74]. The idea of generative models

was adapted to deep neural networks as well. The most common deep generative

models are generative adversarial networks and autoencoders. Later in Section 2.2

a WAE, which is a special kind of the autoencoder architecture, is used as the frame-

work for modeling scRNA-seq data sets.

1.4.1 Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)

In 2014, Goodfellow et al. proposed generative adversarial networks (GANs), which

consist of a generator network and a discriminator network (Figure 1) [75]. The

generator network is trained to generate data from a prior distribution, e.g. ran-

dom data points. The discriminator network in contrast is trained to distinguish

the data, generated by the generator, and real data. The generator network and

the discriminator network are jointly trained in competitive, adversarial manner.

Using this approach GANs were successfully used in robotics [76] and computer

vision [77]. GANs were applied in many different biomedical applications to e.g.

design small molecules [78], to generate artificial single-cell expression data [79, 80]

and to impute data [81].

1.4.2 Autoencoder

In contrast to GANs, autoencoders are implemented by a single network, which

consists of two parts: an encoder and a decoder (cf. Figure 2) [82]. The encoder

F(X) is trained to encode the data into a representation of the data, which is later

decoded by the decoder part (or generator) G(X) into the original representation

[82]. Using this approach the network can be trained end-to-end by comparing the

generated, decoded data with the original input data, i.e. for some input X and an

arbitrary loss function L(X, X̂) the model will be trained using L(X,G(F(X))). To

prevent learning the identity functions for an input matrix X ∈ R
n×m F(X) = X

and G(X) = X usually the output of the encoder part is (much) smaller than the

input F(X) = Z with Z ∈ R
n×ℓ and ℓ ≪ m [83]. These autoencoders are called
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undercomplete [84, 85]. In this case, the encoder is forced to encode the input data

into an embedding, which has to contain sufficient information to (approximately)

reconstruct the input data using the decoder [83]. Thus, autoencoders are a pow-

erful technique to learn an embedding of the data. While autoencoders provide

useful embeddings for existing data [83, 86], they are bad at generating new data or

data interpolated from existing data [87]. Therefore, autoencoders were extended

to probabilistic models. This idea was implemented in VAEs [88].

1.4.3 Variational Autoencoder (VAE)

VAEs were developed by Kingma & Welling in 2014 as the first probabilistic frame-

work for autoencoders. Instead of encoding a data point xi into an embedding zi,

the data point is encoded into a distribution Q(Z|xi) (Figure 3) [88, 89]. This is usu-

ally achieved by predicting a mean and variance estimate for each data point using

the reparameterization trick [88], which allows for a probabilistic embedding while

being differentiable. Having a model built upon differentiable functions only is im-

portant for neural networks, including autoencoders, such that they can be trained

using backpropagation [90]. The reparameterization trick, including a Gaussian

prior distribution, is achieved by modeling Q(Z | xi) using an estimate of the mean

µi and an estimate of the variance σi for each data point, such that zi = µi + σiϵ for

a random variable ϵ ∼ N (0, 1) sampled from a Gaussian distribution N (0, 1) with

zero mean and unit variance.

This reparameterization trick is used to reformulate the sampling process, such that

the Kullback-Leibler Divergence [67] DKL

(

Q(Z | xi) ∥ N (0, 1)
)

can be computed as

a loss function between the estimated probability distribution Q(Z | xi) and the

prior, a Gaussian distribution PZ = N (0, 1) [88]. Thus, VAEs try to match the esti-

mated probability distribution Q(Z | X = xi) to the prior distribution PZ of each

data point xi of X (Figure 4A) [88, 91].

Together with an appropriate reconstruction loss, measuring the difference between

input and decoded data, e.g. by MSE or cross-entropy, minimizing this loss func-

tion is equivalent to maximizing the Evidence lower bound (ELBO) [88]. The ELBO

is a lower bound of the log-likelihood of the observed data with a given generative

model [88]. VAEs tend to create representations, where individual data points can-

not be clearly distinguished, e.g. blurry images [84]. However, this is not only the
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case for VAEs, but a common problem with generative models optimized using a

log-likelihood [84, 92].

Despite these problems, VAEs are widely applied in the research of scRNA-seq

experiments:

• Gayoso et al. build a framework for probabilistic analysis of single-cell data

based on VAEs [55],

• Xu et al. used VAEs for data integration and cell type annotation transfer [93],

• Lotfollahi, Wolf & Theis predicted unknown drug perturbations using VAEs [94],

• Lotfollahi, Litinetskaya & Theis used VAEs for multimodal data integration [95]

and

• Schriever & Kostka created a VAE based model for doublet prediction in

single-cell experiments [96].

1.4.4 Wasserstein-Autoencoder

More recently, ideas from optimal transport [97] were applied to autoencoders and

GANs [91, 98]. These networks were designed to explicitly minimize the (Wasser-

stein, or earth-mover) distance between the distribution of the input data and their

reconstruction [99, 100]. The Wasserstein distance measures the distance between

two probability distributions and can intuitively be seen as the amount of “mass”

needed to be moved to convert between the two distributions. The problem of

computing the optimal transport between two probability distributions was first

formally described by Monge in 1781 [101]. Tolstikhin et al. used the idea of the

Wasserstein distance to create an autoencoder architecture, which minimizes the

Wasserstein distance, called WAE. Compared to VAEs, the WAE framework can

use a wide range of architecture and losses [91]. In contrast to VAEs (Figure 4A),

WAEs are trained to match the prior distribution PZ with the aggregated posterior

distribution QZ :=
∫

Q(Z | X)dPX (Figure 4B).

Using any non-negative cost function c(x, y) : X ×X → R+, an arbitrary divergence

DZ between the aggregated posterior distribution QZ and the prior distribution PZ

and exploiting the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality [91] the WAE aims to minimize

the following objective function:
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DWAE(PX , PG) := inf
Q(Z|X)∈Q

EPX
EQ(Z|X)

[

c
(

X,G(Z)
)]

+ λ · DZ(QZ , PZ), (1.5)

where Q is a set of probabilistic encoders and λ > 0 is a hyperparameter. As usual,

PX denotes the distribution of the input data and PG the distribution produced

by the generator. Tolstikhin et al. proposed to use the Maximum Mean Discrepancy

(MMD) [102] as a divergence measurement between the aggregate posterior QZ and

the prior distribution PZ , which can e.g. be a Standard Gaussian distribution [91].

Using a positive-definite reproducing kernel k : Z × Z → R and a corresponding

real-valued reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) Hk [103], the MMD can be

defined as [102]:

DZ(PZ , QZ) =
∥

∥

∫

Z

k(z, ·)dPZ(z)−
∫

Z

k(z, ·)dQZ(z)
∥

∥

Hk
(1.6)

The MMD can be interpreted as distance of the embedding of PZ and QZ in an

RKHS [102, 103]. For example, the sum over an inverse multiquadratic kernel with

different sizes can be used as a divergence measurement [91]. Since in the WAE

framework the aggregated posterior distribution is compared to the prior distri-

bution, it allows the use of probabilistic encoders (as in the VAEs and Figure 3)

or deterministic encoders (as in classical autoencoders and Figure 2). Rubenstein,

Schoelkopf & Tolstikhin showed, that probabilistic encoders can be beneficial for

WAEs, especially if the intrinsic dimensionality of the data is not known [104].

When using a probabilistic encoder the same reparameterization trick is applied

as for VAEs (Section 1.4.3). The probabilistic encoder enables the WAE to fill the

dimensions of the embedding with noise instead of spreading the encoded data to

all components of the embedding [104]. These noise-filled components can later be

ignored by the decoder, whereas in the case of a deterministic encoder, all informa-

tion is spread across all dimensions of the embedding.

A probabilistic encoder can still collapse to a deterministic one to best reconstruct

the data and reduce the amount of noise for the reconstruction. In this case, the

probabilistic encoder learned to embed each data point into a distribution with a

variance of zero and is therefore equivalent to a deterministic encoder. This collaps-

ing effect can be prevented by using a regularization term that enforces that some

dimensions of the variance embedding are close to 1 and thus enables the network

to fill superfluous dimensions with noise. According to [104] such a regularization
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can be defined as follows:

Sσ(x) =

dZ
∑

i=1

∥

∥log
(

σ2
i (x)

)∥

∥ (1.7)

where dz is the number of latent dimensions, ∥x∥ is the absolute value of x and σ is

the function generating the components of the variance in the latent space, e.g. the

encoder network, and σi denotes the function generating only the i-th component

of the variance.

Therefore, WAEs are a powerful technique for dimensionality reduction and em-

bedding tasks, where the intrinsic dimensionality of the data is not known. Fur-

thermore, WAEs are expected to achieve better reconstructions in comparison to

VAEs, because each data point does not need to match the prior distribution (Fig-

ure 4) [91]. In contrast, in VAEs the estimated distributions tend to overlap to bet-

ter match the prior distribution and therefore can lead to worse reconstructions in

comparison with WAE.

While WAEs show these theoretical advantages, a thorough benchmark is still miss-

ing and VAEs remain the most widely used method, especially for scRNA-seq data

analysis [55, 94, 105, 106]

1.5 Instance normalization

Instance normalization was developed to improve the performance of deep learn-

ing algorithms [107, 108]. For an single sample xi ∈ R
m it can be defined as:

INγ,β(xi) = γ
xi − µ√
σ2 + ϵ

+ β (1.8)

for some mean estimate µ, variance estimate σ2 and a small constant ϵ to avoid

division by zero. Additionally, a scaling factor γ ∈ R
m and a shift factor β ∈ R

m,

where m is the number of genes, are learned during model training. These learnable

parameters could revert the effect of the normalization, if this is beneficial for the

performance of the network [107].

Equation (1.8) can be used for batch normalization (BN) [107] and layer normaliza-

tion (LN) [108]. CIN (Section 1.5.3) [109], a modification of instance normalization,
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is later extended to continuous CIN to allow for projections between scRNA-seq

data sets (see Section 2.1).

1.5.1 Batch normalization

Batch normalization (BN) was developed by Ioffe & Szegedy in 2015 [107]. In this

context, the word “batch” does not refer to the data set, as in the sections before,

but to the mini-batches used for training a deep learning model.

BN is often used for image recognition tasks using convolutional neural networks [110,

111]. It is also used in autoencoder networks for batch correction, e.g. scGEN [94]

and scVI [55, 58]. The idea of BN is to achieve equal mean and variance for each

mini-batch input during model training. For each input xi ∈ R
m, of a mini-batch B

the mean µB and variance σ2
B can be computed as

µB =
1

|B|

|B|
∑

i=1

xi and

σ2
B =

1

|B|

|B|
∑

i=1

(xi − µB)
2.

These mini-batch estimates of the population mean and variance can be used to

shift and scale xi to obtain a mean of zero and a variance of one (mean-variance

scaling). As suggested in [107], Equation (1.8) can be modified to obtain BN as

follows:

BNγ,β(xi,B) = γ
xi − µB
√

σ2
B + ϵ

+ β (1.9)

During inference, µB and σ2
B can largely be different compared to training examples,

if the mini-batch contains out-of-distribution samples. Thus, instead of relying on

the estimates during inference, moving average estimates of µB and σ2
B from train-

ing are used [107]. Initially, BN was proposed to reduce the internal covariate shift,

during the training of a deep neural network. The internal covariate shift refers to

the phenomenon that for all i, 0 < i ≤ n in a neural network N = {ℓ0, ℓ1, . . . , ℓn}
and a given input x to the network, the input ℓi−1(ℓi−2(. . . )) to the inner layer ℓi

changes during the training. This is due to the simultaneous training of previous

layers which leads to adapted inputs to the considered layer. Careful selection of

model and training parameters is necessary to ensure successful training [107]. Ioffe
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& Szegedy [107] proposed that BN overcomes these problems by normalizing the

input for each layer and therefore stabilize model training and reduce the training

time.

However, Santurkar et al. showed evidence that this internal covariate shift is not

the only reason for improved training performance of networks with BN [112]. Ad-

ditionally, they propose that BN stabilizes and smooths the optimization landscape

providing more efficient, predictive, and well-behaved gradients. These findings

could explain other benefits of BN, e.g. the robustness to hyperparameter choice

and fewer gradient explosion/vanishing problems in model training [112].

1.5.2 Layer normalization

Based on findings about BN, in 2016 layer normalization (LN) was proposed to

further reduce the training time of networks trained on normalized batches and to

simplify the use of normalization in recurrent neural networks [108]. BN, as de-

scribed above, cannot be applied to recurrent neural networks and shows a strong

dependency on the batch size [108]. Thus, instead LN is frequently used in recur-

rent neural networks for text generation [113] or protein structure prediction [114].

Instead of normalizing across all |B| samples of a mini-batch, normalization is per-

formed on a single sample xi taking into account all m features, i.e. all inputs to a

layer of the neural network. Therefore, sample mean µi and variance σ2
i are com-

puted as

µi =
1

m

m
∑

j=1

xi,j and

σ2
i =

1

m

m
∑

j=1

(xi,j − µi)
2

Thus Equation (1.8) can be formulated as suggested in [108]:

LNγ,β(xi) = γ
xi − µi
√

σ2
i + ϵ

+ β (1.10)

When using LN, µi and σ2
i only depend on a single sample and thus, in contrast

to BN, no moving averages are need, which needs to be updated in training and

fixed during inference [108]. Thus, when using LN, Equation (1.10) can be applied
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in training and inference. It was shown that LN is especially beneficial for mini-

batches of small sizes [108].

1.5.3 Conditional instance normalization

Instead of learning fixed values for the scaling factor γ and the shift factor and β as

in BN (Equation (1.9)) and LN (Equation (1.10)), Dumoulin, Shlens & Kudlur pro-

posed conditional scaling and conditional shift factors [109]. This approach is called

CIN. It consists of modifying Equation (1.8) to learn scaling γs and shift factors βs

dependent on a condition s:

CINγ,β(xi, s) = γs
xi − µ√
σ2 + ϵ

+ βs (1.11)

When Equation (1.11) is used with mini-batch-wise estimates of µ = µB and σ2 = σ2
B

as in BN it is called called conditional batch normalization (CBN). When Equa-

tion (1.11) is used with sample-wise estimates µ = µi and σ2 = σ2
i as in LN it is

called conditional layer normalization (CLN).

By varying γs and βs, it is possible to transfer the style of an artist to a new image

[109]. Furthermore, a linear combination of multiple γ and β values from different

conditions can be used to create multiple combinations of styles (Figure 5).

1.6 Research question

The removal of batch effects and imputation of technical missing values are chal-

lenging problems for scRNA-seq data analysis [37, 38, 51]. The large diversity of

sequencing technologies is contributing to this problem by inducing technology-

specific biases [8, 10]. Despite this limitation, data set-specific biases can be advan-

tageous for data analysis, if properly exploited.

Generative deep learning models were successfully applied in modeling scRNA-

seq data [55, 79, 80, 93–96]. They were also fruitfully used for style transfer in im-

age data modeling [109]. Thus, the hypothesis is, that the combination of generative

deep learning models (e.g. autoencoders) with style transfer techniques should al-

low for the transfer of the quality, considered as style of the scRNA-seq data, from

high quality data sets to low quality data sets. This could improve several down-
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stream analyses, for example, clustering, differential expression analysis, and cell

type discovery. However, precise modeling of zeros in scRNA-seq experiments is

important for several of these applications [115] and existing statistical models are

potentially not appropriate [37]. Hence an investigation of distribution-free model-

ing of dropout values is needed.

This work will explore and evaluate the use of an autoencoder-based deep-learning

model for improving scRNA-seq data analysis using reference-based expression

reconstruction by exploiting and extending style transfer techniques.

While several methods were developed for either batch correction or imputation

of scRNA-seq, the combination of these approaches with style transfer to use high-

quality data as a reference represents a novel and flexible approach for scRNA-

seq expression reconstruction. Furthermore, the newly developed tool and several

state-of-the-art tools for batch correction and imputation are evaluated on many

different data sets, covering a large range of sequencing technologies and tissue

types. Therefore, several evaluation metrics are used to assess the performance

in batch correction and imputation tasks on multiple aspects of scRNA-seq data

analysis.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of a GAN. The network consists of a generator (blue)
and a discriminator network (green), which are trained in an adversarial man-
ner. The generator is trained to create realistic-looking data from random in-
puts. The discriminator is trained to distinguish real and generated (fake) data.
Therefore the generator is trained to fool the discriminator.
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1.6 Research question

Figure 2: Schematic representation of an autoencoder. The network can be separated
into an encoder (green) and a decoder part (blue). The input is encoded into an
embedding (orange) and decoded back to the output. The displayed network
contains two hidden layers for both the encoder and the decoder.
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of a probabilistic autoencoder as used in VAEs. The
network can be separated into an encoder (green) and a decoder part (blue).
The input is encoded into a mean (µ) and variance estimate (σ) (orange). Using
the reparameterization trick [88] and random noise (ϵ) the embedding (red) is
randomly generated. This embedding can be decoded by the decoder (blue)
back to the output. The displayed network contains two hidden layers for both
the encoder and the decoder.
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Z

X

QVAE(Z|X)PG(X|Z)

PZ

(A) VAE

Z

X

QWAE(Z|X)PG(X|Z)

PZ QZ

(B) WAE

Figure 4: Graphical representation of (a) VAE based and (b) WAE based data modeling.
The lower part (light blue) represents the input space X and the upper part
(blue) indicates the embedding Z. The encoder part of the VAE and WAE re-
spectively, is denoted using the probability function QVAE/WAE(Z | X) and the
decoder part with PG(X | Z). The prior distribution (PZ) in the embedding is
depicted by white circles. Input data points are shown as yellow circles, the
embedding as light green triangles, and the reconstructions as red boxes. (a)
In the VAE framework the estimated distribution for each data point, indicated
in red, is compared to the prior distribution. (b) In the WAE framework the
aggregated posterior distribution is compared to the prior distribution. This
should prevent poor reconstructions due to overlapping points in the embed-
ding. Adapted from [91].
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Figure 5: Style combinations from a style transfer network trained on 32 different styles.
The combinations were obtained by conditional instance normalization. Four
different styles, represented by the images in the corners, are applied to an im-
age showing a person. The 32 images show varying degrees of style influence.
Each image corresponds to a linear combination of γ and β values for the four
different styles. The unmodified image of the person is shown on the left side.
Image modified from [109].
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Deep generative models are widely applied for imputation and batch correction

tasks [39, 55, 58, 94]. When analyzing multiple data sets of different quality, it is not

adequate to perform these steps one after the other. Instead, simultaneous batch

correction and imputation are required to correct batch-specific dropout. So far no

method has been developed that offers simultaneous batch correction and imputa-

tion of expression data for multiple data sets of different quality. The aim is to use

a high-quality (hq) data set as a reference to reconstruct missing gene expression

information in low-quality data (lq) data.

2.1 Continuous Conditional instance normalization

CIN was proposed for discrete conditions s, but was extended in this work to con-

tinuous variables (conditions) v ∈ R
m, where m is the number of variables. For

any sample x ∈ R
n, scaling factor γ ∈ R

n and shift factor β ∈ R
n can be rewritten

as γ = Wγv
T and β = Wβv

T for Wγ ∈ R
n×m and Wβ ∈ R

n×m. Wγ and Wβ are

learned during model training, similar to β and γ in Equation (1.11). This modifies

Equation (1.11) such that we obtain:

CINWγ ,Wβ
(x, v) = Wγv

T x− µ√
σ2 + ϵ

+Wβv
T (2.1)

For a position (condition) s, 1 ≤ s ≤ n, define a bitvector v(s) = [v1, v2, . . . , vn]

with vi = 1 ⇔ i = s. Then, after replacing v by v(s), Equation (2.1) reduces to

Equation (1.11):

CINγ,β(x, s) = γs
x− µ√
σ2 + ϵ

+ βs

where γs = Wγv(s)
T and Wβv(s)

T = βs.
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This reformulation allows continuous as well as one-hot-encoded1 categorical vari-

ables to be used with CIN, e.g. any linear combination of categorical variables as

in Section 1.5.3 and Figure 5 can be applied directly in model training or inference.

To limit the expressivity of the conditioning, a constant scaling factor Wγv
T = 1 can

be beneficial (Equation (2.2)). If the scaling factor is set to 1, the network is limited

to learning condition-specific shift factors only, formally expressed in the following

equation.

CINWβ
(x, v) =

x− µ√
σ2 + ϵ

+Wβv
T (2.2)

2.2 DISCERN - Deep single-cell expression

reconstruction

DISCERN, short for deep single-cell expression reconstruction, was developed to

transfer the style from one scRNA-seq data set to another. This allows for trans-

ferring the data quality of a high-quality (hq) data set to a low-quality (lq) data

set. Style transfer can be achieved using CIN and its extension proposed in Sec-

tion 2.1. This approach combines batch correction and imputation to unify multiple

scRNA-seq expression data sets and simplifies downstream applications, by remov-

ing batch effects from embeddings and from the expression data. Therefore, down-

stream applications do not need any further adaption for batch effects or varying

numbers of absent expression values.

2.2.1 Architecture

DISCERNs architecture is based on the WAE framework (Section 1.4.4) consisting

of three fully connected layers in the encoder and the decoder. An overview of the

architecture is shown in Figure 6. Whereas the number of neurons for each layer

can be also seen as a hyperparameter, the effect of it was not evaluated further. The

number of neurons for all hidden layers were selected to powers of two to allow

for potential running time improvements on CPU [117], which could be beneficial

on GPU as well. The innermost layers, i.e. the lower dimensional representation or

1In one-hot encoding a category of n categories is transformed to a n-sized vector consisting of
zeros except for a single one used uniquely to identify the category [116].
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2.2 DISCERN - Deep single-cell expression reconstruction

embedding, contain nembed = 48 neurons, which gave most robust results accord-

ing to the hyperparameter optimization described in in Chapter 3. However, to

optimize the number of used dimensions for the embedding, the model contains a

regularization term as proposed in Section 1.4.4 [104]. The regularization term is

given in Equation (1.7). The MMD-penalty is used to compare the prior Gaussian

distribution to the aggregated posterior distribution (Equation (1.6)). Besides the

theoretical guarantees, as discussed in [91] and Section 1.4.4, this has the advantage

that the model is enforced to create a more dense embedding compared to a clas-

sical autoencoder. This helps to remove batch effects in the embedding. Using the

embedding produced by the random encoder, the decoder will try to reconstruct

the original expression matrix. scRNA-seq data is known for a high level of zero

measurements, i.e. dropout, which is essential to accurately represent the count

data in modeling approaches. Despite the several non-linearities in the decoder ar-

chitecture, modeling of multimodal distributions, e.g. gene expression data, using

autoencoders is difficult [118]. For example, a the expression of a gene, which is

highly expressed in one and not expressed in another cell type, could be modeled

by a normal distribution, reaching a reasonable approximation in terms of the loss

value. However, this is not biologically meaningful since all cell types would have

the same mean expression levels and cell type specific difference were lost.

A common method to overcome this is to model the expression data using a para-

metric distribution, e.g. the ZINB distribution [39, 55]. Alternatively, without re-

quiring the definition of a parametric distribution, DISCERN disentangles the pre-

diction of expression values and the dropout probability using two decoder heads.

The first decoder head models the expression values and is trained using the Huber

loss [119], defined as:

Lδ(x, x̂
count) =

1

dx

dx
∑

i=1

{

1
2
(xi − x̂count

i )2 for |xi − x̂count
i | ≤ δ,

δ (|xi − x̂count
i | − 1

2
δ), otherwise.

(2.3)

where x ∈ R
dx is the input expression vector for a cell, x̂count ∈ R

dx the predicted

expression vector for a cell from the first decoder head, dx the number of genes, and

δ a threshold deciding between the two conditions of the Huber loss. Considering

mean-variance scaled data (see Section 2.3), this loss weights values far from the

mean lower than values close to the mean. So, when applied to scRNA-seq data,

the loss enables the model to learn a more robust expression estimate.
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The second decoder head aims to estimate the dropout probabilities by comparing

predicted dropout probabilities with the binary expression matrix. In comparison

to the estimation of parametric distribution, e.g. in [120], has the advantage that the

reconstruction of expression values and dropouts can be learned independently

such that the model can learn batch-specific expression and dropout patterns. Fur-

thermore, exact zeros can be retained, which can be important for the assumptions

of downstream applications. This architectural choice of an independent second

decoder head is novel for scRNA-seq analysis. For this second decoder head bi-

nary cross entropy is used to compute the loss values:

H(xdropout, x̂dropout) = − 1

dx

dx
∑

i=1

xdropout
i log(x̂dropout

i ) + (1− xdropout
i ) log(1− x̂dropout

i )

(2.4)

where xdropout is the expected binary expression matrix and x̂dropout is the predicted

binary expression matrix (probability of dropout). Combining the individual loss

functions Equations (1.6), (1.7), (2.3) and (2.4) and adding the weighting factors

λprior , λsigma and λdropout , the objective function can be formulated as:

L = Lδ(x, x̂
count(z))+λprior ·DZ(qz, pz)+λsigma ·Sσ(x)+λdropout ·H

(

I>0(x), x̂
dropout(z)

)

(2.5)

Each layer of the neural network, except for the two decoder heads and the output

layers of the encoder network, are followed by CLN using Equation (2.2) and the

mean and variance estimate µ = µi and σ2 = σi as defined in LN. To achieve non-

linearities in the network after each CLN, the Mish (Equation (2.6)) [121] activation

function is applied.

mish(x) = x tanh
(

log(1 + exp(x))
)

(2.6)

Mish was shown to improve performance for deep neural networks in computer

vision compared to often used activation functions, for example, Rectified linear

units (ReLU) [121].
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2.2 DISCERN - Deep single-cell expression reconstruction

2.2.2 Regularization

Regularization is a common approach to prevent a machine-learning model from

remembering the training data (overfitting) and helps the model to generalize to

unseen examples [84]. While generalization plays an important role in classification

and regression tasks [84], it is of minor concern when the model is only applied to

training data. This is for example the case for data transformations and dimension-

ality reduction. However, even for dimensionality reduction generalization was

shown to be beneficial [122].

Thus, several approaches for regularization were implemented in DISCERN. First,

as discussed in Section 1.4.4, a regularization term is directly added to the loss

function. Furthermore, after each activation function random removal of values

(dropout) [123] is applied. This prevents, to some extend, co-adaptation of weights

in the neural network [123]. Furthermore, activity regularization [124] is applied

on the CLN. Regularization on network weights is widely applied to improve gen-

eralization [125, 126]. In the case of the Wβ weight regularization is not possible,

because if the number of conditions is unbalanced, the weights of the low abun-

dant condition are regularized stronger than they are updated during training. This

would lead to no or low learning of the weights for the low abundant conditions.

Therefore, activity regularization is used, which enforces regularization depending

on Wβv
T and thus regularization is only applied if the condition is present in the

current training step. Finally, early stopping was used to stop the training if the val-

idation loss does not improve in further training epochs. Since the early-stopping

criterion could be satisfied in the very first epochs of training, a minimum number

of epochs is enforced. This delay was implemented to prevent too early stopping

in the optimization procedure.

2.2.3 Training

DISCERN is trained on a combination of complete data sets with multiple batches.

The weights of DISCERN are jointly optimized using the Rectified Adam optimizer

[127]. Rectified Adam was developed to address the shortcomings of the widely

used Adam optimizer [128]. Adam was shown to be successful in several optimiza-

tion problems, however, can result in local optima, especially in the first epochs of

training [127]. Thus often warmup, i.e. training using lower learning rates, in initial
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epochs is applied [129]. To overcome the problem of warmup parameter selection,

Rectified Adam was developed [127], which is a version of Adam, where the vari-

ance of the learning rate, especially in the first epochs, is rectified [127]. Thus, no

warmup is needed and careful adaption of the warmup parameters can be omitted.

2.2.4 Inference & Reconstruction

During model training two outputs, the estimated count matrix x̂count and the es-

timated dropout rate x̂dropout are used for loss calculation and model optimization.

To acquire a count matrix x̂, which can be used for downstream analysis, x̂count is

sampled using probabilities in x̂dropout according to Equation (2.7).

x̂i,j = S(x̂dropout
i,j , x̂count

i,j ) =







x̂count
i,j if x̂dropout

i i, j ≥ q with q ⇝ U[0,1],

0, otherwise.
(2.7)

for a cell i and a gene j with q sampled (⇝) from U[0,1], which is a uniform distri-

bution over the interval [0, 1]. If the estimated dropout rates x̂dropout are a good esti-

mate of the true dropout rate in the scRNA-seq data, using this sampling approach,

the true distribution of scRNA-seq can be reconstructed. During model training,

the binary cross-entropy (see Section 2.2.1) is used to enforce that this requirement

is satisfied. This style transfer approach allows to use any downstream method,

which was developed for the analysis of scRNA-seq data, because it was explicitly

developed to retain the properties of scRNA-seq and thus statistical assumptions

made by the downstream applications are likely to hold also for DISCERN recon-

structed data. Furthermore, during inference, the random encoder is converted to a

deterministic encoder, by not applying the reparameterization trick (Section 1.4.3)

and using the estimate of the mean µi directly as embedding zi = µi for decoding.

This is commonly done for VAEs [88] and WAEs [104]. Thus the inference can be

described as x̂ = S(G(Fz(x, v), v)) for the sampling process S, the decoder G, the

encoder with deterministic output Fz and the conditioning variable v.

In the following, for the decoding and sampling process x̂ = S(G(z, v)) is denoted

by x̂ = GS(z, v)). It can be assumed that zi is independent of the conditioning

variable vi by using a encoder Fz, which removes the effect of the condition from

xi by encoding it to zi. The decoder GS can then be applied to transform zi with
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2.2 DISCERN - Deep single-cell expression reconstruction

respect to any conditioning v′ to x̂v′ . This process will be called reconstruction (or

projection) to a reference v′. It can be performed for any conditioning v′, which was

used during training in the encoder and decoder, without re-training the network.

Reconstruction can be used to transform an scRNA-seq data set to a single batch

label and with this, it is able to transfer the quality and style between multiple

scRNA-seq batches. The complete workflow for reconstruction using DISCERN,

including model training, is depicted in Figure 7.

2.2.5 Hyperparameters

Besides the learnable weights (often called parameters) of DISCERN, several non-

learnable values, called hyperparameters, are required. These hyperparameters

include architectural choices, for example, the reconstruction loss, activation func-

tion, the number of fully-connected layers, their size, and the number of embedding

dimensions (Section 2.2.1). Other hyperparameters influencing the model training

and its regularization include the choice of the optimizer, its parameters, the batch

size, dropout rates of encoder and decoder, and the early stopping hyperparam-

eters (Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3). Furthermore, the objective function contains three

scaling factors λprior , λsigma , λdropout (see Equation (2.5)) and a threshold value for the

Huber loss (Equation (2.3)). An overview of the main hyperparameters and their

default values can be found in Table 3.

Hyperparameter optimization

To find optimal values for hyperparameters of any deep-learning model, often hy-

perparameter optimization is performed [130]. Together with the DISCERN frame-

work, a generic interface for hyperparameter optimization of DISCERN was imple-

mented. This generic framework has the advantage of allowing the use of multiple

method for hyperparameter optimization and can easily be extended for future al-

gorithms. To assess DISCERNs performance, the framework uses the classification

performance of a Random Forest classifier between real cells and cells, which are

called auto-encoded because they were encoded and decoded by the network using

their original condition labels. The classification performance is summarized using

the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC). The hyper-

parameter selection of the most important hyperparameters was performed using
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Table 3: Overview of most important hyperparameters and their default values for
DISCERN.

Default values
Hyperparameter

Architectural hyperparameter
Activation function Mish
Number of fully-conncected layers 3
Encoder layer size 1 024-512-256
Decoder layer size 256-512-1 024
Embedding size nembed 48
Learning rate 1× 10−3

Training hyperparameter
Optimizer Recified Adam
Recified adam decay rates 0.85; 0.95
Batch size 192
Encoder dropout rate 0.4
Decoder dropout rate 0
Early stopping – patience 30 epochs
Early stopping – delta 0.01
Early stopping – delay 5 epochs
Loss hyperparameter
Reconstruction loss Huber
Huber loss threshold δ 9
λsigma 1× 10−8

λdropout 1× 105

λprior 1 500
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2.2 DISCERN - Deep single-cell expression reconstruction

grid search in Chapter 3.

2.2.6 Implementation

DISCERN is implemented using the TensorFlow framework (v2.1.0). This enables

fast, GPU-accelerated, deep-learning model training. All hyperparameters can be

specified using a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) configuration file. All parts of

the implementation are tested using the unit-test framework of pytest.

To compute the MMD-penalty, three implementations are provided: A Tensorflow

based version of GPU-accelerated computations used for model training, an im-

plementation in Python and an implementation in C. The latter two were used for

manual evaluation and during hyperparameter optimization. The C-based imple-

mentation has a Cython-interface [131] to access it in Python. The hyperparam-

eter optimization is implemented using the ray[tune] library [132] and supports

their techniques for fast hyperparameter optimization. The hyperparameter search

space can be defined using a JSON file.

Running time and memory usage The running time of deep learning models

using fully connected layers, i.e. DISCERN, is linear in the number of cells and the

number of training epochs during training [133]. The early stopping mechanism,

however, can in practice considerably reduce the running time and improve model

performance. The running time for each epoch is additionally dependent on the

size of the mini-batches. Since DISCERN needs to keep the expression matrix in

memory, the memory requirement is linear in the number of cells and genes for

training and inference.

Code availability DISCERN is available at the Python Package Index (PyPI) https:

//pypi.org/project/discern-reconstruction/ for users. The source code

can be found at https://github.com/imsb-uke/discern. The exact versions

of packages used for all analyses are provided using Poetry (https://python-poetry.

org/).
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2.3 Data preprocessing

For combining multiple batches bk, generated for example by different sequencing

technologies, the following approach was used to combine the respective raw ex-

pression datasets M bk ∈ R
nk×m
≥0 including nk cells and m genes.

To obtain a such dataset (block matrix) M =







M b1

M b2

. . .






∈ R

n×m
≥0 , where n =

∑

k nk the

intersection of detected genes was taken such that
∑nk

i M bk
i,j > 0 for all batches bi

and all genes j ∈ m. This ensures that all genes m are expressed in at least one cell

in all batches. Different approaches, e.g. the union of genes noted as
∑nk

i M bk
i,j = 0

for some batches bi and genes j ∈ m, would require filling in missing values with

zeros, which would introduce additional noise and batch effects. These additional

batch effects could potentially be very different from other batch effects in the data

since they only affect some genes, but all cells in one or multiple batches. This

would increase the complexity of the imputation problem.

The preprocessing of counts was performed using recommended steps as proposed

by [25]. Genes expressed in less than three cells and cells expressing less than 10

genes were considered insufficiently sequenced and thus they were removed. The

total number of remaining counts per cell was normalized to a value of 20 000

(called library size normalization). This normalizes the total amount of counts

(RNA molecules) in each cell to a fixed value, assuming that all cells contain an

equal amount of RNA and differences are only due to sampling [66].

Subsequently, the count data were log-transformed to adjust the distribution of the

expression data closer to a Gaussian distribution and to alleviate the mean-variance

dependency of expression data [66]. Further scaling is not recommended for down-

stream applications in scRNA-seq data analysis [66], but can improve the perfor-

mance of deep neural networks [134]. Fortunately, mean-variance scaling can be

reversed on the reconstructed expression data, such that downstream applications

can be applied on the unscaled data. This will be discussed below.

Therefore, the expression vector x.,j for the j-th gene is scaled to a mean of zero

and a variance to one based on its mean x̄j and standard deviation sj as follows:

scale(x.,j) =
x.,j − x̄j

sj
.
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For downstream applications, after the application of DISCERN, the expression

data can be rescaled to obtain a distribution with the original mean and variance as

follows:

rescale(x.,j) = x̂.,jsj + x̄j .

The unscaled data can then be used for downstream applications as recommended

by Luecken & Theis [66].

An overview of the DISCERN preprocessing pipeline and its use in DISCERN re-

construction can be found in Figure 8.

2.4 Data sets

To evaluate the quality of expression reconstruction methods, several publicly avail-

able data sets were used [5, 45, 135]. The evaluation and benchmarking of DIS-

CERN is based on the data sets described in Section 2.4.1–Section 2.4.7. A tabular

summary of all data sets is available in Appendix A and Table 10. In the following,

sequencing technologies will be denoted using capitalized names, whereas batches

sequenced with corresponding sequencing technology will be indicated using low-

ercase letters. If necessary, the suffixes “-lq” and “-hq” will be added to denote low

quality or high quality, respectively.

2.4.1 Pancreas

The pancreas data set consists of different scRNA-seq experiments profiling diabetes-

related changes in the pancreas [135]. The collection was furthermore widely used

for batch correction benchmarks due to its extensive number of cell types and se-

quencing technologies [49] allowing for a comprehensive evaluation of sequencing

technology-related batch effects. The data set was sequenced using five sequenc-

ing technologies (Smart-Seq2, Fluidigm C1, CelSeq, CEL-Seq2, inDrop) comprising

13 cell types (alpha, beta, ductal, acinar, delta, gamma, activated_stellate, endothe-

lial, quiescent_stellate, macrophage, mast, epsilon, Schwann). In total, the data

set contains 14 890 cells. The data set, including cell type and batch annotation, is

available as panc8.SeuratData (v3.0.2) [135]. The Smart-Seq2 batch was selected as

high-quality (smartseq-hq), due to its high number of expressed genes and reason-
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able number of cells (Table 11).

2.4.2 Difftec

The difftec data set is a collection designed for a systematic comparative analysis of

scRNA-seq methods [5]. It was sequenced using seven partially related sequencing

technologies (10x Chromium v2, 10x Chromium v3, Smart-Seq2, Seq-Well, inDrop,

Drop-seq, CEL-Seq2), each with at least two technical replicates. In total 31 021

cells are present in 10 different cell types (Cytotoxic T cell, CD4+ T cell, CD14+

monocyte, B cell, Natural killer cell, Megakaryocyte, CD16+ monocyte, Dendritic

cell, Plasmacytoid dendritic cell, Unassigned).

The data set is available as pbmcsca.SeuratData (v3.0.0) [5]. The chromium-v3

batch, sequenced by 10x Chromium v3, was selected as hq because 10x Chromium

v3 was suggested to be more sensitive in detecting low expressed genes [5] and the

batch has a reasonable number of detected genes (Table 11).

2.4.3 snRNA-seq & scRNA-seq

This data set was created for the evaluation of a single-cell and single-nuclei anal-

ysis toolbox [45]. For the evaluation of reconstruction methods, only the liver

biopsy sample (HTAPP-963) of metastatic breast cancer was considered, because

this biopsy was sequenced using snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq.

The data set contains a total of 12 423 cells and eight cell types (Epithelial cells,

Macrophages, Hepatocytes, T cells, Endothelial cells, Fibroblasts, B cells, NK cells)

sequenced using the Chromium v3 technology on an Illumina HiSeq X sequencer.

Data collected using snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq data differ in the cellular com-

position, the availability of other modalities (e.g. CITE-seq), and in the amount of

detected gene expression [5, 45].

From a biological perspective the quality of snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq cannot be

evaluated very well because they provide different insights into cellular expres-

sion. While snRNA-seq only allows sequencing of the transcript from the nucleus,

scRNA-seq is able to sequence transcripts of the cytoplasm and the nucleus simul-

taneously. Thus, the measured gene expression differs between snRNA-seq and

scRNA-seq. Here, the scRNA-seq batch (sc) was considered as hq due to its high
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number of counts per cell (Table 11).

2.4.4 citeseq

The citeseq batch is a 10x Chromium-based sequencing data set of healthy human

PBMCs for 6 cell types (B cells, CD4 T cells, NK cells, CD14+ Monocytes, FCGR3A+

Monocytes, CD8 T cells) [136]. In addition to the expression data, the abundance of

13 surface proteins was measured using CITE-seq [137]. This offers ground-truth

information on the cell type marker genes and serves as a proxy for the expression

of the corresponding genes. The version of the 10x Chromium Kit was not provided

by the authors. Cell-type annotations were used as provided by [55]. The citeseq

batch was used in combination with the bulk-hq batch (Section 2.4.5).

2.4.5 bulk

Ota et al. provides a large data set of Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS)-

sorted and bulk-sequenced immune cell types from 416 donors, out of which 79 are

healthy. It consists of the 9 852 samples and corresponding to 28 sorted immune

cell types (Naive CD4, Memory CD4, TH1, TH2, TH17, Tfh, Fr. I nTreg, Fr. II eTreg,

Fr. III T, Naive CD8, Memory CD8, CM CD8, EM CD8, TEMRA CD8, NK, Naive B,

USM B, SM B, Plasmablast, DN B, CL Monocytes, Int Monocytes, NC Monocytes,

mDC, pDC, Neutrophils, LDG) with > 99% purity [138].

The sequencing was done using the SMART-seq v4 Ultra Low Input RNA protocol

(Takara Bio). Due to the low dropout rate compared to scRNA-seq data, this data

set was always considered of hq.

2.4.6 kidney-lq (snRNA-seq) & kidney-hq (scRNA-seq)

The kidney data set was sequenced using scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq of 9 patients

with acute kidney injury. The sequencing was performed using 10X Genomics

Chromium technology v3 providing scRNA-seq data for 82 701 cells in total where

the data for 52 934 cells comes from snRNA-seq and the data for 29 767 cells comes

from scRNA-seq. No cell type annotation is provided with this data set, but it is

part of a bigger data set about acute kidney injury [139]. Similar to Section 2.4.3,
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the scRNA-seq was used as an hq batch.

2.4.7 covid-lung & covid-blood

The COVID-19 data set consists of blood and bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) sam-

ples from three patients with bacterial pneumonia (Bac17B, Bac18B, Bac19B) and

seven patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection (Sar01B, Sar02B, Sar03B, Sar04B, Sar05B,

Sar07B, Sar08B) [140]. In total 155 706 cells were sequenced using the 10X Chromium

Single Cell V(D)J Reagent Kit v1.1. In addition, TCR-seq was performed to get in-

formation on the T cell receptor sequence. During development, each T cell creates

a unique T cell receptor (TCR) sequence, and thus clonally expanded T cells can be

identified using TCR-seq. The lung data was investigated in depth, and the analysis

of the blood data was limited to cell type identification in the original publication

[140]. Cell type annotation for the BAL was obtained from [140].
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Figure 6: Overview of the DISCERN neural network architecture. DISCERN consists of
a random encoder (yellow) and a deterministic decoder (green). Encoder and
decoder can be conditioned on the batch information (see Section 2.1). DIS-
CERN aims to optimize an objective function combining a (1) reconstruction
loss (Equation (2.3)), (2) a MMD-penalty term for comparing prior and aggre-
gated posterior distribution (Equation (1.6)), (3) a sigma regulation term to pre-
vent the random encoder from collapsing to a deterministic one (Equation (1.7)),
and (4) a binary cross-entropy term for learning the probability of a dropout
event (Equation (2.4)). (5) A count matrix is obtained during inference by sam-
pling from the estimated counts with the estimated dropout probabilities using
Equation (2.7).
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Figure 7: Overview of the DISCERN-based reconstruction procedure. Data sets and ex-
pression matrices are marked by yellow rectangles. Additional metadata (e.g.
gene-wise mean and variance and cell-wise batch labels) is depicted by blue
rectangles. For DISCERN hyperparameters and model files violet is used. The
data set embedding is shown in green and applied functions as gray boxes.
The input (scaled data set) is provided by the DISCERN preprocessing pipeline
(Figure 8) and the hyperparameters are specified using a JSON template. The
target batch labels are provided by the user.
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Figure 8: Overview of DISCERN preprocessing and application. Data sets and batches
are marked using yellow rectangles, additional metadata (e.g. gene-wise mean
and variance and cell-wise batch labels) with blue rectangles, and applied func-
tions with gray boxes. The upper part belongs to the preprocessing scheme im-
plemented in the DISCERN pipeline and the lower part depicts the reconstruc-
tion procedure using DISCERN and its inputs from the preprocessing pipeline.
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The reconstruction of absent gene expression values is still an open problem in

scRNA-seq, as outlined in Section 1.1. Batch effects can introduce further unwanted

variations in the analysis. However, the difference in quality lends itself to simul-

taneously impute and batch correct the data, called expression reconstruction. DIS-

CERN was designed to realistically reconstruct gene expression in scRNA-seq data

with a related hq dataset. This process requires batch correction and imputation of

technically absent values [34]. The complete workflow requires data preprocessing

(Section 2.3), model training (Section 2.2.3), and reconstruction (Section 2.2.4) and

is outlined in graphical overview Figures 7 and 8.

For reliable modeling using deep learning methods, such as DISCERN, the choice

of hyperparameter is important. Poorly tuned hyperparameters result in a loss of

performance or failed model training [130]. The effect of the hyperparameters on

DISCERN was evaluated by comparing the mean expression of the high-quality

batch smartseq-hq from the pancreas data set to the mean expression of all other

batches after reconstruction with the smartseq-hq as a reference. The pancreas data

set was selected for this purpose because it is the most comprehensive dataset in

terms of cell number and number of sequencing technologies. Pearson correlation

between the mean expression of the reconstructed data and the smartseq-hq batch

was used as a measure of model performance. The hyperparameters λprior , λsigma ,

λdropout and the number of dimensions for the embedding (nembed ) were evaluated

using three different values for each of these. In all 34 = 81 combinations, DISCERN

achieved a Pearson correlation of 0.949 to 0.965 (mean 0.957, Figure 9). Thus, DIS-

CERN is robust with respect to the choice of hyperparameters in the pancreas data

set. The best performance (0.965) was achieved using nembed = 56, λprior = 2 000,

λsigma = 1 × 10−9 and λdropout = 5 000, whereas the worst performance (0.949) was

obtained with nembed = 10, λprior = 1500, λsigma = 1× 10−7 and λdropout = 15 000.

For the following experiments, the parameters were conservatively selected by us-
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ing a combination, which achieves close to average performance on the pancreas.

These parameters are nembed = 48, λprior = 1500, λsigma = 1 × 10−8, λdropout = 10 000

and DISCERN achieves a correlation of 0.958 with these default parameters.

Further hyperparameter optimization such as data set-specific optimization for any

other data set was not performed for DISCERN, because not tuning hyperparame-

ters reflects a more realistic application of preprocessing tools in real analyses. For

all experiments, the default hyperparameter of DISCERN was used and the grid

search (Figure 9) was only used to assess the stability of performance using the de-

fault hyperparameter. In all benchmarks, competing methods were used with the

default, author-provided hyperparameters.

3.1 Benchmarking expression reconstruction

methods

In this section, the performance of DISCERN in comparison to other batch cor-

rection and imputation algorithms is assessed. Three use cases were evaluated:

Batch correction, imputation using real data and in silico modified data. Not every

tool was developed for all three use cases, except DISCERN, which is why a wide

range of tools were selected to provide a fair comparison. scGEN [94], Seurat [53],

trVAE [105] and scVI [55], are state-of-the-art batch correction tools. DCA [39],

MAGIC [40], scImpute [41], DeepImpute [42], and CarDEC [43] are state-of-the-art

imputation tools. These tools were used in the benchmarks.

All tools provide the possibility to generate a reconstructed expression matrix and

are evaluated using classical scRNA-seq analysis methods. Seurat, DCA, MAGIC,

scImpute, CarDEC, and DeepImpute do not provide the option to select a reference

batch and are therefore only evaluated on the batch-independent reconstructed ex-

pression data.

3.1.1 Batch correction

Batch correction methods are evaluated by comparing their ability to mix the dif-

ferent batches to form homogeneous representations (batch mixing). Another im-

portant aspect is the preservation of biology, i.e. the cellular identity or cell types.
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Figure 9: Average gene expression correlation in the pancreas dataset for multiple com-
binations of the four main hyperparameters of DISCERN. Pearson correlation
was computed on the average gene expression per cell type between the uncor-
rected smartseq2-hq batch and all other batches reconstructed to the smartseq2-
hq batch. All possible combinations between the four hyperparameters were
trained. Each box in the heatmap represents the average of all models sharing
this combination of hyperparameters. Embedding dimensions (nembed ) speci-
fies the size the embedding provided by DISCERN, λprior is a scaling factor for
the MMD penalty on the embedding dimensions and the prior, λsigma is a scal-
ing factor of the loss on the estimated variance in the embedding dimensions
and the λdropout is the scaling factor of the cross entropy loss of the dropout es-
timation.
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A very good batch-mixing performance can be achieved by randomly distributing

cells in the embedding, which would, however, remove every biological insight.

Thus, batch mixing and biology preservation are contradicting [49]. However, ap-

propriate batch mixing with preserved biology can improve marker gene discov-

ery and cell type detection [106]. Batch correction performance was qualitatively

assessed using the t-SNE representation and quantitatively evaluated using AMI,

ARI, and the Silhouette score (Section 1.3.2). Batch correction evaluation was per-

formed on the difftec, the pancreas, and the snRNA-seq data sets. As discussed in

Section 2.4, the pancreas and the difftec data set cover a wide range of sequenc-

ing technologies and are widely used for batch effect correction evaluation. The

snRNA-seq data provides the unique opportunity to test the capability of the meth-

ods to correct for differences in the isolation of the RNA. Usually, in scRNA-seq

experiments clustering and dimensionality reduction are performed using the top

principal components from PCA [66] of the scaled expression data after reconstruc-

tion. Therefore, these steps were applied for evaluation as well.

Qualitatively, except for the two imputation methods DeepImpute, and scImpute

all methods can separate cell types in all three data sets (Figure 10A). Both methods

especially perform bad on data sets with small batch effects, i.e. the pancreas and

the difftec data sets. This could be because imputation methods are often only

applied to data sets consisting of one batch and batch effects can overshadow cell

type differences for the inference of the imputation parameter. Furthermore, except

for CarDEC, no imputation method is able to remove the batch effect on all three

data sets (Figure 10B).

However, on the pancreas data set, scGEN and CarDEC fail to integrate the smart-

seq2 batch, whereas the other batch correction methods, i.e. DISCERN, Seurat, scVI,

and trVAE can correct the batch effects. On the difftec data set only scGEN fails to

integrate all batches, and keeps especially the chromium-v3 batch separate. The

snRNA-seq data set shows the strongest batch effect and only DISCERN, Seurat

and scVI are partly able to integrate the sc and the sn batch.
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(A) t-SNE representation colored by cell type.

(B) t-SNE representation colored by batch.

Figure 10: t-SNE representation of the pancreas data st (first row), the difftec data set (second row), and the snRNA-seq data set
(third row) after reconstruction. For the pancreas data set the smartseq2 batch, for the difftec data set the chromium-v3
batch, and for the snRNA-seq data set the sc batch was used as reference. 25 principal components were used for the
t-SNE computation.
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The qualitative analysis was performed using 25 principal components, however,

the normal workflow of scRNA-seq data analysis involves a selection step of the

top principal components [66]. To reflect this selection process, a varying number

of principal components was used to compute the batch correction metrics. The

influence of the number of principal components on the t-SNE representation can

be seen in Figure 11. A higher number of principal components leads to a higher

number of small clusters, whereas a low number of principal components leads to

fewer clusters with more mixing between cell types and batches.

Figure 11: t-SNE representation of the pancreas data set without reconstruction for dif-
ferent numbers of principal components. The figure is split into two parts
to improve readability. For the second part the location of the tSNE2-axis is
swapped. The first row of both parts is colored by batch and the second row
of both parts is colored by cell type. For low number of principal components
(e.g. 10) a some cell types are overlapping, whereas for a high number of prin-
cipal components (e.g. 45) several small clusters can be seen.

The Silhouette score directly evaluates the distances in the PCA embedding used

for further downstream applications. DISCERN achieves the best performance for
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Figure 12: Silhouette scores for batch and cell type clusters on the difftec, the pancreas,
and the snRNA-seq datasets for varying numbers of principal components
(NPC ). The first column measures batch clustering (1−Silhouette score) and
the second column cell type clustering. The larger the numbers the better the
performance.
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batch mixing on the pancreas and the difftec data set. On the snRNA-seq data

set, DISCERN shares rank two with scGEN. scVI reached best batch mixing on the

snRNA-seq data set (Figure 12, first column). Considering the cell type clustering

(preservation of biology) no method consistently outperforms the others (Figure 12,

second column). On the difftec data set scVI performs best, on the pancreas data

set scGEN achieves the highest rank, and on the scRNA-seq data set Seurat and

MAGIC perform best depending on the number of principal components used,

e.g. for low number of principal components Seurat achieves better performance,

whereas for high number of principal components MAGIC is the best performing

method. DISCERN achieves ranks between two and six and thus similar perfor-

mance as other batch correction tools.

The other two measures, ARI and AMI, are computed on clustering results. There-

fore, Leiden clustering [141] was performed on the respective number of princi-

pal components NPC using 20 different values for the resolution parameter. Lei-

den clustering is a commonly used clustering algorithm, which is implemented in

scRNA-seq analysis tools kits, e.g. Seurat [53] and scanpy [142].

The resolution parameter can be interpreted as a threshold indirectly controlling

the number of clusters by restricting the cluster density. For a value of NPC , the

best resolution was selected for batch mixing and cell type clustering.

DISCERN and scVI show very similar performance for batch mixing evaluated by

ARI on the difftec and the snRNA-seq data set. On the pancreas data set DISCERN

and Seurat show similar scores (Figure 13, first column), with scVI in the third rank.

Considering cell type clustering on all three data sets DISCERN and scVI achieve

similar performance (Figure 13, second column).

Using AMI for evaluating batch mixing and cell type clustering, the deep learning

methods CarDEC, DISCERN, Seurat, and scVI perform best (Figure 14). DISCERN,

CarDEC and scVI achieve similar performance in batch mixing and cell type clus-

tering on the difftec data set. However, on the pancreas data set the performance of

CarDEC drops drastically, and DISCERN, scVI, and Seurat perform best. Further-

more, scVI and DISCERN are the only methods showing good performance on the

scRNA-seq data set (Figure 14).

These results can be summarized by the computation of the log
2
-fold-change im-

provement compared to uncorrected data (Figure 15). None of the tested methods

consistently outperforms all other methods when considering all data sets. Addi-
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Figure 13: ARI for batch and cell type clusters on the difftec, the pancreas, and the
snRNA-seq dataset for varying numbers of principal components. The first
column measures batch clustering (1 - ARI) and the second column measures
cell type clustering. Clustering was performed using the Leiden algorithm on
20 different resolutions per number of components. The best ARI for each
number of components is displayed. Higher numbers indicate better perfor-
mance.
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Figure 14: AMI for batch and cell type clusters on the difftec, the pancreas, and the
snRNA-seq dataset for varying numbers of principal components. The first
column measures batch clustering (1 - AMI) and the second column measures
cell type clustering. Clustering was performed using the Leiden algorithm on
20 different resolutions per number of components. The best AMI for each
number of components is displayed. The larger the numbers the better the
performance.
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tionally, the three tested metrics do not always lead to the same ranking.

Since they all evaluate different aspects this is not unexpected but makes interpre-

tation of the results difficult. While Silhouette scores evaluate the PCA representa-

tion, ARI and AMI represent clustering results. The ARI was found to be a better

measure if there are large equal-sized clusters whereas the AMI gives more reliable

results for unequal-sized clusters [143]. Both are valid scenarios for scRNA-seq

analysis. Therefore, all three metrics were considered for analysis (Figure 15) yield-

ing DISCERN and scVI to be the top-performing methods (Table 4). Overall, DIS-

CERN achieved the best performance. The imputation tools are not able to correct

batch effects (batch mixing) since they are not developed for this task. Interestingly,

no imputation method showed significant improvement in cell type separation.
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Figure 15: Overview of the batch correction performance results measured by the area
under the curve for Silhouette scores (Figure 12), ARI (Figure 13), and AMI
(Figure 14) on the pancreas, the difftec and the snRNA-seq data set. Each dot
represents a method and evaluation metric. Values were computed as log2-
fold-change improvement compared to the uncorrected data. The grey area
indicates worse performance and the grey dotted line indicates equal perfor-
mance compared to uncorrected data. In the best case, i.e. improved perfor-
mance compared to uncorrected data, the methods should fall in the quadrant
with the white background.

3.1.2 Reference based imputation

Expression reconstruction can partly be seen as expression imputation. Therefore,

the ability of these batch correction and imputation models to adjust expression

information was evaluated. To test whether these models can reconstruct the cell

type-specific gene expression, the correlation of the mean gene expression per cell

type was computed on the pancreas, the difftec, and the snRNA-seq data set.
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Table 4: Overview of performance in batch correction tasks. The area under the
curve for Silhouette scores (Figure 12), ARI (Figure 13), and AMI (Figure 14)
are used to rank models for each data set. The sum of ranks across the
pancreas, the difftec, and the snRNA-seq are shown. Best values (lowest
sum of ranks) are highlighted in bold. If models achieved the same values,
the average rank was used, e.g. if two methods perform best, both get a
rank of 1.5 assigned. Models are ordered by their overall rank.

ARI AMI Silhouette score Overall
batch cell type batch cell type batch cell type

DISCERN 5.0 4.0 7.0 3.0 4.0 11.0 34.0

scVI 6.0 5.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 8.0 41.0
Seurat 10.0 12.0 9.0 11.0 10.0 9.0 61.0
trVAE 14.0 13.0 11.0 13.0 16.0 17.0 84.0
scGEN 19.0 20.0 16.0 15.0 9.0 16.0 95.0
CarDEC 17.0 15.0 15.0 16.0 21.0 17.0 101.0
MAGIC 16.5 25.5 22.5 20.5 25.5 12.5 123.0
DCA 21.5 20.5 24.5 23.5 29.5 24.5 144.0
scImpute 30.0 25.0 27.0 28.0 20.0 20.0 150.0
DeepImpute 26.0 25.0 26.0 28.0 22.0 30.0 157.0

All methods, except DeepImpute, show a high Pearson correlation (> 0.90) on the

difftec data set, whereas the performance on the pancreas and the snRNA-seq data

set varies more (Figure 16). On the pancreas and the snRNA-seq data set the deep

learning methods, which allow for projection, i.e. DISCERN, scGEN, scVI, and tr-

VAE, achieve the highest Pearson correlation (Figure 16).

The standard deviation across the three data sets after reconstruction was tested,

to infer if the models were able to capture the variance present in the data set or

predict the mean expression per cell type for all cell types. The latter would be un-

desirable but still result in a good performance in Figure 16. While DISCERN, scVI,

Seurat, scGEN, and scImpute can achieve good correlation values on the pancreas

data set (> 0.80), the performance of most methods drops on the more complex

difftec and snRNA-seq data set (Figure 17). Especially on the difftec data set, where

uncorrected expression data shows good correlation (≈ 0.90), most methods show

a decrease in correlation (Figure 17).

Despite the standard deviation, the distribution of (biological and technical) dropout

events is important for downstream applications. Therefore, also the correlation of

the dropout fraction per gene and cell type was compared after reconstruction. On
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Figure 16: Correlation of the average gene expression in the pancreas, the difftec, and
the snRNA-seq data set. From the pancreas data set the indrop-lq was re-
constructed using the smartseq2-hq batch. From the difftec data set the
chromium-v2-lq batch was reconstructed using chromium-v3-hq batch as a
reference and From the snRNA-seq data set the sn-lq batch was reconstructed
using the sc-hq batch. Pearson correlation was computed for each cell type
and summarized as box plots. The dotted line shows the arithmetic mean. For
the pancreas data set 13, for the difftec dataset eight and for the snRNA-seq
data set seven cell types are shown.
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Figure 17: Correlation of the standard deviation of gene expression values in the pan-
creas, the difftec, and the snRNA-seq data set. From the pancreas data set the
indrop-lq was reconstructed using the smartseq2-hq batch. From the difftec
data set the chromium-v2-lq batch was reconstructed using chromium-v3-hq
batch as a reference and from the snRNA-seq data set the sn-lq batch was re-
constructed using the sc-hq batch. Pearson correlation was computed for each
cell type and summarized as box plots. The dotted line shows the arithmetic
mean. For the pancreas data set 13, for the difftec dataset eight and for the
snRNA-seq data set seven cell types are shown.
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the pancreas data set all methods, except DeepImpute, slightly increase the Pear-

son correlation compared to uncorrected data. DISCERN shows the strongest me-

dian increase of ≈ 0.20 (Figure 18). In contrast, on the difftec data set all methods,

except DISCERN, scImpute, and Seurat show a decrease in correlation, whereas

DISCERN is the only method showing an increase over uncorrected data. On the

snRNA-seq data set, especially the deep learning-based methods are performing

better. DISCERN, scGEN, scVI, DeepImpute, and trVAE show improved corre-

lation compared to uncorrected data. DISCERN is the only method achieving a

median correlation close to 1.0 for all three data sets (Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Correlation of dropout values in the pancreas, the difftec, and the snRNA-seq
data set. From the pancreas data set the indrop-lq was reconstructed using
the smartseq2-hq batch. From the difftec data set the chromium-v2-lq batch
was reconstructed using chromium-v3-hq batch as a reference and from the
snRNA-seq data set the sn-lq batch was reconstructed using the sc-hq batch.
A log-normalized gene expression value below 0.1 was treated as a dropout
value. Pearson correlation was computed for each cell type and summarized
as box plots. The dotted line shows the arithmetic mean. For the pancreas data
set 13, for the difftec data set eight and for the snRNA-seq data set seven cell
types are shown.

The evaluation of reference-based reconstruction was performed using a down-

stream application, i.e. differential gene expression analysis. To detect marker genes

for cell types, differential gene expression is typically calculated for one cell type

vs all other cell types (one-vs-rest). Top-ranking genes are then considered cell

type-specific marker genes. For the low-quality batch, the resulting t-statistics were

compared to results obtained using the high-quality batch. This was done using

overlapping cell types between high and low-quality data. Since the rank of cell

type-specific genes is more interesting than their actual values, the Spearman’s rank

correlation was used as a metric in this experiment. DISCERN, Seurat, scGEN,
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3.1 Benchmarking expression reconstruction methods

MAGIC, scVI, and CarDEC improve the correlation on the pancreas data set com-

pared to uncorrected data (Figure 19). On the difftec data set DISCERN, scGEN,

scVI and CarDEC improve the median correlation and on the snRNA-seq data set

DISCERN, scGEN, scVI, and trVAE improve the median correlation (Figure 19).

All models and the uncorrected data show a higher variance of correlation values

on the pancreas and the snRNA-seq data set (Figure 19), indicating that some cell

type marker genes are more similar between batches than others.
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Figure 19: Correlation of t-statistics in one vs rest differential expression analysis of the
pancreas, the difftec, and the snRNA-seq data set. From the pancreas data
set the indrop-lq was reconstructed using the smartseq2-hq batch. From the
difftec data set the chromium-v2-lq batch was reconstructed using chromium-
v3-hq batch as a reference and from the snRNA-seq data set the sn-lq batch
was reconstructed using the sc-hq batch. Spearman’s rank correlation was
computed for each cell type and summarized as box plots. The dotted line
shows the arithmetic mean. The number of cell types differs between the
three methods: 7, 8, 11 cell types are shown for snRNA-seq, difftec and pan-
creas data sets, respectively.

Thus, these variations are influenced by the number of cells in the pancreas and the

snRNA-seq data set, but not in the difftec data set. In the pancreas and the snRNA-

seq data set, the achieved correlation values show a linear dependency with the

number of cells per cell type independent of the considered quality and without

reconstruction (Figure 20). Thus, an increasing number of cells seems to provide a

more robust marker gene ranking.

To summarize the performance on the reference-based imputation tasks, mean ex-

pression correlation (Figure 16), standard deviation correlation (Figure 17), differ-

ential expressed gene (DEG) correlation (Figure 19), and dropout value correlation

(Figure 18), and the mean performance across cell types was ranked per data set.
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Figure 20: Correlation of t-statistics in one vs rest differential expression analysis with-
out reconstruction (Uncorrected in Figure 19) of the pancreas, the difftec, and
the snRNA-seq data set compared to the abundance of cell types. For the pan-
creas data set indrop-lq batch (low quality) and smartseq2-hq (high quality),
for the difftec data set the chromium-v2-lq batch and the chromium-v3-hq and
for the snRNA-seq data set the sn-lq batch and sc-hq are shown. The cell type
counts for the low-quality (lq) and the high-quality (hq) batches are connected
using colored lines.

The rank-sums across data sets are then displayed in Table 5. For the reconstruc-

tion of mean expression, scGEN achieves the best results, followed by DISCERN

on rank two. For the reconstruction of the standard deviation of gene expression,

scVI achieves the best performance, followed by DISCERN and scImpute on rank

two. For the reconstruction of dropout, DISCERN achieves rank one, followed by

trVAE and scGEN on rank two. On the DEG correlation experiment again DIS-

CERN achieves the best performance, followed by scGEN on rank two. Overall,

DISCERN achieves the best performance across all tested evaluation metrics on

reference-based expression reconstruction (Table 5).

3.1.3 Simulation based evaluation

Previous experiments utilized a batch available within the data set as ground truth

for all comparisons. In this section, experiments using held-out data will be de-

scribed.
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3.1 Benchmarking expression reconstruction methods

Table 5: Overview of performance for imputation tasks. Mean values for mean ex-
pression correlation (Figure 16), standard deviation correlation (Figure 17),
DEG correlation (Figure 19), and dropout value correlation (Figure 18) are
used to rank models per data set. The sum of ranks across the pancreas, the
difftec, and the snRNA-seq are shown. Best values (lowest sum of ranks)
are highlighted in bold. If models achieved the same values the average
rank was used. Models are ordered by their overall rank.

Mean
expression

Standard
deviation Dropout

DEG Overall

DISCERN 7.0 9.0 3.0 5.0 24.0
scGEN 4.0 15.0 11.0 7.0 37.0
scVI 14.0 7.0 17.0 10.0 48.0
Seurat 24.0 12.0 17.0 13.0 66.0
trVAE 9.0 19.0 11.0 27.0 66.0
scImpute 20.0 9.0 16.0 23.0 68.0
CarDEC 19.0 18.0 25.0 14.0 76.0
DCA 21.0 19.0 25.0 17.0 82.0
MAGIC 21.0 28.0 15.0 19.0 83.0
DeepImpute 26.0 29.0 25.0 30.0 110.0

Removal of expression

In the first experiments, the comparison using held-out data was done by creating

an artificial data set. The high-quality batch B was split into two parts with a sim-

ilar number of cells. One part remains unaltered, called B-hq, and from the other

part B \ B-hq the genes determining the cell type were removed. This modified

part will be called B-lq. These genes were determined using one-vs-rest differen-

tial gene expression analysis and gene set enrichment using the KEGG database

[63]. Technically, the expression values of genes involved in the top pathway ac-

cording to adjusted p-value per cell type were set to zero. For these experiments,

only highly abundant cell types were used. This process was applied to the pan-

creas data set by splitting smartseq2 into smartseq2-lq and smartseq2-hq and to the

difftec data set by splitting chromium-v3 into chromium-v3-lq and chromium-v3-

hq (Figures 21 and 22).

On the modified pancreas data set, DISCERN, scGEN, scImpute, scVI, DeepIm-

pute, trVAE, and CarDEC achieve the largest mean Pearson correlation ≥ 0.80 while

MAGIC, Seurat, and DCA achieve low mean Pearson correlation < 0.80. DISCERN,
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trVAE and scVI reconstruct the mean expression yielding a correlation of 0.99. DIS-

CERN achieves the lowest standard deviation between cell types, indicating that

DISCERNs performance is independent of the cell type (Figure 21).

Similarly, for the difftec data set, MAGIC, scImpute, DeepImpute, and DCA are not

able to reconstruct the removed gene expression values. In this experiment, Seurat,

DISCERN, scGEN, scVI, trVAE, and CarDEC achieved a correlation > 0.90.

However, for the low abundant cell type Megakaryocytes, Seurat, scGEN, scVI, and

CarDEC all overestimate the gene expression and thus achieve a low precision in

the reconstruction (Figure 22). For Megakaryocytes, DISCERN and trVAE achieve

a mean Pearson correlation of 0.98 and 0.95, respectively, and so it can be concluded

that they can reconstruct the gene expression values with high precision (Figure 22).

Furthermore, the correlation of differential gene expression was tested on these

modified data sets. The t-statistics were compared using Pearson correlation, since

only a subset of the genes, which were removed beforehand, are evaluated. DIS-

CERN and scVI show the best performance for the pancreas data set. In particular,

DISCERN achieves the highest mean correlation of 0.88 (Figure 23). MAGIC is not

able to reconstruct the mean expression (Figures 21 and 22) and thus no differen-

tial gene expression analysis could be performed. On the difftec data set DISCERN

outperforms all other tested methods (mean correlation 0.85, Figure 23). In this ex-

periment, Seurat shows the second-best mean correlation of 0.65. Overall DISCERN

shows an increase in mean correlation between 5% to 30%.

In addition to the DEA t-statistics, also the correlation of DEA log
2
-fold-change was

evaluated. While this does not consider the variance across cells, as discussed in

Section 1.3, it is commonly used to quantify the degree of change in comparisons

across conditions. Pearson correlation was used to compare expected and the calcu-

lated log
2
-fold-changes. scVI shows the best performance on the pancreas and the

difftec data with a mean correlation of 0.50 and 0.54, respectively. Seurat achieves

the second-best performance on the pancreas and CarDEC on the difftec data set.

DISCERN is on rank four and five, respectively (Figure 24). This can potentially

be explained by the underestimation of the expression from low-expressed genes,

whereas the top-performing methods slightly overestimate the expression of low-

expressed genes (Figures 21 and 22).

The DEA results were furthermore used to perform gene set enrichment based on

the KEGG [63] database. This is a commonly used downstream application for data
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Figure 21: Comparison of the average gene expression reconstruction performance for
several methods for the pancreas data set. The data set is based on the pancreas
data set where the smartseq2-v3 batch was split into smartseq2-v3-hq and a
second part, where selected genes were removed (in silico gene dropout). The
modified part is called smartseq2-v3-lq. The reconstructed average gene ex-
pression (y-axis) is based on the reconstructed or imputed smartseq2-lq data.
For DISCERN, scGEN, scVI, and trVAE the projection onto the smartseq2-hq
reference is depicted. The expected average gene expression (x-axis) is based
on the unmodified smartseq2-lq batch. The mean Pearson correlation with
one standard deviation over all cell types is displayed in parentheses of the
figure title. Colors indicate the cell type identity.
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Figure 22: Comparison of the average gene expression reconstruction performance for
several methods for the difftec data set. Four imputation (DCA, MAGIC, scIm-
pute, DeepImpute), four batch correction methods (Seurat, scGEN, scVI, tr-
VAE), and DISCERN are compared. The data set is based on the difftec data
set where the chromium-v3 batch was split into chromium-v3-hq and a second
part, where selected genes were removed (in silico gene dropout). The modi-
fied part is called chromium-v3-lq. The reconstructed average gene expression
(y-axis) is based on the reconstructed or imputed chromium-v3-lq data. For
DISCERN, scGEN, scVI, and trVAE the projection onto the chromium-v3-hq
reference is depicted. The expected average gene expression (x-axis) is based
on the unmodified chromium-v3-lq batch. The mean Pearson correlation with
one standard deviation over all cell types is displayed in parentheses of the
figure title. Colors indicate the cell type identity.
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Figure 23: Pearson correlation of DEA t-statistics for a one-vs-rest cell type comparison
and in silico gene removal. The data sets are based on the pancreas and the
difftec data set where the smartseq2 and the chromium-v3 batch were split
into two parts and selected genes were removed from one part, called B-lq.
The other part remains unaltered and is called B-hq. The reconstructed DEA
t-statistics are based on reconstructed or imputed -lq only, while the expected
DEA t-statistics are based on the unmodified B-lq batch. For DISCERN, sc-
GEN, scVI, and trVAE the projection to B-hq is shown. Only genes, which
were removed in B-lq were used for calculating the correlation. Colors indi-
cate the cell type identity.
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Figure 24: Pearson correlation of DEA log2-fold-change for a one-vs-rest cell type com-
parison and in silico gene removal. The data sets are based on the pancreas
and the difftec data set where the smartseq2 and the chromium-v3 batch were
split into two parts and selected genes were removed from one part, called B-
lq. The other part remains unaltered and is called B-hq. The reconstructed
log2-fold-change is based on reconstructed or imputed -lq only, while the ex-
pected log2-fold-change is based on the unmodified B-lq batch. For DISCERN,
scGEN, scVI, and trVAE the projection to B-hq is shown. Only genes, which
were removed in B-lq were used for calculating the correlation. Colors indi-
cate the cell type identity.
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3.1 Benchmarking expression reconstruction methods

sets of this kind considered here [66, 140].

DISCERN achieved the best performance on the pancreas and the difftec data set

with a mean Pearson correlation of 0.86 and 0.75, respectively (Figure 25). On both

data sets, scVI achieved the second rank with a mean correlation of 0.80 and 0.65.

This partially relates to the correlation ranks of the DEA t-statistics results in which

DISCERN and scVI achieve top-ranks. However, Seurat, the second best perform-

ing method on the difftec data set for t-statistics reconstruction, does not perform

well on the correlation of gene set enrichment scores. This indicates, that Seurat

can roughly keep the t-statistics scores, but disturbs the ranking used for gene set

enrichment analysis. This does not seem to be the case for scVI and DISCERN.
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Figure 25: Pearson correlation of KEGG [63] gene set enrichment scores for a one-vs-rest
cell type comparison and in silico gene removal. The data sets are based on
the pancreas and the difftec data set where the smartseq2 and the chromium-
v3 batch were split into two parts and selected genes were removed from one
part, called B-lq. The other part remains unaltered and is called B-hq. In-
stead of directly measuring DEA correlation as in Figures 23 and 24, a gene
set enrichment analysis was performed for DEGs. The results were correlated
with the ground-truth “expected” information. The reconstructed gene set en-
richment scores are based on reconstructed and imputed -lq only, while the
expected gene set enrichment scores are based on the unmodified B-lq batch.
For DISCERN and scGEN the projection to B-hq is shown. Colors indicate
the cell type identity.

In summary, DISCERN achieved the best performance when considering mean
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expression (Figures 21 and 22), the DEA t-statistics (Figure 23) and the pathway

gene set enrichment experiment (Figure 25). scVI ranked best in the DEA log
2
-fold-

change experiment (Figure 24). Overall DISCERN is the top-ranking method across

all conducted experiments involving in silico gene removal (Table 6).

Table 6: Overview of performance in the in silico gene removal experiments. The
mean correlation of the mean expression (Figures 21 and 22), the DEA (Fig-
ures 23 and 24) and the pathway (Figure 25) based experiments are used
to rank models for each data set. The sum of ranks across the pancreas
and the difftec data sets are shown. Best values (lowest sum of ranks) are
highlighted in bold. If models achieved the same values, the average rank
was used. Models are ordered by their overall rank. log

2
-fold-change is

abbreviated as log
2
-FC.

Mean expression DEA (t-statistics) DEA (log2-FC) Pathway Overall

DISCERN 2.0 2.0 9.0 2.0 15.0

scVI 4.0 6.0 2.0 4.0 16.0
CarDEC 11.0 6.0 5.0 7.0 29.0
scGEN 8.0 9.0 10.0 7.0 34.0
Seurat 14.0 8.0 5.0 11.0 38.0
trVAE 6.0 11.0 17.0 11.0 45.0
DCA 17.0 15.0 14.0 15.0 61.0
DeepImpute 12.0 15.0 16.0 18.0 61.0
scImpute 17.0 19.0 12.0 21.0 69.0
MAGIC 19.0 19.0 20.0 20.0 78.0

Batch ratio and cell type overlap

In previous experiments, the low-quality and the high-quality batches were mod-

ified yielding a similar size, as in the in silico gene removal experiments, or kept

at their original size, as in the batch correction and imputation experiments (Sec-

tions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). However, the size ratio and cell type overlap between high-

quality and low-quality batches is potentially influencing the results. Figure 20

already showed that at least for the pancreas and for the snRNA-seq data sets there

is a dependency between the number of cells and the performance of the different

tools.

To assess the influence of the batch ratios, the modified data sets from the previ-

ous section were used, but the number of cells of the high-quality and low-quality

batches was varied. The reconstruction performance was measured using Pearson
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3.1 Benchmarking expression reconstruction methods

correlation of the reconstructed mean expression and the expected mean expres-

sion from the held-out data. On the pancreas data set scGEN, DISCERN, and scVI

achieve the best performance when the high-quality (hq) batch is large compared

to the low-quality (lq) batch. All methods, except Seurat, which does not perform

well at all, show a drop in performance when the size of the B-hq batch is small

compared to the -lq batch. DISCERN and scVI show the least dependency on the

batch ratios (Figure 26A). On the difftec data set no such dependency could be ob-

served (Figure 26A). To summarize the graphical representation (Figure 26A), the

area under the curves (AUC) was computed for each cell type (Figure 26B). A high

AUC corresponds to a high correlation across all investigated ratios of the size of

the B-lq batch and the size of the B-hq batch. On the pancreas data set, DISCERN

achieves the best mean AUC of 17.3 and scVI achieves the second best with 17.2. On

the difftec data set, scGEN, scVI, and DISCERN achieve very similar performance

(11.191, 11.126, 11.121). Here scGEN is the best performing method (Figure 26B).

To evaluate the effect of different ratios of B-lq and B-hq sizes on downstream ap-

plications, the AUC of Pearson correlation from DEA t-statistics was calculated.

On the pancreas data set CarDEC (13.4) performed best, followed by scVI (12.5)

and DISCERN (12.1). On the difftec data set DISCERN (8.4) was performing best.

CarDEC (7.7) and scVI (7.4) achieved the second and third best performance (Fig-

ure 27). Interestingly, with respect to the pancreas data set, all methods achieve the

worst performance for activated stellate cells, gamma cells and delta cells. With re-

spect to the difftec data set, all methods achieve the worst performance for dendritic

cells.

This seems to be related to the performance of the mean expression reconstruc-

tion (Figure 26), where the tested methods obtain similar performance for these cell

types.

This is likely not related to the number of cells. Comparing the cell type ratios in

the pancreas dataset between the smartseq-lq and the smartseq-hq batch, activated

stellate cells (0.86± 0.23), gamma cells (1.23± 0.73) and delta cells (1.31± 0.43) have

a similar ratio as cell types for which good performance is achieved, such as ductal

cells (1.31± 0.43) and acinar cells (0.72± 0.28).

To investigate the reconstruction of log
2
-fold-changes, the same setting as in Fig-

ure 27 was exploited. The resulting log
2
-fold-changes were correlated using Pear-

son correlation and the AUC was calculated. Here scVI and CarDEC were the
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(A) Pearson correlation. Confidence intervals indicate one standard deviation across cell types.
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(B) Area under the curve values for Pearson correlation of mean expression (Figure 26A). Colors
indicate the different cell types.

Figure 26: Evaluation of mean gene expression for the pancreas and the difftec data set
for different ratios of the size of low-quality (-lq) and the size to high-quality
(-hq) training data. The mean gene expression was compared after reconstruc-
tion to the B-hq batch. The results were correlated with held-out ground truth.
The pancreas and the difftec data set were used as in Figure 23, where the
smartseq and the chromium-v3 batch are split into smartseq2-hq, smartseq2-
lq, chromium-v3-hq, and chromium-v3-lq.
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Figure 27: Evaluation of DEA t-statistics for the pancreas and the difftec data set for dif-
ferent ratios of the size of low-quality (-lq) and the size of high-quality (-hq)
training data. The t-statistics were compared after reconstruction to the hq
batch. The results were correlated with held-out ground truth using Pearson
correlation. The area under the curve per cell type is displayed. The pancreas
and the difftec data set were used as in Figure 23, where the smartseq and the
chromium-v3 batch are split into smartseq2-hq, smartseq2-lq, chromium-v3-
hq, and chromium-v3-lq.
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best-performing methods. Again, considering the pancreas data set, most meth-

ods achieved particularly bad performance for delta and gamma cells.
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Figure 28: Evaluation of mean gene expression for the pancreas and the difftec data set
for different ratios of of the size of low-quality (-lq) and the size of high-
quality (hq) training data. The mean gene expression was compared after re-
construction to the hold-out ground truth. The pancreas and the difftec data
set were used as in Figure 23, where the smartseq and the chromium-v3 batch
are split into smartseq2-hq, smartseq2-lq, chromium-v3-hq, and chromium-
v3-lq.

In the previous experiment, the influence of different ratios of the sizes of high and

low-quality batches was tested and the cell-type ratios were kept approximately

constant. However, depending on the experimental setup, the cell type ratios can

be different between sequencing experiments. To mimic this setup, with respect

to the pancreas data set, alpha cells were removed from the smartseq2-hq batch.

The alpha cells were kept as held-out cells for tests to be used for further evalua-

tion. The reconstruction performance of B-lq alpha cells compared to the held-out

-hq alpha cells was assessed using one-vs-rest cell type DEA. This was done using

varying numbers of overlapping cell types. Except for the removal of alpha cells,

the smartseq-hq was not modified. A varying number of overlapping cell types

was achieved by removing cell types from the B-lq batches.
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Figure 29: Spearman’s rank correlation of the DEA results of alpha cells that were recon-
structed and ground-truth alpha cells that were excluded from training, based
on the pancreas data set. On the left, the correlation considering the t-statistics
is shown. On the right, the log2-fold-change from the DEA is considered. Dif-
ferent fractions of cell type overlap in the indrop-lq and smartseq2-hq train-
ing data were used. Alpha cells were only present in the indrop-lq data and
smartseq2-hq alpha cells were extracted as ground truth information. The frac-
tion of cell types, which are non-alpha cells and overlap between low-quality
(-lq) and high-quality (-hq) batches are shown on the x-axis. Confidence inter-
vals indicate the standard deviations from five independently trained models.

Considering the t-statistic and Spearman’s rank correlation, only DISCERN, scVI,

and Seurat were able to show better performance compared to uncorrected data for

larger cell type overlap (Figure 29).

DISCERN is the only method showing improvement over uncorrected data for very

low overlap (0% to 15%). When evaluated using the log
2
-fold-change again, scVI,

Seurat, and DISCERN obtained a higher correlation than uncorrected data. While

Seurat reached a slightly better correlation for cell type overlap (> 20%), it shows

a rapid drop in performance for low overlap (0% to 15%). For low overlap ranges,

only DISCERN and scVI show improved performance (Figure 29).

The reconstructed data of the top-performing methods (Figure 29) including un-

corrected data are visualized in Figure 30. Interestingly, all models show unwanted

integration of alpha cells from the lq batches and gamma cells from the hq batches.

These cell types seem to be very similar. If there is no or low overlap, Seurat

yields many clusters composed of more than one cell type, e.g. alpha cells from

the smartseq2-hq and acinar cells from the lq batches. This is not the case for scVI

and DISCERN. With increasing overlap, the integration task becomes simpler and
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all models keep most cell types separate (Figure 30).
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To summarize the results of varying batch sizes and cell type overlap, the ranks of

the different tools in the different benchmarks were collected. For the experiments

using varying batch sizes, the ranks of the tools for the difftec and the pancreas data

set were averaged. scVI obtained the best overall rank and DISCERN achieved the

second rank (Table 7).

3.1.4 Summary of Benchmarks

In this section, the evaluation of expression reconstruction using batch correction

metrics (Section 3.1.1) and imputation metrics (Section 3.1.2) was described. Fur-

thermore, several in silico experiments were done to have available ground truth

which is barely available from other sources due to batch effects.

This was done by gene removal and varying sizes of batches and cell type overlap

(Section 3.1.3). The sum of ranks, obtained from Tables 4 to 7, were ranked and an

overall sum of ranks was calculated to assess overall performance (Table 8). scVI

performed best in the batch & cell type ratio experiments, whereas DISCERN per-

formed second best. Especially, the deep learning-based methods, DISCERN, scVI,

CarDEC, and the popular Seurat method perform well. The three top-performing

methods additionally allow for the selection of a target/reference batch and per-

form equally well across all tasks. Seurat, however, obtains good performance in

the batch correction tasks, but worse performance considering imputed gene ex-

pression data and batch/cell type ratios (Table 8). DISCERN achieved the best per-

formance in batch correction, imputation, and gene removal experiments.

3.2 Multi-batch reconstruction

In the previous sections usually, a high-quality batch was selected, considering the

number of expressed genes, the mean expression per cell, and the number of cells.

However, DISCERN does not require the selection of a reference batch a priori and

allows the evaluation of multiple references. The tested batch correction tools do

not allow for specifying a reference, e.g. Seurat, or incorporate the batch informa-

tion in the neural network architecture, e.g. scVI and scGEN. Imputation tools do

not utilize batch information. Thus, batch correction and imputation tools do not

allow for the protection to an average batch or any other modified batch informa-
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3.2 Multi-batch reconstruction

Table 7: Overview of performance in the batch ratio and cell type overlap experi-
ments. For the batch ratio experiments, the mean correlation of the mean
expression (Figure 26) and the DEA (Figures 27 and 28) were considered.
For the cell type overlap, the DEA experiment (Figure 29) was considered
and the area under the curve was calculated. The sum of ranks across the
pancreas and the difftec data sets are shown for the batch ratio experiments
for better comparability to the cell type overlap experiments. Best values
(lowest sum of ranks) are highlighted in bold. Whenever models achieved
the same values, the average rank was used. Models are ordered by their
overall rank. log

2
-fold-change is abbreviated as log

2
-FC and mean expres-

sion as mean expr.

Batch ratio Cell type overlap Overall
Mean expr. t-statistics log

2
-FC t-statistics log

2
-FC

scVI 2.0 2.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 8.5
DISCERN 2.0 2.0 4.5 1.0 3.0 12.5
CarDEC 6.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 17.5
scGEN 3.0 4.5 6.5 8.0 8.0 30.0
MAGIC 6.0 9.0 6.5 5.0 4.0 30.5
Seurat 9.0 8.5 7.5 4.0 2.0 31.0
scImpute 5.5 9.0 5.5 6.0 6.0 32.0
trVAE 5.5 5.5 8.5 7.0 7.0 33.5
DCA 7.5 5.5 4.5 9.0 10.0 36.5
DeepImpute 8.5 7.0 8.5 10.0 9.0 43.0

Table 8: Overall summary of conducted benchmarks. The table shows the obtained
rank with the rank sums in brackets. The overall rank is calculated by the
sum of ranks in the individual benchmarks. Best values are highlighted in
bold. Methods are sorted by their overall rank.

Batch correction Imputation Gene removal
Batch

Overall& cell type ratio
(Table 4) (Table 5) (Table 6) (Table 7)

DISCERN 1.0 (34.0) 1.0 (24.0) 1.0 (15.0) 2.0 (12.5) 5.0

scVI 2.0 (41.0) 3.0 (48.0) 2.0 (16.0) 1.0 (8.5) 8.0
scGEN 5.0 (95.0) 2.0 (37.0) 4.0 (34.0) 4.0 (30.0) 15.0
Seurat 3.0 (61.0) 4.5 (66.0) 5.0 (38.0) 6.0 (31.0) 18.5
CarDEC 6.0 (101.0) 7.0 (76.0) 3.0 (29.0) 3.0 (17.5) 19.0
trVAE 4.0 (84.0) 4.5 (66.0) 6.0 (45.0) 8.0 (33.5) 22.5
MAGIC 7.0 (123.0) 9.0 (83.0) 10.0 (78.0) 5.0 (30.5) 31.0
scImpute 9.0 (150.0) 6.0 (68.0) 9.0 (69.0) 7.0 (32.0) 31.0
DCA 8.0 (144.0) 8.0 (82.0) 7.5 (61.0) 9.0 (36.5) 32.5
DeepImpute 10.0 (157.0) 10.0 (110.0) 7.5 (61.0) 10.0 (43.0) 37.5
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tion.

The use of CIN makes it possible to employ the average batch as a reference. This is

achieved by multiplying the batch-specific shifting factor by
1

Nbatches

and summing

over all batch-specific shifting factors, such that Equation (2.1) is modified to:

CINWβ
(x) = γ

x− µ
√
σ2 + ϵ

+
1

Nbatches

Nbatches∑

i=0

Wβi
(3.1)

Reconstruction of all available batches and the average reconstruction can be seen

in Figure 31. Qualitatively, all reconstructions yield reasonable cell type clusters

(Figure 31, first row) and good batch mixing (Figure 31, second row) regardless of

the reference batch. However, considering the fraction of expressed genes, data

projected to the high-quality batch, smartseq2 show more expressed genes

for nearly all cells (> 0.2) and reconstructions to low-quality batches, e.g. indrop,

show a lower number of expressed genes per cell (< 0.1). Also the fluidigmc1

batch, sequenced using Fluidigm C1, shows a high number of expressed genes,

but has a much lower number of cells compared to the high-quality batch and the

low-quality batch. Reconstruction to the average batch shows a medium number of

expressed genes (0.1 to 0.3) and thus could be used for initial evaluation and is not

specific to any reference batch. In this case,
1

Nbatches

was used to modify the shifting

factor. However, any value could be used, e.g. in specific cases it may make sense

to project to the average healthy reference.

3.3 Improving single-cell RNA-seq applications

In the previous sections, a benchmark of DISCERN was performed against several

other expression reconstruction methods and the effect of multiple references was

evaluated. DISCERN showed improved performance across most evaluated tasks

compared to other methods. Therefore, DISCERN will be evaluated for further im-

provement of downstream applications using a liver metastasis data set, a kidney

data set, and a peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) data set. Furthermore,

a case study about COVID-19, investigating the presence of TH17 cell types, was

conducted.
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Figure 31: t-SNE representation of all possible reference batch selections after recon-
struction using DISCERN, colored by cell type (first row), batch (second row),
and the number of expressed genes, i.e. genes with an expression value ≥ 0.1

(last row). Uncorrected data indicate no reconstruction and “Average” uses the

average batch information by multiplying the shifting factor by
1

Nbatches

. Es-

pecially the low-quality batches (e.g. indrop) show a low number of expressed
genes in uncorrected data (first column). After reconstruction with the in-
drop batch (second column) a low number of expressed genes can seen for all
batches. Reconstruction with a high-quality batch as reference (e.g. smartseq2
in the second last column) a high number of expressed genes can be detected.
A medium number of expressed genes can be achieved by using an “Average”
batch (last column).
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3.3.1 Improving cell type-specific marker gene detection

Pathway expression in snRNA-seq data

The activation of cell type-specific pathways was investigated in the snRNA-seq

data set. The snRNA-seq data set was prepared from the same liver metastasis

biopsy using scRNA-seq (sc-hq) and snRNA-seq (sn-lq) [45]. The sn-lq batch con-

tains less expression information, measured by the average counts per cell, com-

pared to the sc-hq batch (Table 11). However, snRNA-seq is still often used when

intact single cells cannot be recovered from tissue (e.g. after tissue fixation or freez-

ing). It is important to note that nuclear transcripts reflect current transcription

activity, which might not correlate well with protein abundance if the transcripts

have high lifetimes or transcription rates. On this data set, qualitatively most meth-

ods, e.g. Seurat, scGEN, trVAE, and CarDEC, show bad integration performance

and are not able to form one cluster for each cell type (Figure 10). Only DISCERN

and scVI can create cell type-specific cluster (Figure 10A), but still show a batch ef-

fect (Figure 10B). Since they are visually heavily impacted by the batch effect, this

data set allows interesting investigation of batch-effect related differences on a gene

and pathway level.

The TCR signaling pathway (Figure 32) and the antigen presentation and process-

ing pathway (Figure 33) from KEGG [63] were considered in T cells and macro-

phages. These cells were annotated in the sn-lq and the sc-hq batch. T cells usually

show high expression of the TCR signaling pathway. In contrast, macrophages

were used as a negative control, since they do not express the genes from the TCR

signaling pathway. However, macrophages show strong expression of the antigen

presentation and processing pathway, which is not expressed by T cells used as a

negative control. DISCERN, Seurat, DeepImpute, scImpute, CarDEC, scGEN, scVI,

DCA, MAGIC, and trVAE were evaluated for their performance in reconstructing

the gene expression of these pathways from the sn-lq batch with the sc-hq batch as

a reference.

DISCERN shows the most similar expression according to the hierarchical cluster-

ing of reconstructed sn-lq, called DISCERN-hq, with the high-quality data (sc-hq)

in the TCR signaling pathway in T cells, whereas the imputation methods Deep-

Impute, CarDEC, DCA, MAGIC, and several batch correction methods, i.e. scGEN

and trVAE, are increasing the mean expression values for nearly all genes to higher
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levels as the reference sc-hq batch and hence introduce more noise (Figure 32A).

Similarly, these methods also increase the expression of several genes involved in

the TCR signaling pathway in macrophages and remove cell type-specific expres-

sion patterns (Figure 32B). Nearly none of these genes show a high expression in

either the sn-lq or the sc-hq data (Figure 32B).

The same uncorrected reconstruction was observed in the antigen presentation

and processing pathway in macrophages and T cells (Figure 33). DISCERN recon-

structed sn-lq data, called DISCERN-hq, shows a similar expression pattern as the

high-quality data (sc-hq).

For example, high CD4 expression is imputed in macrophages, which is not present

in either sn-lq or sc-hq, and is not expected in macrophages (see [145]). While for

several genes, e.g. TAP1 and TABBP, a high expression in antigen-presenting cells,

such as macrophages, is expected [146], this is not found in sn-lq or sc-hq. This

discrepancy impedes evaluations based only on prior knowledge.

Cell type marker detection in pancreas

In further experiments, the ability of DISCERN to improve cell type-specific marker

gene detection considering multiple sequencing technologies were analyzed. Cell

type-specific marker genes are genes that are, possibly together with other genes,

exclusively expressed in cells of a single cell type. Therefore, these genes are often

used for cell type annotation of scRNA-seq data sets. However, the expression

of these marker genes can be low or difficult to detect due to dropout and batch

effects. Thus, the pancreas data set was selected to cover a multitude of different

sequencing technology-related batch effects, since it contains pancreas cells, which

were sequenced using five different sequencing technologies.

The effect of reconstruction of three cell type-specific genes using DISCERN in the

pancreas data set was tested (Figure 34). The expression of insulin (INS) in the

pancreas is known to be largely restricted to beta cells [147]. This can be observed

in the pancreas data set in most batches without reconstruction.

Only the indrop-lq batch shows a diffuse pattern of insulin expression across cell

types (Figure 34A, left panel). The diffuse INS expression is removed with DIS-

CERN by reconstruction using the smartseq2-hq batch as a reference (Figure 34A,

middle panel), yielding a reconstructed expression matrix with INS expression spe-
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(A) T cells.
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(B) Macrophages.

Figure 32: Average gene expression of TCR signaling genes in T cells (A) and Macro-
phages (B). The columns show the data in the snRNA-seq (before recon-
struction, sn-lq) and snRNA-seq dataset after reconstruction with DISCERN,
Seurat, DeepImpute, scImpute, CarDEC, scGEN, scVI, DCA, MAGIC, and tr-
VAE and in the scRNA-seq data (sc-hq). The average expression was min-max
scaled after adding a pseudo-count of 1 × 10−3. The reconstructed-hq shows
high similarity with the expression in the sc-hq dataset. Only genes with a
maximum expression greater than 0.2 are shown. The gene set was obtained
from [144].
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Figure 33: Average gene expression of antigen presentation and processing genes in
Macrophages (A) and T cells (B). The columns show the data in the snRNA-
seq (before reconstruction, sn-lq) and snRNA-seq dataset after reconstruc-
tion with DISCERN, Seurat, DeepImpute, scImpute, CarDEC, scGEN, scVI,
DCA, MAGIC, and trVAE and in the scRNA-seq data (sc-hq). The aver-
age expression was min-max scaled after adding a pseudo-count of 1 × 10−3.
reconstructed-hq shows high similarity with the expression in the sc-hq
dataset. Only genes with a maximum expression value greater than 0.2 are
shown. The gene set was obtained from [145]. CD4 and CD8A genes are part
of the antigen presentation and processing pathway but are not expressed in
macrophages. Thus in A, it is not expected, that these genes are expected (see
[145]).
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cific to beta cells. However, when selecting the indrop batch as a reference, the dif-

fuse pattern of INS expression is transferred to and becomes visible in all batches

(Figure 34A, right panel).

A similar result can be observed for the gene Regenerating Family Member 1 Alpha

(REG1A), which is specifically expressed in acinar cells and was shown to be in-

volved in acinar cell carcinoma [148]. As expected, in the data set REG1A is highly

expressed in acinar cells. However, the celseq and the celseq2 batch show a dif-

fuse pattern of REG1A expression in nearly all cell types (Figure 34B, left panel).

A reconstruction using the smartseq2 and the indrop batch as reference does not

show such a diffuse pattern of REG1A (Figure 34B middle & right panel). The high

expression of REG1A in macrophages in the celseq batch is likely due to a wrong

annotation, because in the celseq batch only one cell was annotated as macrophage

and this cell is clustering similarly to the other acinar cells. Since DISCERN has no

cell type information available, it correctly retains the high expression of REG1A in

this cell (Figure 35). For delta cells, Somatostatin (SST) was found to be cell type-

specific in the pancreas [149]. This can also be seen in the uncorrected data in all

batches, especially the smartseq2 and the fluidigmc1 batch (Figure 34C, left panel).

Again, the celseq2 batch and the indrop batch show a diffuse expression pattern,

which, depending on the reference batch is not present (Figure 34C middle panel)

or is increased (Figure 34C right panel).

T cell detection in kidney injury data

To further evaluate the ability of DISCERN to improve cell type detection, a kidney

data set of nine patients with acute kidney injury was used. The raw and prepro-

cessed versions of the data set were provided by Rajasree Menon from the group of

Matthias Kretzler, University of Michigan [150]. The preprocessing was done using

Seurat (version 3) using reciprocal PCA for integration. Unprocessed data is avail-

able from the Kidney Precision Medicine Project [151] (see Table 10 for individual

patient IDs).

The nine patients were sequenced with scRNA-seq (kidney-hq) and snRNA-seq

(kidney-lq), such that 18 samples were obtained in total. After reconstruction of the

uncorrected data using DISCERN and the kidney-hq as the reference, one patient

(“3210003”) was removed due to very high batch effects and low quality of this

patient.
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(A) Insulin (INS). INS was selected because it is a cell type-specfic gene for beta cells. While
nearly all batches display exclusive INS expression in beta cells in uncorrected data, the in-
drop data shows a more dispersed expression of INS in several cell types. Projection to the
smartseq2 batch results in a beta cell-specific expression in the reconstructed indrop data
(second column). Projection to the indrop batch results in dispersed INS expression for all
batches (third column).
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(B) Regenerating Family Member 1 Alpha (REG1A). REG1A is an acinar cell specific gene [148].
It is exclusively expressed in acinar cells in the uncorrected data for most pancreatic datasets.
Only celseq shows a more dispersed expression across several cell types. After reconstruction
to indrop or smartseq2 data, the expression of REG1A is restricted to acinar cells and macro-
phages in the celseq batch.
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(C) Somatostatin (SST). SST is known to be produced by delta cells in the pancreas [149], which
can be observed for instance in the smartseq2 batch. After reconstruction to the smartseq2
batch, delta cell-specific expression of SST is observed for all datasets.

Figure 34: Average gene expression of Insulin (A), Regenerating Family Member 1 Alpha
(B), and Somatostatin (C) by cell type (rows) and by batch (columns) in the
pancreas dataset. The first column shows the uncorrected datasets, while the
second and third column show projections using DISCERN to the smartseq2
and the indrop dataset, respectively.
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Figure 35: t-SNE representation of the celseq batch from the pancreas data set. The left
panel is colored by the cell types acinar and macrophage. The middle and
right panels show the scaled expression of REG1A in the uncorrected data and
after reconstruction with DISCERN using the smartseq2 batch as a reference.
The single cell annotated as macrophage is highlighted using a red circle. The
t-SNE representation was computed on the top 50 principal components of
scaled data.

In this data set, the detection of T cells was challenging due to the low number of

CD3D expressing cells in the kidney-lq batch [150]. CD3D is a marker for T cells.

However, the total number of cells is larger in the kidney-lq batch (52 934) compared

to the kidney-hq batch (29 767). The data set shows a batch effect, which Seurat can

only partially remove (Figure 36A). DISCERN shows a stronger integration than

Seurat (Figure 36A). Since no ground truth cell type information is available, the

cell type annotations could not be used to assess the preservation of biology in

data reconstructed by DISCERN and by Seurat. However, the uncorrected data

set and the two data sets reconstructed by DISCERN and by Seurat show a cluster

of cells, which are highly expressing CD3D (Figure 36B). The highest expression is

observed in the uncorrected data set and in the data set reconstructed by DISCERN.

However, the uncorrected data show only a cluster expressing CD3D in the kidney-

hq batch, but not in the kidney-lq batch (Figure 36B, right panel). Using Leiden

clustering, this cluster of cells expressing CD3D in the reconstruction by Seurat

and DISCERN was selected and analyzed further. Most of the cells in this cluster

are present in the reconstruction by DISCERN and in the reconstruction by Seurat

(1 556 in kidney-hq and 501 in kidney-lq). As expected the majority of T cells are

detected in the kidney-hq data (Figure 36C, left & middle panel). DISCERN and

Seurat can uniquely identify 655 and 220 T cells which were not identified in the

reconstruction by the other tool.
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To verify that the detected cells in Seurat and DISCERN reconstruction are CD3D

positive without integration, their expression was displayed (Figure 36C, right panel).

T cells in the data reconstructed by DISCERN only show similar CD3D expression

compared to T cells, which were commonly detected in DISCERN and Seurat re-

construction. Only a few of the T cells detected in the Seurat reconstruction show

CD3D and can therefore be considered as T cells (Figure 36C, right panel).

These T cells were visualized in the t-SNE representation, showing that most T

cells, detected using both methods, show distinct clusters in the kidney-lq and the

kidney-hq data (Figure 36D, right panel). However, T cells from the kidney-lq data

set only show low expression of CD3D without reconstruction (Figure 36B, right

panel). Interestingly, T cells which were detected only by DISCERN form a distinct

kidney-lq-specific cluster also in the Seurat reconstructed data (Figure 36D, middle

panel) indicating that the batch correction by Seurat is insufficient to integrate all

available T cells. DISCERN improves the detection of T cells for this data set by

providing a reconstruction, e.g. used for visualization and cluster detection, which

is consistent with the observed expression in uncorrected data and thus easier to

interpret.

Synopsis of Results In summary, DISCERN allowed for a faithful reconstruc-

tion of pathway-specific gene expression and a cell type-specific gene expression

recovery for an snRNA-seq data set with corresponding scRNA-seq data. This

analysis was performed in comparison with the established batch correction and

imputation methods. The reconstruction by DISCERN shows the highest similarity

to the reference scRNA-seq data and delivers a reconstruction of gene expression

that is biologically reasonable. In a second experiment, the expression of selected

marker genes in the pancreas data set was tested. Especially droplet-based sequenc-

ing technologies, e.g. InDrop, show more noisy expression patterns of the selected

marker genes compared to well-based technologies, e.g. SMART-seq2. DISCERN

can correct these technology-specific effects and improve marker gene detection in

the pancreas data set.

The third experiment utilized an scRNA-seq reference to detect T cells in snRNA-

seq data of patients with acute kidney injury. While the snRNA-seq data has a

higher number of cells, only a few T cells could be detected. Reconstruction with

DISCERN using the scRNA-seq data as a reference, resulted in increased marker
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(B) t-SNE representation without reconstruction (left) and after reconstruction with Seurat (mid-
dle) and DISCERN (right) colored by CD3D expression as a marker or T cells.
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(C) Venn diagrams showing the overlap of detected T cells in kidney-lq and kidney-hq and their
CD3D expression in uncorrected data.
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(D) t-SNE representation without reconstruction (left) and after reconstruction with Seurat (mid-
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Figure 36: T cell detection in kidney snRNA-seq (kidney-lq) and scRNA-seq (kidney-hq)
data of patients with acute kidney injury. The data set, including the Seurat
batch, reconstructed data was provided by Rajasree Menon from the group of
Matthias Kretzler, University Michigan. The t-SNE representations were com-
puted on the top 50 principal components. The T cell clusters were selected
using Leiden clustering. For DISCERN reconstruction the kidney-hq was se-
lected as the reference batch. Patient 3210003 was removed due to high batch
effects and low quality of this patient.
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gene expression and more complete consistent and simplified T cell detection, com-

pared to Seurat. Thus, DISCERN improved marker gene detection across three ex-

periments using another scRNA-seq data set as a reference.

3.3.2 Reconstruction using bulk RNA-seq

Detection of marker genes is challenging, due to high dropout rates and batch ef-

fects. However, DISCERN was shown to improve marker gene detection if high-

quality data is available (Section 3.3.1). Thus, bulk RNA-seq data of purified cell

types (e.g. FACS-sorted immune cells) could be a suitable hq proxy for the ex-

pected gene expressions per cell. To evaluate the ability of DISCERN to cope with

bulk RNA-seq and scRNA-seq at the same time, the bulk data set [138], containing

9 852 FACS-sorted samples of different PBMC cell types, was used as a high-quality

batch. The evaluation was done using the citeseq data set, where additionally the

cells were labeled with 15 antibodies to improve cell type discovery using protein

abundance information [137]. The CITE-seq information of nine antibodies, where

reasonable amounts of protein abundance was present, was used to verify the ex-

pression reconstruction. This enabled the validation in cases, where the gene ex-

pression is absent, but protein abundance and cell type identity can be proven via

antibody labeling (Figure 37).

This CITE-seq information (protein abundance) was not used in DISCERN training

or reconstruction. Again, CD3D is used as a marker for T cells, i.e. CD4 and CD8

T cells, in particular. While CD3D is expressed almost exclusively in T cells, how-

ever, uncorrected cells show missing expression due to dropout. This effect can

be reconstructed using DISCERN (Figure 37, first row). CD4 is a marker for CD4

T cells, which is according to the protein abundance highly expressed in CD4 T

cells and medium-highly expressed in Monocytes. Most of the cells showing CD4

protein abundance, do not show a corresponding gene expression before recon-

struction, but show significant CD4 expression after reconstruction using DISCERN

(Figure 37, second row). Interestingly a small proportion of cell types, annotated

and CD4 T cells, do not show CD4 protein abundance or expression of CD4 before

and after reconstruction by DISCERN. Instead, these cells show strong CD8 pro-

tein abundance, high expression of CD8A after reconstruction by DISCERN, and

medium-high expression of CD8A before reconstruction (Figure 37, third row). In

the original t-SNE representation, these cells do not show a distinct cluster (Fig-
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ure 37, third row, first column) and were therefore most probably wrongly anno-

tated as CD4 T cells. CD2 is another marker for T cells and NK cells and shows

high protein abundance in these cell types. This can also be observed in uncor-

rected data, but nearly all T cells and NK cells express CD2 after reconstruction

with DISCERN. For genes that are rarely expressed in the uncorrected data, for

example B3GAT1, a marker for NK cells, DISCERN can reconstruct expression val-

ues (which were too low in the uncorrected data set) in cells with a high abun-

dance of the B3GAT1 protein (Figure 37, fifth row). However, DISCERN is not able

to fully reconstruct the B3GAT1 expression in B cells as suggested by the protein

abundance. Interestingly, the Human protein atlas also does not report B3GAT1

expression in B cells (0.0 nTPM in B cells and 20.7 nTPM in NK cells) [152].

Thus, it is not clear whether DISCERN correctly predicted that there is no expres-

sion of B3GAT1 in B cells and the CITE-seq information is incorrect or whether

B3GAT1 is hard to detect in scRNA-seq based expression profiles of B cells.

CD14, FCGR3A and ITGAX are markers for Monocytes, which are detected by the

protein abundance and reconstruction by DISCERN, but only partially from the

uncorrected expression data (Figure 37, rows 6 to 8). FCGR3A is specific for a sub-

population of Monocytes but also expressed in NK cells. This is correctly captured

by the DISCERN reconstruction (Figure 37, sixth row). ITGAX expression is found

in Monocytes and NK cells in the DISCERN reconstruction while being nearly com-

pletely absent in the uncorrected data. The protein abundance shows ITGAX abun-

dance only in Monocytes, however, also medium-high abundance is shown in NK

cells. DISCERN is potentially over-estimating the ITGAX expression in NK cells

when compared to the protein abundance (Figure 37, eights row). The expression

of CD19 is specific to B cells, as verified using the protein abundance. A few B cells

expressing CD19 are detected in uncorrected data (Figure 37, ninth row). DISCERN

shows slight over-estimation of CD19 expression in some NK cells and a few other

cell types. However, the expression of CD19 is generally very low compared to

other marker genes, which makes robust imputation very difficult.

To investigate the ability of DISCERN to detect previously unseen cell types, the

CD4 T cells from the citeseq-lq batch (see Figure 37) after reconstruction with bulk-

hq data were selected and further analyzed. The detection of cell subtype-specific

information for CD4+ T helper cells from PBMC scRNA-seq data is difficult, since

they show a limited activation status in healthy individuals. However, they are
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Figure 37: t-SNE representation of the uncorrected and gene expression reconstructed by
DISCERN as well as corresponding protein abundance for the citeseq dataset.
Expression levels are displayed without reconstruction (first and second col-
umn) and after reconstruction using the bulk-hq data set as reference (third
column). Protein abundance measured using CITE-seq is shown in the fourth
column. Cell types, where the expression of the gene is expected, are shown in
the fifth column. The first column shows the t-SNE representation computed
for the uncorrected data, while the others are computed on the reconstructed
expression data. For the uncorrected and the reconstructed expression (first
three columns), the same color scale is displayed. The protein abundance
(CITE-seq) is mean-variance scaled.
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commonly detected using FACS after stimulation indicating their existence in healthy

individuals [153]. Clustering with the Leiden algorithm [141] using highly variable

genes of citeseq-lq data resulted in the detection of TH17, TH2, TH1, HLA-DR ex-

pressing TREG (Active_TREG), naive CD4+ T cells (CD4_naive), effector-memory

CD4+ T cells (CD4_EM), central-memory CD4+ T cells (CD4_CM), and effector cells

expressing IFN-regulated genes (IFN_regulated) (Figure 38, second panel). For un-

corrected data an obvious clustering cannot be observed. However, clusters found

in DISCERN-reconstructed data can, in most cases, visually be found in uncor-

rected data as well, e.g. IFN_regulated and TH1 (Figure 38, first panel).

Figure 38: t-SNE representation of CD4+ T cells in the citeseq dataset after annotation
of the cell types found after expression reconstruction with DISCERN. The
first panel shows the t-SNE computed on uncorrected data and the second
panel shows the t-SNE computed on the DISCERN reconstructed data. CD4+

T cells were selected as CD4 T cells in Figure 37 excluding cells, which show
a CD4 protein abundance lower than 2.5 and an expression value of CD3E

< 2.5. Highly variable gene selection was performed using the protocol im-
plemented in Seurat v3 and the top 1 000 genes of high variability were used
for computing the PCA. Cell type annotation was provided by Can Ergen-
Behr [154].

To verify the plausibility of the detected cell subtypes, the expression of marker

genes before and after reconstruction was investigated (Figure 39). Unfortunately,

for most of the markers, no expression could be detected in the uncorrected data.

However, after reconstruction all detected T cell subtypes show corresponding marker

gene expression, but it can also be observed that the marker gene expression is of-

ten not exclusively present for a specific cell type. This is a common problem for T

cell subtype identification and remains a challenge in scRNA-seq data analysis of T
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cells [155].

To verify that these cell types are not derived from the bulk-hq reference, the pro-

portions of the different cell types were calculated and compared to data from the

literature (Figure 40). Since the bulk-hq data set was constructed to contain several

samples of T cell subtypes, it does not represent the real proportions of these cells

in healthy PBMCs.

Applying DISCERN to reconstruct expression levels following by subsequent clus-

ter annotation, reveals that the estimated cell-type proportions reflect the propor-

tions derived from the literature more closely. This indicates they are not adopted

from the bulk-hq data but from their real biological state.

In summary, DISCERN can utilize the comprehensive expression information avail-

able through bulk RNA-seq data for the reconstruction of scRNA-seq data. The

reconstructed expression values were verified by protein abundance information

coming from CITE-seq. Furthermore, the quality-improved data set could be used

to distinguish CD4+ T cell subtypes, which are often only detectable after stim-

ulation. The presence of these cell subtypes was verified using marker gene ex-

pression in reconstructed and uncorrected expression data. Finally, the proportions

of selected subtypes were compared to literature-based and FACS-based studies,

showing a similar abundance as detected after DISCERN reconstruction.

3.3.3 Case study: COVID-19

In the previous section, DISCERN-based reconstruction using bulk RNA-seq ref-

erence was shown to be beneficial for the detection of cell subtypes. Therefore,

DISCERN was used to investigate the cell type-composition in COVID-19 using

a previously published data set [140] consisting of lung and blood immune cell

scRNA-seq data. Again the bulk-hq [138] data set was used as a reference for the

reconstruction of expression values by DISCERN.

The COVID-19 blood data set (covid-blood-lq) was originally analyzed using Seu-

rat [140], but only a limited resolution of T cell subtypes could be identified. Al-

though CD4+, CD8+, and NK cells could be detected, the UMAP representation did

not allow to distinguish subpopulations of these cells in covid-blood-lq data [140].

However, reconstruction by DISCERN enabled the identification of 24 subtypes of

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in covid-blood-hq data. The cell type annotation was pro-
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Figure 39: t-SNE representation of CD4+ T cells in the citeseq data set and cell type
marker genes. The first column shows the expression values of the marker
genes in uncorrected data and the second column shows expression levels in
data reconstructed by DISCERN. The third column shows the cell type which
is expected to express the marker gene.
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Figure 40: Proportions of CD4+ T helper cell subtypes (TH1, TH2, TH17, and Treg) iden-
tified in the citeseq-lq data after DISCERN-based reconstruction using bulk-
hq as a reference, and published ground truth cell fractions in PBMC data.
The proportions are calculated concerning the total number of PBMCs. To
compare the proportions with existing literature, five studies were considered
[153, 156–159]. These studies estimated one or more of these subtypes using
FACS and subsequent cell stimulation. For these studies, the error bars repre-
sent one standard deviation. Missing bars indicate that the corresponding cell
type was not quantified.
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vided by Can Ergen-Behr [154].

Interestingly, TH17 cells occur in two separate clusters, called TH17_cluster1 and

TH17_cluster2 (Figure 41). The expression of the TH17 marker genes IL17A and

IL17F is very low (mean expression of 4.0×10
−5 for IL17A and 7.2×10

−5 for IL17F in

TH17 cells) in the uncorrected data (covid-blood-lq), but increased approximately

by a factor of 10 in the expression data reconstructed by DISCERN (covid-blood-

hq). In covid-blood-hq the mean expression was 5.9× 10
−4 for IL17A and 5.6× 10

−4

for IL17F in TH17 cells after reconstruction. Both clusters show, with and without

reconstruction, expression of RORC (mean expression of 0.2 with and 0.02 without

reconstruction), which is known to be important for the differentiation of TH17

cells[160].

Figure 41: t-SNE representation of TH17 marker genes in two TH17 subtypes detected in
COVID-19 patient blood. t-SNEs were calculated for CD4+ T cells on covid-
blood-hq data. The first row shows the expression of marker genes for un-
corrected covid-blood-lq data. The second row displays the expression of the
same marker genes for reconstructed covid-blood-hq data. The covid-blood-lq
data was reconstructed using the bulk-hq reference to obtain covid-blood-hq
data. The TH17 cell subclusters were found by Louvain [161] clustering after
reconstruction. Colors represent the expression levels of genes as mentioned
in the plot titles (IL17A, IL17F, RORC; from left to right). Expression levels
of TH17 marker gene expression are barely visible for IL17A/F before recon-
struction but can be detected after reconstruction with DISCERN. RORC, as
transcription factor for TH17 cells, confirms the correct annotation of TH17
cells.

Considering major T cell activation markers, HLA-DRA, HLA-DRB1, CCR4 and

RBPJ, cluster 2 can be annotated as activated TH17 cells, whereas cluster 1 shows
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minor activation markers and thus exhibits a memory T cell phenotype. The expres-

sion of RBPJ is of further interest because it was shown to be linked to TH17 cell

pathogenicity [162]. This may suggest a role of pathogenic TH17 cells in COVID-19

and bacterial pneumonia. A similar TH17 phenotype was observed in COVID-19

after stimulation of T cells [163].

Figure 42: Violin plots showing expression levels for genes distinguishing
TH17_cluster1 (C1) and TH17_cluster2 (C2) cells without (covid-blood-
lq) and with (covid-blood-hq) reconstruction using DISCERN and the
bulk-hq reference. RORC is known to be important for TH17 differentiation
[160], HLA-DRA, HLA-DRB1, CCR4 and RBPJ are known activation markers
for T cells [162, 164–166]. Violin plots indicate expression for uncorrected data
(covid-blood-lq) and after reconstruction using DISCERN (covid-blood-hq).

To further validate the presence of this cell type, without considering data recon-
structed by DISCERN, the COVID-19 lung data set (covid-lung) was used. The
covid-blood and the covid-lung data where sequenced using TCR-seq. TCR-seq is
a method to assess the RNA sequence of the TCR in each T cell during scRNA-
seq [167]. The DNA sequence of the TCR gets re-assembled during maturation
from hematopoietic stem cells, such that each T cell can uniquely be identified by
the TCR sequence (RNA and DNA). The sequence of the TCR additionally deter-
mines by which epitope(s), i.e. by which peptides presented by antigen-presenting
cells, a T cell is activated. During activation, a T cell divides and forms multiple
activated clones sharing the same TCR [167]. As a consequence, by TCR-seq, for
each T cell their clonotype (unique TCR sequence) can be determined and used to
trace cells in multiple tissues.

Thus, the clonotype was used to determine for each cell its corresponding cell type
annotated in the covid-lung data set. Since cells with the same TCR in lung and
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blood originate from the same progenitor, they have a high probability of belonging
to the same cell type. In the covid-lung data, memory cells, T cells and TH17 cells
were readily observed without reconstruction [140].

The clonotype of TH17_cluster1 cells is frequently overlapping with CD4+ mem-
ory T cells in covid-lung (Figure 43, CD4_TCM). In comparison, the TH17_cluster2
in blood shows strong clonal overlap with effector memory and resident memory
TH17 cells in covid-lung data (Figure 43, TEM17 and TRM17). These findings sup-
port the hypothesis that both cell types exist in this data set and have a similar
function in blood and in the lung.
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Figure 43: Fraction of TH17 cells sharing the TCR clonotype in covid-blood-hq and
covid-lung data. Cell-type annotations of lung data were used as provided
in the original publication [140]. Cell types with an overlap of less than 1 %
in both TH17 clusters were labeled as other. TH17_cluster1, detected in covid-
blood-hq data, shares TCR clones with CD4_TCM cells in the covid-lung data.
TH17_cluster2, detected in covid-blood-hq data, shares most T cell receptor
clones with TEM17 cells in covid-lung data. This corroborates the correct-
ness of the nomenclature of the two TH17 subtypes detected in covid-blood-
hq data.

To verify that the shared cells in the lung also exhibit a TH17-like phenotype, the
expression levels of TH17 markers, RORC and IL17A, were investigated. Cells
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sharing their clonotype with TH17_cluster1 and TH17_cluster2 cells in the blood,
express RORC slightly lower than TEM17 cells, but higher than CD4+ memory T
cells (CD4_TCM) on average (Figure 44). IL17A is highly expressed in cells, which
share their clonotypes with TH17_cluster2, and lowly expressed in cells, which
share their clonotype with the TH17_cluster1, similar to TEM17 cells. CD4_TCM
show nearly no expression of IL17A suggesting, that cells sharing clonotype with
TH17 clusters are indeed TH17 cells (Figure 44). Cells sharing their clonotype with
TH17_cluster2 show a higher expression of RORC and IL17A, indicating a stronger
activation pattern than cells sharing their clonotype with TH17_cluster1 (Figure 44).
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Figure 44: Mean expression of RORC and IL17-A of covid-lung cells sharing a clonotype
with TH17 cells of the covid-blood data. TH17_cluster1 and TH17_cluster2
are determined using the TCR clonotype information of reconstructed covid-
blood-hq data and CD4_TCM or TEM17 covid-lung cells were annotated as in
the original publication [140] (see also Figure 43). A single cell can contribute
to more than one bar, e.g. by being annotated as TEM and having a shared
clonotype with TH17_cluster2 cell in covid-blood. Cell types sharing a clono-
type with TH17_cluster1 and TH17_cluster2 cells from covid-blood have on
average a higher or similar expression of the TH17 marker genes (RORC and
IL17A) than cells in CD4_TCM or TEM17 cells in the lung.

To investigate the effect of TH17_cluster1 (C1) and TH17_cluster2 (C2) cells on bac-
terial pneumonia and COVID-19, the ratio of these cell types was compared (Fig-
ure 45). The number of patients is too small, especially because there are only three
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patients with bacterial pneumonia that have these cell types, to conclude that the
observed shift in proportions of cell types in C1 and C2 is statistically significant.
Thus, it remains unclear if this shift in proportions is specific to COVID-19 or if it is
generally observed in severe lung damage.
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Figure 45: Ratio of cell types annotated as TH17_cluster1 (C1) and TH17_cluster2 (C2) in
covid-blood for each patient. The colors indicate the disease of the patient, ei-
ther bacterial pneumonia or COVID-19. The data set consists of three patients
with bacterial pneumonia and seven patients with COVID-19. The ratio was
computed on the total number of cells in C1 and C2 respectively.

In summary, DISCERN enabled the detection of two activation states of TH17 cells
in COVID-19 without stimulation. This was previously only possible using stim-
ulation. This in silico approach has the advantage, that it does not add additional
cost compared to in vitro stimulations and can be applied to already published data
sets as well.

The findings could be verified using marker genes in uncorrected data and data
reconstructed by DISCERN. Furthermore, independent TCR-seq information, not
considered by DISCERN, provided a means to verify the presence of two subtypes
of TH17 cells in covid-lung data. In combination with previous finding, this in-
formation suggests a potential influence of these newly detected subtypes in the
development and severity of lung diseases.
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4.1 Common obstacles in expression reconstruction

Common scRNA-seq analyses, for example cell clustering and cell type identifica-
tion, are impaired by the sparsity of gene expression information and the high level
of technical noise (e.g. batch effects). Common ways to address these problems
are batch effect correction and the imputation of missing gene expression infor-
mation. To address the imputation problem, several algorithms such as scImpute,
MAGIC, DeepImpute, and DCA have been developed. They impute missing gene
expression in scRNA-seq data by utilizing expression information from similar cells
within the same batch. Gene imputation can clearly improve gene expression by in-
ferring values that were previously absent, due to technical reasons depending on
the sequencing method. However, Andrews & Hemberg [115] showed that several
imputation algorithms, even those reaching state-of-the-art performance, increase
the number of false positives by imputing expression value for genes, which do not
have a corresponding RNA expressed [115]. There are various reasons for biologi-
cally absent expression, e.g. transcriptional repression or mutations. Additionally,
Ly & Vingron [168] found that imputation can decrease the performance of down-
stream applications, i.e. gene network inference [168], by introducing false positive
gene-gene correlations.

While these imputation methods generally reduce the sparsity of expression data,
they often violate the statistical properties assumed by downstream algorithms [115],
e.g. a negative binomial distribution for modeling the measured expression. Com-
mon methods for downstream analysis, however, rely on these properties of scRNA-
seq data. Therefore new methods need to be developed and existing methods need
adaptation to the statistical properties of imputed scRNA-seq data.
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4.2 Deep single-cell expression reconstruction

To solve the described problems, DISCERN was developed. The approach was
to use a reference batch as additional information and impute realistic expression
values in the sense that statistical properties of the input data are retained. As a
consequence, established downstream analysis of the resulting data can be used
without modifications.

DISCERN is a Wasserstein autoencoder (WAE)-based method, following the con-
cepts proposed in Tolstikhin et al. [91] and adapted for expression modeling with
multiple batches. This is achieved by conditional instance normalization (CIN) in
the encoder and decoder and a dropout modeling layer in the decoder. The use of
CIN enables DISCERN to flexibly choose a high-quality reference batch e.g. a spe-
cific batch showing an enriched expression of specific genes or a batch, which uses a
different RNA isolation protocol. A reference batch can be chosen after model train-
ing, so that the reference batch can be varied depending on the scientific question
to be solved.

In cases where it is not obvious which reference batch to choose, the ability of DIS-
CERN to use different “high quality” batches, yielding multiple reconstructions,
can be of advantage. Additionally, the dropout estimation procedure in the de-
coder of DISCERN yields expression values whose distribution is very similar to
an scRNA-seq-data set. That is, the statistical assumptions about scRNA-seq data
still hold for the output of the decoder and so DISCERN is compatible with com-
mon downstream applications. Thus, DISCERN can be used for expression recon-
struction, including batch correction based on a reference data set. This can be any
expression data set, e.g. scRNA-seq or bulk RNA-seq.

Usually, deep learning methods require extensive optimization of hyperparame-
ters [130]. DISCERN showed robustness to the choice of hyperparameters and al-
most no difference in the performance of reconstruction of mean expression was
observed for a wide range of hyperparameters, when applied to the pancreas data
set (Figure 9). The stability of DISCERNs hyperparameters suggests that no exten-
sive hyperparameter optimization is required. This simplifies its application and
saves considerable resources in terms of time and energy.
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4.3 Benchmark of expression reconstruction

methods

To evaluate the performance of DISCERN and competing tools, extensive bench-
marks of batch correction, of imputation using real data, and of imputation using
in silico modified data were performed. To mimic a realistic use case scenario, all
methods, including DISCERN, were applied using their default settings.

Due to missing expression information and batch effects of multiple sequencing
experiments, the evaluation of correct imputation and batch correction is challeng-
ing. In batch correction evaluation a model is considered the better, the more it can
preserve existing biological features and integrate different batches. Since it is of-
ten not possible to reliably distinguish batch effects from biological effects, metrics
measuring these terms are usually contradictory to each other.

Varying numbers of cell types or cell numbers per batch are particularly challeng-
ing for batch correction tools and their evaluation. For example, cells from a cell
type, that is exclusively present in one batch, should not be integrated with cell
types from other batches. Also, evaluation of imputation methods is challeng-
ing, because usually no ground truth information about the expression values is
available. Therefore, the expression values are compared to expression values from
other experiments or to held-out data. This ground truth information is limited due
to batch effects. To overcome the problem of missing ground truth information in
imputation experiments, simulation methods have been developed. These methods
usually rely on certain assumptions about scRNA-seq data. For example, Splatter
[169] uses a gamma-Poisson distribution, and thus favors models, which are good
in reproducing these assumptions without necessarily working well on real experi-
mental data. Therefore, expression reconstruction, including imputation and batch
correction, was not evaluated on simulated data sets, but mainly on unmodified
data sets. These consist of data from multiple sequencing technologies (pancreas),
RNA isolation techniques (snRNA-seq & scRNA-seq), and various batches (difftec)
to cover a wide range of conditions occurring in common sequencing experiments.

To measure imputation performance, all experiments were evaluated using mea-
sured expression information without relying on simulation tools. The experiments
either used a reference batch as an evaluation criterion or held-out expression in-
formation. Furthermore, to capture differences between experiments, the effect of
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reference batches of different sizes and the effect of overlap of cell types was evalu-
ated. An overview of the best-performing methods in all benchmarks can be found
in Table 9.

In the batch correction benchmark using adjusted Rand index (ARI), the Silhou-
ette score and adjusted mutual information (AMI) on the data sets pancreas, sn/sc,
and difftec, DISCERN, scVI, and Seurat were the top performing methods (Table 4).
Seurat was explicitly developed for batch correction. DISCERN and scVI achieve
batch correction performance by model architecture. While DISCERN includes the
batch information using CIN, scVI introduces the batch information as an addi-
tional input to each layer in the neural network.

In the gene expression imputation experiments evaluated, DISCERN, scGEN, and
scVI achieve the best performance, when using mean expression, variation calcu-
lation, dropout estimation, and differential expression analysis (DEA) (Table 5) as
ranking criterion. In these evaluations, the three best-performing methods all use
a reference batch. This suggests, that the use of a reference batch is beneficial for
imputation.

In the experiments involving in silico gene removal, DISCERN, scVI and CarDEC
achieve the best performance (Table 6). Unlike DISCERN and scVI, CarDEC does
not use a reference batch. However, the relatively large rank-sum of 29.0 for CarDEC
indicates a gap between the first two and the third best model. DISCERN achieves
a rank sum of 15.0 and scVI of 16.0.

In the experiments using varying ratios of high- and low-quality batches and cell
type overlaps, scVI, DISCERN, and CarDEC achieve the best performance (Table 7).
scVI showed good performance in the reconstruction of log

2
-fold-changes, whereas

DISCERN and CarDEC showed excellent performance in the reconstruction evalu-
ated by t-statistics.

Overall (Tables 8 and 9) DISCERN, scVI, and scGEN are the best-performing meth-
ods across all benchmarks. These methods support the use of a reference batch
for projection, which is advantageous for the conducted imputation, gene removal,
and varying ratio experiments, but does not affect the batch correction evaluation,
which is independent of the reference batch. Especially scVI and DISCERN show
very similar performance in several conducted benchmarks. Compared to scVI,
DISCERN has the advantage of allowing multiple batches as a reference, a feature
described in Section 3.2. scVI is restricted to use a single batch input. Furthermore,
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Table 9: Overview of the three best performing methods across all quantitative
benchmarks (Table 8).

Batch correction Imputation In silico Batch
gene removal & cell type ratio

(Table 4) (Table 5) (Table 6) (Table 7)

First rank DISCERN DISCERN DISCERN scVI
Second rank scVI scGEN scVI DISCERN
Third rank Seurat scVI CarDEC CarDEC

DISCERN is the best-performing method for nearly all DEAs considering statistical
significance compared to the log 2-fold-change. In contrast, scVI achieves usually
the best performance in all log 2-fold-change experiments, but only second place
for the evaluations considering statistical significance. This indicates, that scVI
can model the general tendency of the gene expression values, but is not able to
maintain the expected distribution. This can potentially lead to an increased false-
positive rate since statistical significance is often used to select deregulated genes
for further analysis [66]. Therefore, better modeling of significance, as in DISCERN,
is favorable.

4.4 The network architecture

While scGEN and scVI are based on the variational autoencoder (VAE) architecture,
DISCERN uses the WAE architecture. VAEs have a similar architecture as WAEs
(see Sections 1.4.3 and 1.4.4 for details), but differ in the comparison of the prior
distribution. WAE allow the use of several loss functions in contrast to VAEs, which
require the KL-Divergence. Whether the use of different loss functions affects the
model performance, is hard to determine, but the flexibility in choosing the loss
function makes the development of networks more flexible.

Additionally, WAEs evaluate the difference between the prior distribution and the
aggregated posterior distribution, contrary to the posterior distribution in VAEs.
This has the advantage of better modeling samples that are very different, provid-
ing a smoother embedding and reduction of blurriness in generated data [91, 104,
170]. Multiple extensions of WAE networks have been developed and tested for the
reconstruction of image data (e.g. MNIST [171], CELEB-A [172]). These extensions
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were proposed to have better metrics for comparing the embedding to the prior
distribution [170, 173]. However, a deeper evaluation of WAEs for more advanced
data sets is still missing. Hence, WAEs are not frequently applied and VAEs remain
the most widely used architectures for the analysis of single-cell data sets [174, 175].

4.5 Applications of DISCERN

The comprehensive benchmark for batch correction and imputation conducted in
this work is the foundation for an application-oriented evaluation of DISCERN to
gain new knowledge on biological processes based on scRNA-seq data. Further
evaluation of DISCERN was done using the snRNA-seq/scRNA-seq data set, the
pancreas data set and the kidney data set.

DISCERN showed improved reconstruction of cell type-specific pathway expres-
sion in the sn-lq (snRNA-seq) batch. This was more similar to the sc-hq (scRNA-
seq) batch, which was considered as ground truth for the evaluation, in comparison
to all other methods tested. Qualitatively, the similarity can easily be discovered vi-
sually (Figures 32 and 33), but the conducted min-max scaling for visualization has
an effect, that can easily be underestimated and therefore obscure the similarity of
gene expression. Thus, the dissimilarity can potentially be explained by slight vari-
ations in the minimum and maximum in the case of min-max scaling or the mean
and variance in the case of mean-variance scaling. However, a high similarity of the
gene expression indicates that the expression values are close to the expected val-
ues. Hence, DISCERN achieves realistic expression values without having scaling
issues on the considered data set.

Pairwise similar genes, like CD3D and CD3E, are highly expressed in T cells of the
scRNA-seq/snRNA-seq data set. Interestingly, some genes, e.g. CD3G, for which
high expression is expected, show low expression before reconstruction, after re-
construction, and in the high-quality reference data (Figure 32A). This exemplifies
that some genes, where high expression values are expected, are not detected in
both, scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq data. In these cases, it is not possible to recon-
struct the expression values with DISCERN. In contrast, other tools reconstruct high
expression values (e.g. CarDEC in Figure 32A), even though a gene, e.g. CD3G, was
potentially not expressed and thus is not biologically valid.
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This makes the evaluation of reconstructed expression values using prior knowl-
edge challenging, since not every data set adequately represents all aspects of prior
knowledge. The direct comparison to a related data set, e.g. coming from the same
sample and tissue, can serve as a reference for comparison and gives a more realistic
overview of the cellular changes and expressed marker genes.

To investigate the ability of DISCERN to capture cell type-specific marker gene ex-
pression and integrate them across different sequencing technologies, the pancreas
data set was used (Figure 34). Here, a beta-cell-specific marker Insulin (INS), an
acinar-cell-specific marker Regenerating Family Member 1 Alpha (REG1A), and a
delta-cell-specific marker Somatostatin (SST) were selected, based on results from
the literature [147–149]. For all markers, the corresponding cell types indeed show
high marker gene expression across all sequencing technologies.

However, the low-quality batches, indrop and celseq, show a diffuse expression
pattern across all cell types. This makes the detection of cell type-specific expres-
sion difficult, because the batch effect overshadows the expression pattern. DIS-
CERN can remove these unexpected expression patterns by reconstruction using
the high-quality batch (Figures 34A to 34C, middle column). However, DISCERN
is also able to apply the unexpected expression pattern in all batches, by projection
to the low-quality batch (Figures 34A and 34C, last column). Thus, the selection
of the reference batch needs to be applied carefully, even if the impact on the clus-
tering is marginal (Section 3.2 and Figure 31). The number of expressed genes and
the average gene expression per cell can give a reasonable approximation to as-
sess the data set quality, but there are cases where these metrics can be misleading.
For example, in droplet-based sequencing technologies, high proportions of ambi-
ent RNA can lead to low expression of cell type-specific genes in cell populations,
which should not express these genes [176]. Ambient RNA is RNA, which does
not originate from the sequenced cell, but from other cells destroyed in the cell ex-
traction procedure before sequencing. This RNA is incorporated in droplets with
cells by chance and introduces low values of measured gene expression for not ex-
pressed genes [176]. This could explain the unexpected expression pattern of INS

in the indrop batch (Figure 34A). This artificially increases the number of expressed
genes of actual low-quality batches.

While autoencoders are suitable for denoising ([84, 177]), the application of ambi-
ent RNA removal tools, e.g. SoupX [178] or DecontX [176], before expression re-
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construction methods remain largely unexplored. Thus, the use of DISCERN for
ambient RNA removal could be investigated in further work in addition to the ap-
plication of ambient RNA removal tools before employing DISCERN.

Another effect observed in the reconstruction delivered by DISCERN is the unex-
pected high expression of REG1A in macrophages of the celseq batch (Figure 34B).
When investigated in detail, this high expression is based on a single cell annotated
as “macrophage”. This cell locates closely in the t-SNE representation with acinar
cells when the celseq batch is analyzed alone (Figure 35). It seems that this cell
could also be a wrongly annotated acinar cell. However, the annotation of a single
cell in scRNA-seq data is difficult, due to the high dropout rate. Thus the exact cell
type of this cell should be considered unknown, and it is important to note that in
the reconstruction by DISCERN the high expression level of REG1A in this cell is
retained. In contrast, expression reconstruction tools utilizing the cell type annota-
tion could remove the expression of REG1A, which is unexpected for macrophages,
in this cell.

While the choice of sequencing technology plays an important role, also RNA ex-
traction can impact the experimental outcome. As seen in Figures 32 and 33, the
gene expression can be different between snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq. Further-
more, batch correction is less successful for data in which snRNA-seq and scRNA-
seq is combined (Figure 15) compared to scRNA-seq-only data sets (difftec, pan-
creas). This makes the reconstruction of snRNA-seq data sets using scRNA-seq
data sets challenging, as was shown for the kidney data set (Figure 36C), in which
the number of T cells differs considerably between snRNA-seq (kidney-lq) and
scRNA-seq (kidney-hq) data. Data reconstructed by DISCERN can be used to ro-
bustly identify T cells in both snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq data. These T cells do
not form a distinct cluster in data reconstructed by Seurat (Figure 36D). While DIS-
CERN does not achieve perfect integration of snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq data, it
improves on uncorrected data and on data reconstructed by Seurat (Figure 36A).
It also enhances and improves the T cell detection when using CD3D as a marker
gene. The reconstruction of gene expression is largely limited by the completeness
of the expression values of the high-quality batch, which itself is prone to dropout.
The kidney data has some interesting features which makes it very challenging.
Thus the evaluation of the qualitative performance of other expression reconstruc-
tion tools (besides Seurat and DISCERN) for this data set, could be an interesting
topic of future research.
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In contrast to scRNA-seq, bulk RNA-seq of sorted cell types provides a reference
which is almost free of dropouts and thus fits well for the task of expression recon-
struction. The use of bulk RNA-seq of sorted immune cells [138] in combination
with the citeseq data set allowed DISCERN to detect new cell subtypes in periph-
eral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) (Figure 38). Furthermore, the use of the
citeseq data set allowed for the assessment of the reconstruction performance after
incorporating another data modality, namely protein abundance obtained by CITE-
seq (Figure 37). However, when each cell is considered individually, the correlation
between protein abundance and scRNA-seq is rather low (Pearson correlation of
0.04 to 0.53 [137], depending on the gene). Therefore, this evaluation was only done
qualitatively. DISCERN achieved good performance of CITE-seq and reconstructed
scRNA-seq expression values for all considered genes (Figure 37). While the clus-
tering of uncorrected data already allowed to differentiate cell types, no obvious
grouping of these cell types was visible. After clustering of data reconstructed by
DISCERN cell types form separable groups (Figure 38). However, the expression
values of nearly all markers were absent in the uncorrected data (Figure 39). This
makes verification based on measured expression values of these subtypes in recon-
struction delivered by DISCERN challenging. The fact that DISCERN is not hallu-
cinating gene expression values, as verified using CITE-seq (Figure 37), increases
the confidence in the correctness of the cell type annotation. Hence, reconstruction
is necessary to annotate these cell types in this data set.

Several of these cell subtypes require stimulation [179] to form well-defined clus-
ters in PBMCs. Theoretically, these subtypes could result from the reconstruction
using the sorted bulk RNA-seq. Thus, the proportions of the detected cell types
were compared using Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) (Figure 40). This
evaluation shows that the cell type proportions could reflect real proportions, but
is not sufficient to prove the presence or absence of these cell types.

Because the proportions of cells in the sorted bulk RNA-seq data set hardly show
consistencies with the proportions of cells published in the literature, the bulk data
set does not reflect the composition of PBMCs. However, such consistencies are
achieved after the reconstruction by DISCERN in the citeseq data set. This indicates
that there are no hallucination effects introduced by the use of bulk RNA-seq.

For the identification of CD4+ T cell subtypes in scRNA-seq data, Ding et al. [179]
recommend high-throughput droplet-based methods, e.g. 10x Chromium. But these
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authors also found that good-quality data sets can improve the detection of these
cell subtypes. To this end, DISCERN offers the possibility to incorporate low-
quality data from high throughput methods and to improve its quality by using
low-throughput well-based scRNA-seq or bulk RNA-seq data sets as a reference [180].

4.6 COVID-19 case study

It was already shown that the use of the bulk RNA-seq data sets improves the cell
subtype detection in the citeseq data set. So it seems possible that in the future
high-quality data sets, e.g. from stimulated T cells, could be used to improve the
quality of data from droplet-based sequencing experiments.

Since reconstruction by DISCERN based on a bulk RNA-seq reference improved T
cell subtype detection in PBMCs, it seems reasonable to apply the same approach to
a coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) data set of PBMCs, collected from patients
who suffer from COVID-19 or pneumonia caused by bacterial infections. The re-
construction by DISCERN of the COVID-19 blood PBMC data using the bulk RNA-
seq data led to the detection of two TH17 subclusters, with distinct activation pat-
terns (Figures 41 and 42). These clusters show strong clonotype overlap with T
cells analyzed in lung, i.e. bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL), of the same patients. This
finding supports the annotation of cells in TH17_cluster1 as naive TH17 cells and
cells in TH17_cluster2 as activated (Figure 43). Additionally, the newly detected
cells, sharing their clonotype with blood TH17_cluster1 or TH17_cluster2, show
stronger marker gene expression of RORC and IL17A, compared to cells that do not
share clonotypes and were not annotated as TH17 cells in the lung. In particular,
TH17_cluster2 cells show expression of RBPJ, a gene, which is known to control the
pathogenicity and activation state of TH17 cells by repressing the production of the
anti-inflammatory protein IL-10 and by enhancing the expression of IL23R, which
is the receptor of the inflammatory cytokine Interleukin-23 (IL-23) [162, 181]. IL-23
is known to enhance TH17 proliferation and is a major regulator of inflammation
[181, 182]. Furthermore, there is increasing evidence that TH17 cells play an im-
portant role in COVID-19 using various mechanisms of modulating the immune
response [181].

However, in comparison with the few patients suffering from pneumonia caused
by bacterial infections, there is no strong statistically supported difference in the
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cell type proportions in COVID-19 of activated TH17 cells (Figure 45). Thus, this
data set is too small to allow determining the effect of activated RBPJ+ TH17 cells
on COVID-19, but it indicates involvement of TH17 cells in severe lung damage.
Further in vitro and in vivo experiments are needed to validate the influence of TH17
cells on lung damage.

4.7 Summary and limitations

Overall, DISCERN showed the best performance across all batch correction and
imputation experiments for all three considered data sets. It yields precise and
robust reconstructions allowing for unique biological insights in low-quality and
high-quality data. The good performance of DISCERN was further validated using
application-oriented and literature-based evaluations as well as CITE-seq informa-
tion. The citeseq data set additionally allowed to employ DISCERN, using a bulk
RNA-seq data set as a reference, to detect previously unseen T cell subtypes. Fi-
nally, DISCERN was used for detecting two TH17 cell subtypes in the covid-blood
data set, which could be verified using clonotype information and a corresponding
COVID-19 lung data set. Especially, one of these clusters shows a potential role in
the development of severe lung disease triggered by increased TH17 response.

Thus, DISCERN is a valuable tool for the realistic reconstruction of gene expres-
sion, which is achieved by the CIN and the two decoder outputs in its neural net-
works. The CIN enables the evaluation of multiple references with only one trained
model of DISCERN, to capture multiple aspects of the data sets. The two decoder
outputs are used to disentangle the dropout from the gene expression estimation
and together with the sampling procedure, it allows for the realistic generation of
scRNA-seq data sets. The ability of DISCERN to use a reference data set enables
imputation of missing expression values using measured data.

The source of these missing values can be batch effects and artifacts of the sequenc-
ing technology. Since the source of missing values remains largely unknown, DIS-
CERN does not rely on statistical assumptions about the distribution of expression
values. While well-based sequencing technologies often provide data with good
quality tailored for the question to be solved, bulk RNA-seq usually provides data
of high quality in general.
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The quality of the bulk RNA-seq data is only limited by the input material, i.e. the
cell type purity. However, the availability of public bulk RNA-seq data sets and the
generation of such data sets for a corresponding scRNA-seq data set (tissue, species,
etc. ) can be problematic. While Ota et al. [138] made a huge effort to provide a large
number of PBMC cell types and samples, no other bulk RNA-seq samples of this
size are available for other tissues, but PBMCs. Especially for solid tissues, FACS
sorting and subsequent bulk RNA-seq is difficult, due to complex cell dissociation.
In these cases, usually snRNA-seq is applied, because only isolation of cell nuclei
is required. However, nuclei from solid tissues do not allow for FACS sorting by
surface proteins and hence bulk RNA-seq of purified cell types is hardly possible.
This lack of data availability of course limits the use of a reconstruction based on
bulk RNA-seq data.

4.8 Outlook

DISCERN provides a framework for easy, robust, and precise reconstruction of
scRNA-seq data using a reference. The reconstruction with DISCERN is not lim-
ited to bulk RNA-seq, but can also be extended to other scRNA-seq data sets to
achieve reasonable reconstructions. The Human Cell Atlas [183] is a comprehen-
sive approach to collect reference scRNA-seq data sets for all tissues in the human
body. These data sets could potentially be used as a reference data set for the recon-
struction with DISCERN for all kinds of tissues. Furthermore, the huge amount of
cells sequenced can be used to provide more evidence for low-abundant cell types
after integration.

Furthermore, the WAE-architecture of DISCERN allows for operations in the em-
bedding. For example, Lotfollahi, Wolf & Theis [94] used linear operations to pre-
dict drug perturbation effects. This was done by computing the relations of un-
treated cell types and treated cell types in the embedding and applying this pertur-
bation vector to cell types of which the treated state was not measured.

In cases where the disease state was not sequenced, a similar approach could also be
used to predict the effect of a disease on cell types. Here findings from Arvanitidis,
Hansen & Hauberg [184] would provide a good foundation for non-linear opera-
tions in the embedding. This would be compatible with the non-linear relationship
between cells often found in a deep-learning-, autoencoder-based embedding [184].
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Possible instances of such non-linear functions are geodesics. These could provide
a promising way of generating unseen perturbation effects not amendable by lin-
ear functions. A geodesic is defined as the shortest path between two points on
a surface [185], i.e. the shortest path of two samples with respect to the data. For
example, for two points on a sphere, the shortest path using euclidean distance is
a straight line through the sphere. In contrast, the geodesic is the shortest path fol-
lowing the surface of the sphere. Geodesics were shown to be a better estimate of
the sample distance in autoencoder-based embeddings [184].

On this line, Ding & Regev [186] showed for VAEs that the modification of the prior
distribution, i.e. replacing Gaussian with hyperspherical spaces, improved the em-
bedding of scRNA-seq data. Since the WAEs has no constraints for the prior dis-
tribution, the DISCERN architecture could easily be extended to use hyperspheres.
This could potentially be beneficial for the imputation capabilities by generating
improved embeddings which play an important role in the reconstruction of ex-
pression data.

These technological methods for generating and analyzing scRNA-seq data were
heavily used in thousands of projects in the last years. As the techniques became
mature, researchers (e.g. Lance et al. [187] and Efremova & Teichmann [188]) be-
gan to apply it simultaneously to different types of biological material extracted
from the same or similar cells. The resulting multimodal data sets consist, for ex-
ample, of protein and scRNA-seq in CITE-seq [137], or of chromatin organization
and scRNA-seq in ATAC-seq [189] or spatial transcriptomics [190]. However, the
reliable measurement of more than two (in rare cases three) modalities is still barely
possible [191]. Thus, to obtain information from more modalities, the integration of
multiple data sets is required. Recently, autoencoder-based architectures have been
used to integrate two data modalities from one [95, 192] or two data sets [193].

Especially the idea of creating modality-specific autoencoders with a shared em-
bedding [193], can easily be incorporated in the current DISCERN framework. The
resulting modifications of the DISCERN architecture is likely to considerably im-
prove disentanglement of dropout and expression and thus may allow to more
faithfully model scRNA-seq data. The combination of multiple modalities would
give a comprehensive overview of single cells and would allow for the reconstruc-
tion of absent data points for modalities, which could not be measured simultane-
ously from a single cell.
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Furthermore, the concept of utilizing a high-quality reference to improve low-quality
data might be applied to data from other high throughput omics technologies with
similar technological limitations as known for scRNA-seq. A premium example
of such a technology is single-cell proteomics [194]. In data from single-cell pro-
teomics batch effects occur [195] and values are missing [196] as well.

These technological limitations considerably impede the gain of biological insights.
To counter these limitations by using reference-based reconstruction based on deep
generative networks, such as the one implemented in DISCERN, is a very promis-
ing area of further research. Along these lines, this approach could infer informa-
tion beyond what is currently measurable. This would truly be transformative in
future (biomedical) research.
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A Datasets

Table 10: Overview of all single cell and bulk sequencing datasets used in this study. The
table shows the dataset name, size of the dataset, the sequencing technol-
ogy, cell types as annotated in the original study and a hyperlink to the
publication.

Dataset Method Cell Types Publication or

Download link

pancreas

(8 569 cells)
SMARTSeq2, Flu-
idigm C1, CelSeq,
CelSeq2, inDrops

alpha, beta, duc-
tal, acinar, delta,
gamma, acti-
vated_stellate,
endothelial, qui-
escent_stellate,
macrophage,
mast, epsilon,
schwann

[135]

difftec

(31 021 cells)
10x Chromium
v2, 10x Chromium
v3, SMARTSeq2,
Seq-Well, inDrops,
Drop-seq, CelSeq2

Cytotoxic T cell,
CD4+ T cell,
CD14+ monocyte,
B cell, Natu-
ral killer cell,
Megakaryocyte,
CD16+ monocyte,
Dendritic cell,
Plasmacytoid
dendritic cell,
Unassigned

[5]
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A Datasets

Table 10: Overview of all single cell and bulk sequencing datasets used in this study con-
tinued.

Dataset Method Cell Types Publication or

Download link

snRNA-seq

& scRNA-seq

(12 423 cells)

snRNA-seq and
scRNA-seq us-
ing Chromium
single-cell 3’ v3

Epithelial cells,
Macrophages,
Hepatocytes, T
cells, Endothelial
cell, Fibroblasts, B
cells, NK cells

https:

//www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.

gov/geo/

query/acc.

cgi?acc=

GSM4186980

https:

//www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.

gov/geo/

query/acc.

cgi?acc=

GSM4186974
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Table 10: Overview of all single cell and bulk sequencing datasets used in this study con-
tinued.

Dataset Method Cell Types Publication or

Download link

covid-lung

(56 645 cells)
10X Chromium
Single Cell V(D)J
Reagent Kit v1.1

CD8 T, TREG,
CD4_CD8 pro-
liferating, B cell,
CD4_TCM, TRM1,
TR1, CD8_TCM,
T senescent,
CD8_TEM,
TEM17, T an-
tiviral, alveolar
MΦ, TRM17, M1,
CD4_CD8 stressed
TCM, CD4_TSCM,
MAIT, Innate like,
Neutrophils, dou-
blets, CD4_CD8
lnc rich, aged
Neutrophils,
M1 HSP+, Mast,
DC, M1 Mono-
derived, M2 profi-
brotic, Epithe-
lial, Neutrophil,
Macrophage

[140]

covid-blood

(83 709 cells)
10X Chromium
Single Cell V(D)J
Reagent Kit v1.1

CD3+ cells [140]
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Table 10: Overview of all single cell and bulk sequencing datasets used in this study con-
tinued.

Dataset Method Cell Types Publication or

Download link

citeseq

(6 592 cells)
10x Genomics Sin-
gle Cell and CITE-
seq

B cells, CD4 T
cells, NK cells,
CD14+ Mono-
cytes, FCGR3A+

Monocytes, CD8 T
cells

https:

//www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.

gov/geo/

query/acc.

cgi?acc=

GSE100866

https://

github.com/

YosefLab/

scVI-data/

raw/master/

pbmc_

metadata.

pickle
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Table 10: Overview of all single cell and bulk sequencing datasets used in this study con-
tinued.

Dataset Method Cell Types Publication or

Download link

bulk

(9852 cells)
SMART-seq v4 Naive CD4, Mem-

ory CD4, TH1,
TH2, TH17, Tfh,
Fr. I nTreg, Fr. II
eTreg, Fr. III T,
Naive CD8, Mem-
ory CD8, CM CD8,
EM CD8, TEMRA
CD8, NK, Naive
B, USM B, SM B,
Plasmablast, DN
B, CL Monocytes,
Int Monocytes, NC
Monocytes, mDC,
pDC, Neutrophils,
LDG

[138]
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Table 10: Overview of all single cell and bulk sequencing datasets used in this study con-
tinued.

Dataset Method Cell Types Publication or

Download link

Kidney snRNA-seq

& scRNA-seq

(82 701 cells)

10x Genomics
Chromium v3

None (not anno-
tated)

https:

//atlas.

kpmp.org/

repository/

?facetTab=

participants

Patients:
3010018,
3010034,
3210003,
3210034,
3310005,
3310006,
3410050,
3410184,
3410187
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Table 11: Detailed quality and batch information for all single cell and bulk sequencing
datasets used in this study. For each batch, the number of cells, the mean
number of counts per cell, and the mean number of expressed genes per
cell are listed. For the difftec dataset, the batch names were slightly ad-
justed. Their published batch names are written in brackets.

Batch

Num-

ber of

cells

Mean

num-

ber of

counts

per cell

Mean

num-

ber of

genes

Dataset

pancreas

smartseq2 2394
451021.4

6214.0

fluidigmc1 638
1580155.4

8127.4

celseq 2285 11161.1 3466.8
celseq2 1004 23394.2 5274.9
indrop 8569 5828.2 1887.2

difftec

dropseq (pbmc1_Drop-seq) 3222 1282.0 676.0
indrops (pbmc1_inDrops) 3222 566.3 362.4
seqwell (pmbc1_Seq-Well) 3222 1035.3 567.2
chromium-v3 (pbmc1_10x
Chromium (v3))

3222 4891.3 1514.1

chromium-v2 (pbmc1_10x
Chromium (v2) A)

3222 2120.0 795.4

chromium-v2B (pmbc1_10x
Chromium (v2) B)

3222 2512.4 870.8

smartseq2 (pbmc1_Smart-
seq2)

253
385914.3

2434.6

celseq2 (pbmc1_CEL-Seq2) 253 6057.3 2585.4
dropseq-2 (pbmc2_Drop-seq) 3362 2141.0 977.7
seqwell-2 (pbmc2_Seq-Well) 551 692.6 421.8
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Table 11: Detailed quality and batch information for all single cell and bulk sequencing
datasets used in this study continued.

Batch

Num-

ber of

cells

Mean

num-

ber of

counts

per cell

Mean

num-

ber of

genes

Dataset

smartseq2-2 (pbmc2_Smart-
seq2)

273
292924.3

2795.4

celseq2-2 (pbmc2_CEL-Seq2) 273 5949.3 2556.6
chromium-v2-2 (pbmc2_10x
Chromium (v2))

3362 2860.7 1131.4

indrops-2 (pbmc2_inDrops) 3362 1249.5 619.5
snRNA-seq sn-lq 7260 2206.6 1308.7
& scRNA-seq sc-hq 5163 4634.5 1214.6

covid-lung
Bacterial 14591 9627.2 1617.4
SARS-CoV-2 42054 10284.4 1719.5

covid-blood
Bacterial 22199 5861.6 1703.0
SARS-CoV-2 61510 5388.6 1700.7

citeseq citeseq 6592 1391.8 797.8

bulk bulk 9852
881440.6

13103.8

Kidney

snRNA-seq

kidney-lq (snRNA-seq) 52934 6532.8 2462.7

& scRNA-seq kidney-hq (snRNA-seq) 29767 4449.6 1546.0
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Acronyms

AMI adjusted mutual information. 16, 52, 56, 58–60, 108, 158, 159, 171

ARI adjusted Rand index. 15, 16, 52, 56, 57, 59, 60, 108, 158, 159, 171

AUROC area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. 37

BAL bronchoalveolar lavage. 44, 114

BN batch normalization. 21–24

CBN conditional batch normalization. 24

CCA Canonical Correlation Analysis. 10

CIN conditional instance normalization. 21, 22, 24, 31, 32, 82, 106, 108, 115, II, IV

CLN conditional layer normalization. 24, 34, 35

COVID-19 coronavirus disease 2019. 82, 97, 101, 103, 104, 114, 115, 170, III, V

DEA differential expression analysis. 12, 13, 66, 69–73, 75–77, 81, 108, 109, 162–164,
172

DEG differential expressed gene. 63–65, 71, 163, 171

ELBO Evidence lower bound. 18

FACS Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting. 43, 93, 96, 97, 99, 113, 116, 168

GAN generative adversarial network. 17, 19, 26, 155

KEGG Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes. 13

LN layer normalization. 21, 23, 24, 34

MMD Maximum Mean Discrepancy. 20, 33, 39, 45, 51, 156, 157
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Acronyms

MSE mean squared error. 12, 18

PBMC peripheral blood mononuclear cell. 82, 93, 94, 97, 99, 113, 114, 116, 168

PCA Principle Component Analysis. 9, 10, 14, 52, 54, 59, 79, 88, 96, 164, 167

PCR polymerase chain reaction. 3

RKHS reproducing kernel Hilbert space. 20

RNA-seq RNA-sequencing. 3, 6, 8–10, 93, 97, 106, 113–116, II, V

scRNA-seq single-cell RNA-sequencing. 3–14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25, 32–34, 36, 37,
40–44, 49, 50, 52, 54, 56, 59, 84, 85, 88, 91–94, 96, 97, 101, 105–107, 110, 112–118,
167, 171, II, IV, V

snRNA-seq single-nuclei RNA-sequencing. 5, 42, 43, 52, 53, 55–57, 59–65, 72, 84,
88, 91, 92, 107, 110, 112, 116, 157–160, 167, 171, II, V

SVD Singular Value Decomposition. 10

t-SNE t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding. 13, 14, 52–54, 79, 83, 90–93, 95,
96, 98, 100, 112, 157, 158, 164–168

TCR T cell receptor. 44, 84–86, 101, 102, 165, 169

UMAP Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection. 13, 14

UMI unique molecular identifier. 3, 5

VAE variational autoencoder. 10, 11, 18–21, 28, 29, 36, 109, 110, 117, 155, 156

WAE Wasserstein autoencoder. 17, 19–21, 29, 32, 36, 106, 109, 110, 116, 117, 156, II,
IV

ZINB Zero-inflated negative Binomial. 7, 11, 33
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1 Schematic representation of a generative adversarial network (GAN).
The network consists of a generator (blue) and a discriminator net-
work (green), which are trained in an adversarial manner. The gen-
erator is trained to create realistic-looking data from random inputs.
The discriminator is trained to distinguish real and generated (fake)
data. Therefore the generator is trained to fool the discriminator. . . . 26

2 Schematic representation of an autoencoder. The network can be sep-
arated into an encoder (green) and a decoder part (blue). The input
is encoded into an embedding (orange) and decoded back to the out-
put. The displayed network contains two hidden layers for both the
encoder and the decoder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

3 Schematic representation of a probabilistic autoencoder as used in
VAEs. The network can be separated into an encoder (green) and a
decoder part (blue). The input is encoded into a mean (µ) and vari-
ance estimate (σ) (orange). Using the reparameterization trick [88]
and random noise (ϵ) the embedding (red) is randomly generated.
This embedding can be decoded by the decoder (blue) back to the
output. The displayed network contains two hidden layers for both
the encoder and the decoder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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4 Graphical representation of (a) VAE based and (b) WAE based data
modeling. The lower part (light blue) represents the input space X

and the upper part (blue) indicates the embedding Z. The encoder
part of the VAE and WAE respectively, is denoted using the probabil-
ity function QVAE/WAE(Z | X) and the decoder part with PG(X | Z).
The prior distribution (PZ) in the embedding is depicted by white cir-
cles. Input data points are shown as yellow circles, the embedding as
light green triangles, and the reconstructions as red boxes. (a) In the
VAE framework the estimated distribution for each data point, indi-
cated in red, is compared to the prior distribution. (b) In the WAE
framework the aggregated posterior distribution is compared to the
prior distribution. This should prevent poor reconstructions due to
overlapping points in the embedding. Adapted from [91]. . . . . . . 29

5 Style combinations from a style transfer network trained on 32 differ-
ent styles. The combinations were obtained by conditional instance
normalization. Four different styles, represented by the images in the
corners, are applied to an image showing a person. The 32 images
show varying degrees of style influence. Each image corresponds to
a linear combination of γ and β values for the four different styles.
The unmodified image of the person is shown on the left side. Image
modified from [109]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

6 Overview of the DISCERN neural network architecture. DISCERN
consists of a random encoder (yellow) and a deterministic decoder
(green). Encoder and decoder can be conditioned on the batch in-
formation (see Section 2.1). DISCERN aims to optimize an objective
function combining a (1) reconstruction loss (Equation (2.3)), (2) a
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)-penalty term for comparing
prior and aggregated posterior distribution (Equation (1.6)), (3) a
sigma regulation term to prevent the random encoder from collaps-
ing to a deterministic one (Equation (1.7)), and (4) a binary cross-
entropy term for learning the probability of a dropout event (Equa-
tion (2.4)). (5) A count matrix is obtained during inference by sam-
pling from the estimated counts with the estimated dropout proba-
bilities using Equation (2.7). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
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7 Overview of the DISCERN-based reconstruction procedure. Data
sets and expression matrices are marked by yellow rectangles. Ad-
ditional metadata (e.g. gene-wise mean and variance and cell-wise
batch labels) is depicted by blue rectangles. For DISCERN hyper-
parameters and model files violet is used. The data set embedding
is shown in green and applied functions as gray boxes. The input
(scaled data set) is provided by the DISCERN preprocessing pipeline
(Figure 8) and the hyperparameters are specified using a JSON tem-
plate. The target batch labels are provided by the user. . . . . . . . . . 46

8 Overview of DISCERN preprocessing and application. Data sets and
batches are marked using yellow rectangles, additional metadata (e.g.
gene-wise mean and variance and cell-wise batch labels) with blue
rectangles, and applied functions with gray boxes. The upper part
belongs to the preprocessing scheme implemented in the DISCERN
pipeline and the lower part depicts the reconstruction procedure us-
ing DISCERN and its inputs from the preprocessing pipeline. . . . . 47

9 Average gene expression correlation in the pancreas dataset for mul-
tiple combinations of the four main hyperparameters of DISCERN.
Pearson correlation was computed on the average gene expression
per cell type between the uncorrected smartseq2-hq batch and all
other batches reconstructed to the smartseq2-hq batch. All possible
combinations between the four hyperparameters were trained. Each
box in the heatmap represents the average of all models sharing this
combination of hyperparameters. Embedding dimensions (nembed )
specifies the size the embedding provided by DISCERN, λprior is a
scaling factor for the MMD penalty on the embedding dimensions
and the prior, λsigma is a scaling factor of the loss on the estimated
variance in the embedding dimensions and the λdropout is the scaling
factor of the cross entropy loss of the dropout estimation. . . . . . . . 51

10 t-SNE representation of the pancreas data st (first row), the difftec
data set (second row), and the snRNA-seq data set (third row) after
reconstruction. For the pancreas data set the smartseq2 batch, for the
difftec data set the chromium-v3 batch, and for the snRNA-seq data
set the sc batch was used as reference. 25 principal components were
used for the t-SNE computation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
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11 t-SNE representation of the pancreas data set without reconstruction
for different numbers of principal components. The figure is split
into two parts to improve readability. For the second part the lo-
cation of the tSNE2-axis is swapped. The first row of both parts is
colored by batch and the second row of both parts is colored by cell
type. For low number of principal components (e.g. 10) a some cell
types are overlapping, whereas for a high number of principal com-
ponents (e.g. 45) several small clusters can be seen. . . . . . . . . . . 54

12 Silhouette scores for batch and cell type clusters on the difftec, the
pancreas, and the snRNA-seq datasets for varying numbers of prin-
cipal components (NPC ). The first column measures batch clustering
(1−Silhouette score) and the second column cell type clustering. The
larger the numbers the better the performance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55

13 ARI for batch and cell type clusters on the difftec, the pancreas, and
the snRNA-seq dataset for varying numbers of principal components.
The first column measures batch clustering (1 - ARI) and the second
column measures cell type clustering. Clustering was performed us-
ing the Leiden algorithm on 20 different resolutions per number of
components. The best ARI for each number of components is dis-
played. Higher numbers indicate better performance. . . . . . . . . . 57

14 AMI for batch and cell type clusters on the difftec, the pancreas,
and the snRNA-seq dataset for varying numbers of principal compo-
nents. The first column measures batch clustering (1 - AMI) and the
second column measures cell type clustering. Clustering was per-
formed using the Leiden algorithm on 20 different resolutions per
number of components. The best AMI for each number of compo-
nents is displayed. The larger the numbers the better the performance. 58
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15 Overview of the batch correction performance results measured by
the area under the curve for Silhouette scores (Figure 12), ARI (Fig-
ure 13), and AMI (Figure 14) on the pancreas, the difftec and the
snRNA-seq data set. Each dot represents a method and evaluation
metric. Values were computed as log2-fold-change improvement com-
pared to the uncorrected data. The grey area indicates worse perfor-
mance and the grey dotted line indicates equal performance com-
pared to uncorrected data. In the best case, i.e. improved perfor-
mance compared to uncorrected data, the methods should fall in the
quadrant with the white background. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

16 Correlation of the average gene expression in the pancreas, the difftec,
and the snRNA-seq data set. From the pancreas data set the indrop-
lq was reconstructed using the smartseq2-hq batch. From the difftec
data set the chromium-v2-lq batch was reconstructed using chromium-
v3-hq batch as a reference and From the snRNA-seq data set the sn-lq
batch was reconstructed using the sc-hq batch. Pearson correlation
was computed for each cell type and summarized as box plots. The
dotted line shows the arithmetic mean. For the pancreas data set 13,
for the difftec dataset eight and for the snRNA-seq data set seven cell
types are shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61

17 Correlation of the standard deviation of gene expression values in
the pancreas, the difftec, and the snRNA-seq data set. From the pan-
creas data set the indrop-lq was reconstructed using the smartseq2-
hq batch. From the difftec data set the chromium-v2-lq batch was
reconstructed using chromium-v3-hq batch as a reference and from
the snRNA-seq data set the sn-lq batch was reconstructed using the
sc-hq batch. Pearson correlation was computed for each cell type
and summarized as box plots. The dotted line shows the arithmetic
mean. For the pancreas data set 13, for the difftec dataset eight and
for the snRNA-seq data set seven cell types are shown. . . . . . . . . 61
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18 Correlation of dropout values in the pancreas, the difftec, and the
snRNA-seq data set. From the pancreas data set the indrop-lq was
reconstructed using the smartseq2-hq batch. From the difftec data set
the chromium-v2-lq batch was reconstructed using chromium-v3-hq
batch as a reference and from the snRNA-seq data set the sn-lq batch
was reconstructed using the sc-hq batch. A log-normalized gene ex-
pression value below 0.1 was treated as a dropout value. Pearson
correlation was computed for each cell type and summarized as box
plots. The dotted line shows the arithmetic mean. For the pancreas
data set 13, for the difftec data set eight and for the snRNA-seq data
set seven cell types are shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62

19 Correlation of t-statistics in one vs rest differential expression analy-
sis of the pancreas, the difftec, and the snRNA-seq data set. From the
pancreas data set the indrop-lq was reconstructed using the smartseq2-
hq batch. From the difftec data set the chromium-v2-lq batch was re-
constructed using chromium-v3-hq batch as a reference and from the
snRNA-seq data set the sn-lq batch was reconstructed using the sc-hq
batch. Spearman’s rank correlation was computed for each cell type
and summarized as box plots. The dotted line shows the arithmetic
mean. The number of cell types differs between the three methods:
7, 8, 11 cell types are shown for snRNA-seq, difftec and pancreas data
sets, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63

20 Correlation of t-statistics in one vs rest differential expression anal-
ysis without reconstruction (Uncorrected in Figure 19) of the pan-
creas, the difftec, and the snRNA-seq data set compared to the abun-
dance of cell types. For the pancreas data set indrop-lq batch (low
quality) and smartseq2-hq (high quality), for the difftec data set the
chromium-v2-lq batch and the chromium-v3-hq and for the snRNA-
seq data set the sn-lq batch and sc-hq are shown. The cell type counts
for the low-quality (lq) and the high-quality (hq) batches are con-
nected using colored lines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
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21 Comparison of the average gene expression reconstruction perfor-
mance for several methods for the pancreas data set. The data set
is based on the pancreas data set where the smartseq2-v3 batch was
split into smartseq2-v3-hq and a second part, where selected genes
were removed (in silico gene dropout). The modified part is called
smartseq2-v3-lq. The reconstructed average gene expression (y-axis)
is based on the reconstructed or imputed smartseq2-lq data. For DIS-
CERN, scGEN, scVI, and trVAE the projection onto the smartseq2-hq
reference is depicted. The expected average gene expression (x-axis)
is based on the unmodified smartseq2-lq batch. The mean Pearson
correlation with one standard deviation over all cell types is dis-
played in parentheses of the figure title. Colors indicate the cell type
identity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67

22 Comparison of the average gene expression reconstruction perfor-
mance for several methods for the difftec data set. Four imputation
(DCA, MAGIC, scImpute, DeepImpute), four batch correction meth-
ods (Seurat, scGEN, scVI, trVAE), and DISCERN are compared. The
data set is based on the difftec data set where the chromium-v3 batch
was split into chromium-v3-hq and a second part, where selected
genes were removed (in silico gene dropout). The modified part is
called chromium-v3-lq. The reconstructed average gene expression
(y-axis) is based on the reconstructed or imputed chromium-v3-lq
data. For DISCERN, scGEN, scVI, and trVAE the projection onto
the chromium-v3-hq reference is depicted. The expected average
gene expression (x-axis) is based on the unmodified chromium-v3-
lq batch. The mean Pearson correlation with one standard deviation
over all cell types is displayed in parentheses of the figure title. Col-
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23 Pearson correlation of DEA t-statistics for a one-vs-rest cell type com-
parison and in silico gene removal. The data sets are based on the
pancreas and the difftec data set where the smartseq2 and the chromium-
v3 batch were split into two parts and selected genes were removed
from one part, called B-lq. The other part remains unaltered and is
called B-hq. The reconstructed DEA t-statistics are based on recon-
structed or imputed -lq only, while the expected DEA t-statistics are
based on the unmodified B-lq batch. For DISCERN, scGEN, scVI,
and trVAE the projection to B-hq is shown. Only genes, which were
removed in B-lq were used for calculating the correlation. Colors
indicate the cell type identity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69

24 Pearson correlation of DEA log2-fold-change for a one-vs-rest cell
type comparison and in silico gene removal. The data sets are based
on the pancreas and the difftec data set where the smartseq2 and
the chromium-v3 batch were split into two parts and selected genes
were removed from one part, called B-lq. The other part remains
unaltered and is called B-hq. The reconstructed log2-fold-change is
based on reconstructed or imputed -lq only, while the expected log2-
fold-change is based on the unmodified B-lq batch. For DISCERN,
scGEN, scVI, and trVAE the projection to B-hq is shown. Only genes,
which were removed in B-lq were used for calculating the correla-
tion. Colors indicate the cell type identity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
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25 Pearson correlation of KEGG [63] gene set enrichment scores for a
one-vs-rest cell type comparison and in silico gene removal. The
data sets are based on the pancreas and the difftec data set where the
smartseq2 and the chromium-v3 batch were split into two parts and
selected genes were removed from one part, called B-lq. The other
part remains unaltered and is called B-hq. Instead of directly mea-
suring DEA correlation as in Figures 23 and 24, a gene set enrichment
analysis was performed for differential expressed genes (DEGs). The
results were correlated with the ground-truth “expected” informa-
tion. The reconstructed gene set enrichment scores are based on re-
constructed and imputed -lq only, while the expected gene set enrich-
ment scores are based on the unmodified B-lq batch. For DISCERN
and scGEN the projection to B-hq is shown. Colors indicate the cell
type identity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71

26 Evaluation of mean gene expression for the pancreas and the difftec
data set for different ratios of the size of low-quality (-lq) and the
size to high-quality (-hq) training data. The mean gene expression
was compared after reconstruction to the B-hq batch. The results
were correlated with held-out ground truth. The pancreas and the
difftec data set were used as in Figure 23, where the smartseq and the
chromium-v3 batch are split into smartseq2-hq, smartseq2-lq, chromium-
v3-hq, and chromium-v3-lq. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74

27 Evaluation of DEA t-statistics for the pancreas and the difftec data
set for different ratios of the size of low-quality (-lq) and the size
of high-quality (-hq) training data. The t-statistics were compared
after reconstruction to the hq batch. The results were correlated with
held-out ground truth using Pearson correlation. The area under the
curve per cell type is displayed. The pancreas and the difftec data set
were used as in Figure 23, where the smartseq and the chromium-
v3 batch are split into smartseq2-hq, smartseq2-lq, chromium-v3-hq,
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28 Evaluation of mean gene expression for the pancreas and the difftec
data set for different ratios of of the size of low-quality (-lq) and the
size of high-quality (hq) training data. The mean gene expression
was compared after reconstruction to the hold-out ground truth. The
pancreas and the difftec data set were used as in Figure 23, where
the smartseq and the chromium-v3 batch are split into smartseq2-hq,
smartseq2-lq, chromium-v3-hq, and chromium-v3-lq. . . . . . . . . . 76

29 Spearman’s rank correlation of the DEA results of alpha cells that
were reconstructed and ground-truth alpha cells that were excluded
from training, based on the pancreas data set. On the left, the correla-
tion considering the t-statistics is shown. On the right, the log2-fold-
change from the DEA is considered. Different fractions of cell type
overlap in the indrop-lq and smartseq2-hq training data were used.
Alpha cells were only present in the indrop-lq data and smartseq2-hq
alpha cells were extracted as ground truth information. The fraction
of cell types, which are non-alpha cells and overlap between low-
quality (-lq) and high-quality (-hq) batches are shown on the x-axis.
Confidence intervals indicate the standard deviations from five in-
dependently trained models. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77

30 t-SNE of the pancreas data set with removed alpha cells in the smartseq2-
hq batch at varying numbers of overlapping cell types. Rows rep-
resent the top-performing methods according to Figure 29 and un-
corrected data. t-SNE representation was computed on 50 Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) dimensions of scaled data. Cells are col-
ored by cell type. Overlapping cell types from B-lq batches are de-
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31 t-SNE representation of all possible reference batch selections after
reconstruction using DISCERN, colored by cell type (first row), batch
(second row), and the number of expressed genes, i.e. genes with an
expression value ≥ 0.1 (last row). Uncorrected data indicate no re-
construction and “Average” uses the average batch information by

multiplying the shifting factor by
1

Nbatches

. Especially the low-quality

batches (e.g. indrop) show a low number of expressed genes in un-
corrected data (first column). After reconstruction with the indrop
batch (second column) a low number of expressed genes can seen
for all batches. Reconstruction with a high-quality batch as refer-
ence (e.g. smartseq2 in the second last column) a high number of
expressed genes can be detected. A medium number of expressed
genes can be achieved by using an “Average” batch (last column). . 83

32 Average gene expression of T cell receptor (TCR) signaling genes in
T cells (A) and Macrophages (B). The columns show the data in
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